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OVERVIEW

This Textbook of political and military counterdeception is unique.  It’s unlike any of your
many familiar intelligence textbooks or field manuals.  Those were designed to teach the
intelligence analyst to perform certain set procedures — rather like a highly skilled accountant or
manager — counting weapons and personnel, tracking their movements, and predicting their
behavior.  In sharp contrast, this Textbook has been designed to help the analyst faced with
deception to also begin to think more like a detective solving a mystery.  Specifically, it will help
you think your way into the mind of a deceptive opponent. 

This Textbook gives a convenient overview of counterdeception, which is defined here as
the detection of deception — and, by extension, the possible triple-cross of the deceiver.  It is
practical, having been designed as:
! a teaching tool for persons concerned with counterdeception, either as practitioners or

potential victims; and
! an analytical instrument for counterdeception operations, specifically as a check-list to

assure that all likely possibilities have been considered (“all bases covered”) in the
detection or analysis of deception operations.

The essence of this Textbook is its interdisciplinary foundation.  It draws its evidence and
conclusions from research on over a hundred different disciplines, all of which seek to detect
the ruses of hostile deceivers.  These “detectives” ranged from military and political intelligence
intelligence analysts, through police detectives, forensic scientists, and business fraud examiners,
to confidence artists and magicians who deal with deception as a professional necessity.  Each of
these disciplines has evolved through years of experience, of trial and error, various theories
about and procedures for detecting deception.  A few of these principles and methods (particularly
those of forensic & physical scientists, cognitive psychologists, and magicians) are rather highly
developed and consistently effective.  Those of intelligence analysts are only modestly and often
inconsistently effective.  And those of most others are seldom little better than chance guesses. 
This text filters out most of the chaff to present only the more useful principles, solid evidence, and
tested conclusions. 

Unlike most handbooks, primers, or introductory textbooks, this volume avoids the
haughty airs of the traditional anonymous “Mr. Know-All” or some faceless committee.  This
Textbook will give the evidence and draw conclusions as this author sees them.  All have been
thoroughly field-tested in one or more disciplines and proven generally successful. They’ve been
ruthlessly condensed from a ponderous manuscript representing nearly two decades of research
on detection in general and specifically on detecting deception.  That manuscript is stuffed with
documented evidence, detailed analyses, lengthy arguments and counter-arguments, and raw
opinions.  Its weaknesses as well as its considerable strengths are there for anyone with enough
time and background to weigh and judge.  But the audience for this Textbook are the students in
one or more intense and time-compressed introductory courses on the detection of deception. 
Thus, drastic cuts were necessary.  However, to give the instructors of these courses maximum
flexibility, somewhat more information than was strictly necessary has been appended to the main
text.  Examples: The Triggers for Discussion gives 20 sets of quotations that challenge the
student. The Toolkit of basic checklists and rules of thumb includes a few supplementary as well
as some alternative tools for the instructors to choose among. The Basic Readings section give 4
short texts, each focused on a specific topic that instructors may chose to use as the basis for
classroom discussion or as a shopping list for term papers.  And the Recommended Readings of
50 key books and articles has been lightly annotated to guide students toward further study.
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INTRODUCTION:  The Name of the Game

Let’s Define Our Terms:  Deception; Self-deception; Detection; Counterdeception; and, for
good measure, Lie and Surprise.

Lie — any statement made with the intent to deceive. 
This is the most useful and straightforward definition.  It is the extreme definition because it makes
no exceptions for such marginal forms as hypocrisy, pious frauds, or even so-called white lies.  A
great advantage of this definition is its conformity to the uncompromising principle of Anglo-Saxon
law that requires “the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.”  Moreover, it makes no
claims about the moral or factual nature of the statement — even truth can sometimes be the best
lie.

Deception is any attempt — by words or actions — intended to distort another person's or
group's perception of reality.
The ideal deception makes the victim certain but wrong.

These two above definitions of lie and deception avoid confusion with mere
misinformation, incomplete information, or the truth value of statements.  But they do permit us to
include those authorized lies and deceptions practiced with our knowledge and approval by stage
actors, magicians, and poker players.  Finally and most importantly, this definition gets around the
worrisome problem of self-deception.

Self-deception is any unintended self-induced misperception.
! It is either a psychological delusion, a misperception where we refuse to see the reality,

as sometimes in “The enemy of my enemy is my friend.”
! Or it is an optical illusion, a misperception where we can’t see the reality because we are

unable to perceive the distortion.  These distortions are either physical (such as a mirage),
physiological (after images, phantom limbs, astigmatism, etc), normal cognitive (Penrose
triangle, geometrical vanish, etc), or pathological or chemically induced cognitive
(hallucinations).

This definition avoids the common confusion (conflation) of deception with self-deception, which
concludes that it is all “self-deception”.  Here we sharply distinguish the latter as other-induced
deception and the former as self-induced deception.  See the diagram, “A Typology of
Perception”, in the next section and in the Appendix under “Toolkit”.

Counterdeception is the detection of deception.
Ideal counterdeception reveals the truth behind the lie, the face beneath the mask, the reality
under the camouflage.  Good counterdeception spares us from unwelcome surprises.  This term
may be extended to also mean triple cross of the detected deceiver.  

Surprise is the sudden and startling perception that something has happened contrary to
expectation.
This definition is practical and simple.  Importantly, it also fits Shannon’s Information Theory,
which defines “signal” as a new piece of information, literally new news as opposed to old news,
which Shannon called “redundancy”.  Although surprise is a concept that needs no theory, it does
need a definition.  Many definitions have been suggested but most are unnecessarily wordy,
complicated, or confusing.
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CHAPTER 1
HOW TO DECEIVE: Principles & Process

Oh, what a tangled web we weave, When first we
practise to deceive!
 — Sir Walter Scott, Marmion (1805)

O what a tangled web we weave
When first we practise to deceive!
But when we’ve practised quite a while
How vastly we improve our style!
— R. Pope (died 1941), “A Word of Encouragement”
in Punch

This general theory of deception was developed in the 1970s to help improve the quality of
analysis of political-military deception operations.  The first step was to identify among all types of
deceivers the one that has the most experience in practicing deception.  These were identified as
professional magicians.  The second step involved a comprehensive and systematic study of how
magicians deceive their audiences as well as detect the conjuring deceptions of other magicians. 
One important fringe benefit was that conjurors had evolved theories and principles of deception
and counterdeception that were substantially more advanced than currently used by political or
military intelligence analysts.

If truly generalized, such a theory must apply to all other fields of deceptive illusion as well. 
Therefore, additional evidence was surveyed anecdotally for all other major occupational types
that employ deception to an important degree: diplomats, counter-espionage officers, politicians,
businessmen, con artists, charlatans, hoaxers, practical jokers, poker players, gambling cheats,
football quarterbacks, fencers, actors, artists, mystery story writers, or you or I in our everyday
lives.  In all, 143 of these different fields and disciplines were surveyed.  All showed that the key to
detecting deception was congruity/incongruity analysis or, for short, Incongruity Analysis.

Even nature produces its share of deception — both physical illusions such as the “bent”
stick in water and the perceptual illusions that have slowly evolved through genetic mutation,
those kinds of hiding (dissimulative) camouflage of the zebra and chameleon or the showing
(simulative) lures of the anglerfish.  Here too, the array of examples was surveyed.

1.1 Deception as Applied Psychology

It should never be forgotten that, while times may change, human nature does not; the conjurer who fails to profit
by the hard-won knowledge of his predecessors is indeed a foolish man, for while in a good many instances
methods have improved, the basic psychology of deception which they learned by experience still remains the
same.
— Jean Hugard & Fred Braue, Expert Card Technique (1940), 179

To detect deception we must first understand what deception is and how it works.  When Sir
Walter Scott bemoaned the “tangled web” of deceit, the romantic Victorian knight expressed a
widely held belief that deception is a convoluted business.  And so it is in the minds of convoluted
thinkers who insist on making the simple difficult.  Even some intelligence analysts prefer to
pursue inscrutable models of deception.  Conceding only that it may be possible to develop
theories of deception with some after-the-fact explanatory value, they doubt the possibility of any
theory that could predict a deception.  In other words, they challenge the very possibility of
detecting deception in any systematic way.  For them detection can occur only by accident.  But
recall the Wizard of Oz who cloaked his plain self in gorgeous trappings of mystery.
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Deception is really a simple process.  As that British master deceiver and counter-
deceptionist, Dr. R. V. Jones, explained in 1989 about Scott’s tangled web:

“I learned those lines at the age of thirteen from a schoolmaster who stressed the
significance of ‘first,’ with its intriguing implication that practice might make perfect.”

Deception is often rich in its details and apparent variety but never in its psychological essence. 
Consequently, because deceit is basically simple, a reasonable person might wonder whether its
detection to be a similarly simple process.  And, in theory, it is, as will be told here in detail.

Deception as a General Phenomenon

I discovered at age six that almost everything in this world was phony, worked with mirrors.  Since then, I've
always wanted to be a magician.
— Orson Welles, 1943

Deception is a general phenomenon.  Many distinguished experts have implied this
generalization by asserting interlocking analogies among separate fields where deception plays a
significant part:
! Prussian strategist General Carl von Clausewitz (1832) argued that as “joking [Witz] is

conjuring [Taschenspielerei] with ideas and conceptions, so military deception [List] is
conjuring with actions.”

! At least four magicians since 1949 have pointed out an analogy between magic and jokes.
! That spiritualism was merely "conjuring in disguise" was first recognized in 1851, just three

years after spiritualism’s introduction, by a Scottish magician.
! Mystery writers Carolyn Wells (in 1913) and Raymond Chandler (in 1948) and magician

Glenn Gravatt (in 1937) noted an analogy between magic and plotting a mystery story.
! Mystery and magic buff Cedric Clute Jr (1977) saw both master magicians and master

criminals as masters of misdirection.
! Roman statesman-philosopher Seneca (around 50 AD) perceived analogy between

magicians' sleights and the art of rhetoric; magician-stage director Henning Nelms (1969)
one between magic and theater.

! Computer programmer and amateur magician “Tog” Tognazzini (1993) sees one between
the illusions of human-computer interface software design and conjuring.

! Writer-critic Edmund Wilson (1946) saw one between the illusions of conjuring and all art.
! Art authenticators Alan Burroughs (1938) and George Savage (1963) argued for an

analogy between the art analyst and the police sleuth.  
! Philosopher-historian R. G. Collingwood (died 1943) saw one between historians and

fictional police detectives while historian Robin Winks (1969) did so between historians and
real police detectives.

! Psychologist Karl Scheibe (1979) perceived one between psychologists and police
detectives.

! Byzantine Emperor Maurice (ca.600 AD) saw a similarity between the feints and
misdirections of wrestlers and generals.

! British military theorist Captain Basil Liddell Hart (1929) recognized an analogy between
military deception and deception in sports and subsequently (1956) added deception in
international politics at the level of "grand strategy".

! Military-political strategist Winston Churchill (1933), like Clausewitz, saw a connection
between legerdemain and deceptive generalship.

! Similarly, magician-camoufleur Major Jasper Maskelyne (1949) saw one between stage
illusions and both camouflage in particular and military deception in general.
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! Movie maker-camoufleur Colonel Geoffrey Barkas (1952) wrote of one between military
camouflage and “film production on the grand scale”.

! Neuropsychologist Richard Gregory (1970) perceived an analogy between psychological
illusion and the scientific method.

! Historian Thomas Macaulay (1837), saw one between the scientific method and jokes.
! British physicist, practical joker, and military deception planner Dr. R. V. Jones (1957)

argued for a common theory linking the scientific method, practical joking, and military
deception.

Finally, bringing these many links full circle, both British Field-Marshal Archibald Wavell (in
1942) and former Director of Israeli Military Intelligence Major-General Eliahu Zeira (1975)
perceived a psychological identity between military and magical deception.

But, of course, Machiavelli had already shown us half a millennium ago that deception finds
common ground in all the major domains of human activity — politics, war, and everyday life —
and does so throughout history and across cultures.  Deception, for him, was a truly universal
phenomenon.  Indeed, if we take all the cross-disciplinary analogies in this and the two previous
paragraphs and add from the 143 disciplines surveyed in preparing this Textbook and make a
network graph, we’ll see that all fit the Bell-Whaley Matrix that defines the field of deception and
counterdeception.  Indeed most make a close fit.  The only outlier so far identified (by Prof. Neil
Rowe) is the game of computer hacking versus computer security.  And even this may be a
consequence of its largely single channel nature, which could have been predicted by Jones’ Rule
of Multiple Channels, which will be described further on.

Moreover all 143 disciplines studied fit Jones’ Incongruity Theory and Whaley’s Plus or
Minus Rule, Congruity/Incongruity Rule, and Law of Triangulation.  These findings and
conclusions permeate the following text.

Thus, deception is the basically the same regardless of whatever field it appears in.  It’s not
a function of technology.  Instead, all deceptions are applied psychology — the psychology of
misperception — and hence are connected at more than one or two analogous points.  Because
deception is a general phenomenon we can develop a general theory of deception.  And, because
deception is applied psychology, we are able to develop a general psychological theory of
deception.

Levels of Deception

Although deception is practiced in all areas of human endeavor, it obviously has different
levels or degrees of consequence, ones that range from the trivial and rather simple to matters of
life or death and considerable complexity.  The following list of broad fields is given only to remind
us of some major factors as we move upward through increasingly consequential fields. 
Additionally, the arrows within each field draw attention to the fact that consequences and
complexity can also increase within that field.  Let’s begin with that mini-deception operation called
the pun.  It is both the most trivial in its consequence and the simplest in its structure.  The much
maligned pun is the most elegant joke of all, because a single ambiguous word instantly creates
two mutually incongruous thoughts.  From there, the deception operations in all the following
disciplines grow in the consequences to their victims as well as in the complexity of their structure.
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! HUMOR: puns ö satire ö tragedy
! PUZZLES: dots ö mosaics ö jigsaw ö crossword
! FORGERY: stamps ö paper money ö documentsö art
! GAMES: chess ö poker
! SPORTS: one-on-one ö teams
! PRACTICAL JOKES & MAGIC TRICKS: simple ö complex
! CONFIDENCE GAMES: “short cons” ö “big cons”
! COPS & CROOKS: one-on-one ö squads or gangs
! PROPAGANDA (PSYOPS): white ö grey ö black
! POLITICS & WAR: symmetrical ö asymmetrical

Misperception

Deception is one form or mode of perception.  Specifically, it falls in that main division of
perception called misperception.  These terms and the manner in which they relate are
summarized in the following diagram:

A TYPOLOGY OF PERCEPTION

Deception is a psychological phenomenon because it involves manipulating another
person’s perceptions.  All deceptions occur inside the brain of the person (or animal) deceived. 

However, unlike true self-deception, which involves deluding oneself, deception involves an
outsider, the deceiver, who intends and attempts to induce deception.  He contrives and projects a
false picture of reality; but to be deceived his target must both perceive this attempted portrayal
and accept it in more-or-less the terms intended and projected.

Perceptions can most usefully be defined as hypotheses, a notion initially suggested in
1867 by German physicist and physiologist Hermann von Helmholtz and then increasingly
accepted since 1970 when British neuropsychologist R. L. Gregory first formally proposed that
“perceptions are hypotheses.”  Gregory combined evidence from physiology, neurology, and the
philosophy of science to conclude that sensory inputs simply provide “data for hypotheses” about
the environment.  These selected hypotheses are what psychologists and the laity alike have
been more-or-less loosely calling “perceptions”. 
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The process of perception (including misperception) goes roughly as follows:
1)  The environment continuously transmits a chaotic cascade or spectrum of discrete data

(the ‘information bits’ of communication theorists).
2)  Our sensors (intrinsic such as eye and ear as well as extrinsic such as seeing-eye dogs

or radar sets) detect certain portions of some of these spectra.
3)  These bits and scraps of received data are transmitted (with slight delay but often

considerable distortion) to the brain.
4)  The brain discards most of these data but processes some immediately and stores them

in long-term memory.
5)  The brain then develops hypotheses about the environment by drawing inferences from

new as well as stored data.

It would seem that everything we call ‘thinking’ is the cognitive process of testing
hypotheses about incoming and stored data.  This is true of all human brains, from the brightest to
the dullest, from the most rational or logical to the most deranged and intuitional, from the child to
the adult.  It has also been demonstrated for certain bigger-brained animals and seemingly applies
even to the reflexes (responses to perceptions) found in the primitive nerve systems of brainless
creatures.  Similarly, ‘learning* is the accumulation of more and more interrelated hypotheses.

Hypotheses are generated as follows:  They are built entirely by a process of comparison,
by seeing analogies.  At the simplest level, the individual, discrete information bits (raw data) are
distinguished as categories (Plato’s ‘ideal types’), that is, hypotheses about their sameness or
difference.  These hypotheses are stored in memory.  At the next higher level of aggregation, sets
of related bits combine into characteristics (“charcs”’ for short), which are hypotheses about the
interrelatedness of categories.  These too are remembered.  New bits of data are then compared
with these hypothetical charcs and incorporated if perceived as congruent or discarded if
incongruent.  At the highest level of aggregation, charcs combine into patterns, which are
hypotheses about the interrelatedness of charcs.  Again, these are remembered; and newly
perceived charcs will be compared with the old pattern and either incorporated if congruent or
rejected if incongruent. 

More than one hypothesis can, of course, be erected upon any given set of sensory inputs.
This is a logical requirement of scientific hypothesis building in general, but each specific builder
(brain) has its own bias.  While it would be useful to know more about such biases, considerable
recent work has shown some of the different types of memory and styles of thinking  including
cultural biases.  Nonetheless these are only the trees in the forest of theory, necessary for fine-
tuning any deception plan or operation but not essential for understanding the overall theory.

Turning from perception to misperception, illusions are failed hypotheses that occur
whenever either:
! our physiological perceptual input mechanisms malfunction, or
! our cognitive hypothesis-generating strategies are inappropriate.

The first circumstance accounts for all physiological illusions, the second for all psychological
ones.
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1.2 The Basic Principle:  Naturalness

Each time an animal shifts from its natural rhythm, there is a reason, and thus an opportunity for us to ask why.
— Mark Elbroch, Mammal Tracks and Sign (2003), 70

The Principle of Naturalness is a key concept in the Theory of Deception.  Indeed, effective
deception presupposes a firm knowledge of what is natural.  In spite of its fundamental place in
any theory of deception it has been almost entirely overlooked by military and intelligence
doctrine.  The only exception has been in the field of dissimulative (passive or hiding) camouflage
where its only goal is to hide material or personnel.  We owe this key principle of deception, as so
many others, to conjurors.  They developed it; and the famous Canadian-American master
magician, Dai Vernon, raised it to a central principle. 

To protect against the Nemesis of inconsistency the magician deploys a covering cloak of
"naturalness".  For them, "naturalness" is the result of making each sleight or other conjuring
move simulate some normal gesture, action, or posture.  They do this precisely to avoid having
the spectators notice the secret actions.  Note that this word, like many others in conjuror's jargon,
has a meaning quite oblique to that in Standard English, in this case "naturalness" meaning
feigned naturalness.  Most top-class performers will go to great effort to develop this quality in
both the design and practice of their tricks.  Success in this is, perhaps, the highest test of their
art.

Note that the practice of feigned "naturalness" is itself a deceptive technique to lull
suspicion.  Audiences look for tricky moves and overlook those that seem natural even when they
aren't.  Naturalness can also be contrived by conditioning an audience to accept certain actions as
being innocent.  For example, the magicienne may need one unfamiliar and hence unnatural
move to work a particularly effective trick.  She will overcome this telltale by introducing it several
times during a previous trick where it will be seen as truly innocent, dismissed as merely some
idiosyncratic gesture of the performer, something to do with general performing style and not with
some specific secret method.  By repetition the unnatural has become natural, a new deception
asset to be used when needed.

The Principle of Naturalness is a major one with conjurors but not with soldiers or
intelligencers.  Only camoufleurs give it some notice in their special doctrine.  However, a few
other military planners have used this technique in specific cases.  For example, mobilization is
conventionally interpreted by intelligence analysts as a preliminary to war.  To hide this telltale, the
Egyptian Army partially or fully mobilized several times during the months before their attack on
Israel in 1973.  The Israeli analysts, partly conditioned to accept enemy mobilization as “natural”
and therefore benign, discounted the final genuine mobilization that came at Yom Kippur.

To achieve this apparent but false naturalness requires analyzing each trick in minute
detail.  Each weak point must be found and every discrepancy in it identified.  Then each
discrepancy either must be hidden within some natural gesture, posture, or action or must be
shown to have some plausible but false reason.  For example, relaxed handling can keep a
palmed coin hidden indefinitely.  Similarly, a two-headed coin may be openly shown or a gaffed
card shown as an implicit part of an otherwise honest packet of cards.

In general, whether in conjuring or war, “natural” refers to the normal sensory state of the
surrounding environment — the normal rhythm or pattern of sights, sounds, and smell.  Any
sudden changes in these rhythms or patterns capture our attention — a quick movement or 
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cessation of movement, a loud noise or sudden silence, a flash of light or sudden darkness, etc. 
Although magicians have elevated this to a formal principle, their Principle of Attention, it is
informally practiced by all effective deceivers.  They use these attention grabbers to draw our
attention away from whatever real thing they wish to hide by directing their attention toward the
simulated target.  That is what magician’s call misdirection. 

1.3 The Structure of Deception

While it is possible to design many models of the structure of deception, only two have been
widely used.  First (in 1979) was Bell & Whaley’s 3x3 Simulation-Dissimulation Matrix, a
systematic balancing and interaction of the three ways to hide the real and the three
corresponding ways to show the false.  The second model is the elegantly simple one developed
at the Naval Postgraduate School by Donald Daniel & Katherine Herbig in early 1980 quite
independently of the earlier Bell-Whaley model.  Let’s begin with the simpler but less useful
model.

Daniel & Herbig’s A-type versus M-type Deceptions

The Daniel & Herbig structural model of deception distinguishes two variants:
1)   “A-type”, which is "ambiguity-increasing".  This, the simpler of their two types, merely confuses
the target, making it unsure of what to believe.  “It seeks to compound the uncertainties
confronting any state's attempt to determine its adversary's wartime intentions.  Contradictory
indicators, missing data, fast-moving events, time lags between data collection and analysis,
chance — all inhibit accurate intelligence assessments.  Intelligence analysts work on the
assumption, however, that as an adversary moves toward his true operational goal, his
preparations to do so well serve as tip-offs clarifying his intent.  What A-type deceptions seek to
insure is that the level of ambiguity always remains high enough to protect the secret of the actual
operation.”
2)  “M-type”, which is entirely “misleading”.  This, the more complicated type, reduces ambiguity
by building up the attractiveness of one wrong alternative.  It causes the target to concentrate on a
single contingency, “thereby maximizing the deceiver's chances for prevailing in all others.”

Importantly, Daniel & Herbig recognize that while their two variants of deception are
distinct in theory, in practice, “their effects often coexist or shade into one another as the deception
evolves.”  In that case, they add, “the direction of change generally appears to be from M-type to
A-type” so that a deception “planned to mislead a target into choosing one possibility may
degenerate and instead increase ambiguity if the target resists or postpones making the choice
the deceiver intends.”

In spite of this cautionary qualification that the “A” and “M” types can “shade into one
another”, their model has almost always been understood to be an either/or choice.  Not only is
that not true, but the value of the “A” or “M” concept is further weakened by the fact that while “M”
types are the usual mode, “A” types are quite rare.  Indeed a study of 230 strategic and
operational cases in 20 wars from 1914 to 1973 found only one “A”-type case.  (See Whaley,
DECEPTR.)  Consequently, this model is too simple to warrant more than limited use.  A more
complex but generally more flexible structural model of deception is the following:
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Bell & Whaley’s “Matrix of Deception”

The taxonomic structure and operational process of misperception applies equally to all
four of its sub-types (see above diagram, “A Typology of Perception”) but we will now focus in on
only one sub-type, namely deception.

In this section, each term will be defined both descriptively by its role in the structure of
deception as well as operationally by its role in the process.  Each term will also be compared with
its standard usage by both magicians and soldiers supplemented by examples drawn from other
fields of deception.

Deception is the distortion of perceived reality.  Operationally, it is done by changing the
pattern of distinguishing characteristics (charcs) of the thing (whether object or event) detected by
the sensory system of the target.  The task (purpose) of deception is to profess the false in the
face of the real.

! Magicians call this generally “magic”’ or occasionally and privately “deception” and
specifically a “trick” or “illusion”.

! Soldiers, intelligencers, psychologists, and animal biologists call it “deception”. 
l Some military camoufleurs (camouflagers) call it “strategic camouflage”.

Reality is distorted, deceptively portrayed, by both nature and man.  Nature*s deceptions
are either without purpose (as with such familiar physical illusions as a mirage or the apparently
‘bent’ stick in water) or purposeful and, then, always to the advantage of the species involved (as
with all evolutionary bits of camouflage that have survival value).  Human’s “deceptions” are also
either without purpose (unintentional misrepresentations) or purposeful — with intent to deceive. 
Nature does this unconsciously; man does it either unconsciously (as with self-deception and
some deceptions of others) or consciously, and then, always to some perceived advantage.

Every deception operation, whether human or natural, is comprised of only two basic parts:
dissimulation and simulation:

Dissimulation is hiding the real.  It is covert, that part of a deception concealed from the
target. Its task is to conceal or at least obscure the truth.  Operationally, dissimulation is done by
hiding one or more of the characteristics that make up the distinctive pattern of a real thing.

! Magicians speak of the “method”, the means or procedure by which a trick is done,
the part that must be hidden from the audience.  Some also use the word
“dissimulation” itself.

! Military deception specialists call this variously “cover”, “cover and concealment”,
“denial”, or simply “dissimulation”, defining the latter as “hiding the real”. 
Practitioners of intelligencer speak of “cover” and “covert”; and some camoufleurs
call it “negative camouflage”.

Simulation is showing the false.  It is overt, that part of a deception presented to the target.
Its task is to pretend, portray, profess an intended lie.  Simulation is done by showing one or more
characteristics that comprise the distinctive pattern of a false thing.

! Magicians speak of the “effect” and define it as that part of a trick the audience is
meant to perceive.  Many also use the word “simulation”.

! Some military deception experts also call this “simulation” and define it explicitly as
“portraying the false”.  Some camoufleurs call it “positive camouflage”
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Both simulation and dissimulation are always present together in any single act of
deception.  Nothing is ever just hidden; something is always shown in its stead, even if only
implicitly —  the housewife who hides her money in the cookie jar is pretending (showing) she has
no money at home; or the machine-gun team that hides under camouflage netting pretending
there are no machine guns here.  It is the two in combination (hiding and showing) that misdirect
the attention and interest of the target, inducing it to form misperceptions (false hypotheses) about
the real nature of what is impending.

Basically there are only three ways to dissimulate (hide) and only three to simulate (show). 
The three procedures by which real things (objects or events) are hidden are masking,
repackaging, or dazzling:

Masking hides the real by making it invisible. It either interposes a screen, shielding it from
the senses (and any intermediating sensors) of the deceivee so it is truly covert, or integrates it
with its environment so it is unnoticed, blending into its background, literally overlooked, hiding in
plain sight.  Operationally, masking is done either by concealing all distinctive characteristics (at
least those thought to be available to the target’s sensors) or by matching them to surrounding
characteristics.  This is done in order either to conceal or blend its original pattern.

! The magician shields by hiding his gimmicks out of sight — backstage, behind
mirrors, under the table, or in his hand.  He integrates the Fake Finger by blending
it in among the five real fingers of his hand. He also blends by “black art”. 
Biologists call this “crypsis”, meaning concealment or camouflage.

! The soldier shields with smokescreens or electronic jamming; he blends into jungle
or desert with mottled camouflage.  German aircrews hid in captured American B-
17s in 1944 to spy close-up on US bomber formations.  And statesmen often feign
diplomatic normalcy to mask their intent to go to war, as with Japan vs the US in
1941 or Russia vs Japan in 1945, Czechoslovakia in 1968, and Afghanistan in
1979.

Repackaging hides the real by disguising.  It wraps a thing differently, modifying its
appearance. It is simulated metamorphosis.  Repackaging is done by adding or subtracting
characteristics to transform them into a new pattern that resembles something else.

! Magicians repackage when they exchange costumes with an assistant in various
“substitution” illusions.

! A general may have a new unit in the line wear the distinguishing patches of the
old to disguise the changeover. An admiral disguises a warship as a harmless
freighter. General Dayan repackaged the opening stroke of the 1956 Sinai
Campaign by publicly calling the seizure of the Mitla Pass a mere ‘reprisal’ to delay
an all-out Egyptian counter-attack.

Dazzling hides the real by confusing. It bewilders, confounds, baffles, perplexes, reducing
certainty about the real nature of a thing. Dazzling is done by randomizing or otherwise partially
obscuring the characteristics of an object (its precise location, size, color, etc) or an event (its
exact timing, method of operation, etc) in order to blur their distinctive pattern. Ideally, this
modified pattern carries less conviction, conveys less certainty, than the real but underlying one.

! Magicians bewilder their audiences when they use the “equivoque” to “force” an
object.

! The Royal Navy used zig-zag “dazzle painting” on its warships in WWI to confuse
German U-boat commanders; and General Bradley had his radio net simulate
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Patton*s Third Army two times over to confuse the Germans about Patton’s crucial
move to relieve the Battle of the Bulge in 1944.  All military codes and ciphers are a
type of dazzle, jumbled mathematically so that they remain unreadable, although
fully recognizable as encrypted messages or, at least, “dummy” traffic.

Conversely, the three procedures by which false things are shown are mimicking, inventing, or
decoying:

Mimicking shows the false by having one thing imitate another.  It duplicates a sufficient
number of aspects of the other to give a passable replica.  The ideal example is the double
(döppelgänger).  Operationally, mimicking is done by copying one or more of the distinctive
characteristics of the thing to be imitated to approximate its distinctive pattern.

! The magician thus uses only the “talk”, the characteristic clinking sound of coins or
the snapping of cards, to simulate the presence of the entire object; or, at the other
extreme, introduces a double in the form of an identical twin to enhance a “vanish”. 
Biologists specifically call this “mimicry”.

! General Otto von Emmich attacked the great Belgian fortress of Liège in 1914 with
six brigades totaling only 20,000 troops; but, because this was a mixed force drawn
from five corps, Belgian intelligence concluded from prisoners taken that they faced
all five corps, an overwhelming force of 150,000 and accordingly withdrew their
infantry screen.  A more charc-filled ruse was that involving the British Army actor
who played “Monty*s Double” in 1944.

Inventing shows the false by displaying another reality.  Unlike mimicking which imitates
an existing thing, inventing creates something entirely new, albeit false.  Inventing is done by
creating one or more new characteristics to create an entirely new pattern.

! Magicians create dummy objects for certain “substitution” effects such as forged
billets in mind-reading acts or a complete dummy magician in Maskelyne*s
Levitation Extraordinary.

! Generals create rubber tanks, wooden guns, canvas aircraft, and dummy radio
traffic; admirals create dummy warships.  In 1901 Major Frederick Funston dressed
his Filipino troops in rebel clothing to capture their leader, Aguinaldo, thereby
effectively ending the Philippine Insurrection, 

Decoying shows the false by diverting attention.  It offers a distracting, misleading option
and is therefore a matter of feints and diversions, literally misdirection.  Decoying is done by
creating alternative false characteristics that give an additional, second pattern. Ideally this
alternative pattern carries more conviction, conveys more certainty, than the real one.

! For the magician, this is “misdirection” in its most literal sense.  Thus decoying
occurs during every sleight-of-hand “pass”, as in the French Drop where an empty
fist moves away from the other hand as if it had just taken an object from it.

! And generals, like football quarterbacks, fake left and run right.  By creating a
successful diversion on one flank, at one point, or from one direction while
attacking another: Sherman took Atlanta in 1864, Allenby took Palestine in 1918,
the US Marines took Tinian in 1944, and MacArthur took Inchon in 1950.

Also, just as the two overriding categories of dissimulation and simulation are opposites,
their separate sub-categories also stand opposing one another as mirror-image antonyms — 
shown schematically as follows:
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THE BELL-WHALEY STRUCTURE OF DECEPTION
(with process defined)

DECEPTION
(Distorting Reality)

DISSIMULATION
(Hiding the Real)

SIMULATION
(Showing the False)

MASKING MIMICKING

Conceals One’s Own

A
Charcs Copies Another’s Charcs

Matches Another’s

(to eliminate an old pattern or blend it with a
background pattern).

(to recreate an old pattern, imitating it).

REPACKAGING INVENTING

Adds New

A
Charcs Creates New Charcs

Subtracts Old

(to modify an old pattern by matching another). (to create a new pattern).

DAZZLING DECOYING

Obscures Old

A
Charcs Creates Alternative Charcs

Adds Alternative

(to blur an old pattern, reducing its certainty). (to give an additional, alternative pattern,
increasing its certainty).

Therefore, masking has its counterpart in mimicking, repackaging in inventing, and dazzling in
decoying.  Although this schema is logically elegant, it is an artifact, a logical consequence of the
fact that the basic categories of dissimulation and simulation are already defined as opposites.  In
practice as in theory, all three ways of hiding the real can accompany the three ways of showing
the false in any of their 9 possible combinations.

Because both dissimulation and simulation are always present together in any single
deception operation, we can take the pair of separate but parallel three-fold parts of the taxonomy
and create a 3x3 matrix that will encompass all acts of deception. Thus the following table, which
draws its examples from magic tricks.
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THE BELL-WHALEY MATRIX OF DECEPTION
(as applied to 60 magic tricks)

              SIMULATING

DISSIMULATING Mimicking Inventing Decoying

Masking 19 10 10

Repackaging   4   3   1

Dazzling 10   2   1
    Source:  Whaley (1981), table, based on an opportunity sample of 60 tricks.

This matrix seems to provide a close fit for the multitude of magical  tricks.  Should all such effects
and methods fit, then it is truly a special structural or taxonomic model of magic.  If they fit with
ease and without ambiguity, it is a useful model as well.  If much torturing is required to make the
example fit the matrix, then the model is an intellectual Procrustean Bed of limited value.  But even
if only most tricks fit easily, the model is still perhaps worthy of further development.

Observe in the matrix that the three ways of dissimulation and the three of simulation are
each arrayed in ostensibly descending order of effectiveness.  Bell*s assumption (hypothesis) was
that masking would be the most effective way to dissimulate.  Therefore, if masking fails to confer
sufficient invisibility to the real object or event and it is noticed, the deceiver can then resort to
repackaging to disguise it.  And if repackaging fails and the thing is recognized for what it is, then
dazzling can be used as a last-ditch measure at least to confuse the target about some
characteristics.  Conversely, Bell assumed that mimicking would be the most effective way to
simulate. Therefore, should mimicking fail to show the false by a convincing imitation, the deceiver
can resort to inventing to create an alternative reality.  And if inventing also fails, decoying can still
be used at least to attract the otherwise undivided attention of the target away from it.

Consequently, in theory, the most effective deceptions will dissimulate by masking and
simultaneously simulate by mimicking, while the potentially least effective would be those that
combine dazzling with decoying to achieve only a mere razzle-dazzle effect.  Therefore, while
dazzling-decoying deceptions might get invented, few if any would survive frequent operational
experience and consequently would get dropped from repertory.

To test Bell’s hypothesis and my subsidiary one, I chose to use the tricks of magicians,
because among all professional deceivers, they have by far the most frequent experience of both
failed and successful deceptions.  Generals, like card cheats, would be more likely simply to prefer
certain types of deception without having much hard evidence of their effectiveness.  Accordingly,
all magic tricks that had been collected to illustrate a previous paper were fitted to the matrix.  As
can be seen in practice or at least in magician*s practice, both hypotheses were substantially
verified.  Masking and mimicking are not only overwhelmingly the most common methods used for
dissimulation and simulation respectively; but also they are the two used most often in combination. 
Conversely, only one example of dazzling decoying was discovered (the “Thought Force”), despite
an even wider search among the repertory of magic.  Thus, this is an apparently useful procedural
model or guide for the planner to follow in designing the most effective deceptions.
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Magical tricks are the magician’s deception operations.  If this model can be as effectively
applied to deception outside the special field of magic, it then takes on the character of a general
theory.  In fact, as noted above, work to this end has already been done not only somewhat
systematically on military deception but, albeit with less rigor, also on the other major fields that
employ it.

BELL-WHALEY DECEPTION MATRIX (SUMMARY)

9
1.
2.
3.

masking
repackaging
dazzling

mimicking
inventing
decoying

1.
2.
3. ADISSIMULATING SIMULATING

1.4 The Process of Deception

The deception process is implicit in the preceding section, which gave operational definitions
of all relevant terms. Here this process is made explicit. Its ten steps are:

First, in planning a deception, the planner must know its strategic goal.  For the magician,
this is always “simply” to provide the audience with a pleasing and surprising effect or puzzle, for
that is all they expect of him.  For the military commander it may be to launch a surprise invasion of
another country, effect a landing on an enemy beach with minimum initial opposition, get the jump
on the enemy with a new attack or counter-attack, or simply get a reconnaissance or rescue party
in and out of hostile territory with sufficiently low casualties to assure success.  These goals pose
the kinds of problems the planner initially faces; they are the ‘givens* he must work within.

Second, the planner must decide how he wants his target to react in such a given situation. 
The magician requires only that his audience concentrate their attention and interest on the
portrayed effect to the exclusion of the secret method.  For the military deception planner, however,
the problem is more subtle.  This essential element of effective deception planning was best
explained by the officer who first recognized it.  This officer was Britain*s most experienced WWII
deception planner, Brigadier Dudley Clarke, head of General Wavell’s deception planning team (“A”
Force) in Cairo:  

“In the first Deception Plan I [Clarke] ever tackled I learned a lesson of inestimable
value. The scene was Abyssinia.  Gen. Wavell wanted the Italians to think he was
about to attack them from the south in order to draw off forces from those opposing
him on the northern flank.

The Deception went well enough — but the result was just the opposite of
what Wavell wanted.  The Italians drew back in the South, and sent what they could
spare from there to reinforce the North, which was of course the true British objective.

After that it became a creed in ‘A’ Force to ask a General ‘What do you want
the enemy to do?’, and never ‘What do you want him to think?’”.

Third, only then must the planner by himself — whether general or magician — decide what
he wants the target to think about the facts or event, precisely what it is they should perceive.
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Fourth, he must decide specifically what is to be hidden about those facts or impending
events and what is to be shown in their stead. In doing this he should remember the caveat that
hiding and showing ideally take place simultaneously, as any deviation from simultaneity gives the
target more time to discover the switch. (In military practice hiding usually takes place prior to
showing, only sometimes simultaneously, and fortunately because most riskily, rarely afterwards.)

Fifth, the planner now analyzes the pattern of the real thing to be hidden so as to identify its
distinguishing characteristics (“charcs”) — specifically, which of these charcs must be deleted or
added to give another pattern that suitably masks, repackages, or dazzles.

Sixth, he does the same for the false thing to be shown to give another pattern that
plausibly mimicks, invents, or decoys.

Seventh, at this point the planner has designed a desired effect together with its hidden
method. He must now explore the means available for presenting this effect to the target. The
magician may be limited by the type of apparatus he has at hand, his ability to purchase or
construct appropriate new apparatus, or his theatrical ability. Military commanders or practitioners
of intelligence may be limited by their available deception assets and will often have too little time
to acquire additional ones. They must make do or go back to Stage Four planning and try for an
alternative design.

Eighth, having the effect and the means, the planning phase has ended and the operational
phase begins. In magic, the planner is usually also the performer. In the military and intelligence
fields, the deception planner usually hands over to operational units to present (“sell”) the effect.

Ninth, the channels through which the false charcs (and patterns) are communicated must
be ones open (directly or indirectly) to the target*s sensors. A magician should not use a “false
count” of clicking coins before a deaf spectator.  An  intelligence officer should not plant
disinformation in a newspaper unless he has reason to believe the enemy monitors that paper.

Tenth, and last, for the deception to succeed, the target must accept (“buy”) the effect,
perceiving it as an illusion. Deception will fail at this point only if the target takes no notice of the
presented effect, notices but judges it irrelevant, misconstrues its intended meaning, or detects its
method. Conversely, the target will:

! take notice, if the effect is designed to attract his attention;
! find it relevant, if the effect can hold his interest;
! form the intended hypothesis about its meaning, if the projected pattern of charcs is

congruent with patterns already part of his experience and memory; and
! fail to detect the deception, if none of the ever-present charcs that are incongruent

are accessible to his sensors.

Effective deception planning must anticipate all four of these contingencies.  And a wise deceiver
will seek feedback, monitoring the target*s responses, to assure that these four contingencies are
being met.

Finally, having outlined a preliminary theory of deception, we can turn to the theory of
counterdeception — the detection of deception.  Here too the study of magic was helpful because
magicians — master deceivers themselves — have proven themselves the best detectives of the
deceptions of three of the main types of deceivers: psychic frauds, gambling cheats, and other
magicians.  But that is another story, a promising one because while anything can be either
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simulated or dissimulated to some extent, it can never be done so to the full extent.  Therefore
counterdeception, like deception, is in theory always possible.

Conclusion:  In sum, everything that exists can to some extent be both simulated and dis-
simulated.  Therefore deception is always possible; any thing and any event is meat for the
deception planner’s table.  The planner —  whether magician, general, or anyone else — can take
courage from magician David Devant*s motto: “Give me a good ‘effect’ and I*ll find a way to do it.” 
And his is no idle claim, as proven time and time again by Devant and other magician-innovators
faced with this challenge to deceive.
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CHAPTER 2
INTERFACE: Deceiver versus Detective

The preceding pages explained how a deceiver plans a deception.  The next section will explain
how the detective analyses it.  If we assume these two processes are simply mirror images of each
other, we could proceed directly to describe the second process.  Thus, two familiar clichés comes
to mind: “It takes one to know one” and the even older one, “Set a thief to catch a thief.”

However, there is something here more than just mirror imaging.  This qualification was
framed by one literary sleuth in writing that: “An awareness of deception presupposes a detective
ability.”  What is this subtle difference between planning a deception and detecting it?  How do
these procedures differ?  They are most clearly seen when we compare how a deceiver plots
against how the analyst detects that same deception.  What happens when deceiver meets
detective?  Let’s examine this interface.

2.1 Weaving the Web

How do mystery writer’s plan their deception?  The detective story is a special type of
writing, having its own rather rigid rules of construction.  Although mystery story writers don't
explicitly think of themselves as deception planners, that is precisely what they are.  Therefore, it is
surprising that almost none of them has clearly described notions of how they go about threading in
the elements of deceit that distinguishes their literary form from all others. They are artists, not
theorists.  Even including those critics and scholars who have analyzed the field, only a handful
have been able to spell out anything more than a few crude guidelines about building suspense
and camouflaging clues. The mystery fiction field, large and popular as it is, has no theory of
deception despite its many studies and how-to manuals.  But it could.

The earliest scrap of useful theoretical advice comes from no less than Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle himself.  He remarked in his 1924 autobiography that having decided on a solution to your
mystery plot, “one’s next task is to conceal it and lay emphasis upon everything which can make for
a different explanation.”  This is the single most insightful analysis of how deception works in the
detective story.  It means hiding (dissimulating) the real clues while prominently showing
(simulating) false ones in their place. 

Conan Doyle’s advice was improved on in 1948 by another grand master of detective fiction,
Raymond Chandler.  He recommended that "The most effective way to conceal a simple mystery is
behind another mystery.  This is literary legerdemain.  You do not fool the reader by hiding clues or
faking character à la [Agatha] Christie but by making him solve the wrong problem."  This is oblique
thinking at its best.

Chandler's statement not only makes an apt analogy between mystery plotting and
magician's sleight-of-hand but goes one step further to identify what must be done; namely, trick
the reader into solving the wrong mystery.  Unfortunately, Chandler neglected to tell us how to
deceive the reader.  The how is that the mystery in the story’s narrative is created by
simultaneously hiding the real and showing the false.  Here, the clues to the real story are
camouflaged while the clues to the cover story are prominently displayed. And this is no less than
what all deception planners, all deceivers do.  The mystery story is just another form of deception.
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In sum, when plotting a deception, the deceiver first connects the dots.  She could stop
there.  But, if she does, she is mirror-imaging.  The deception planner is simply presuming that the
targeted victim will dutifully follow the chain of dots (ruses) to its false conclusion.  But, if the
deceiver recognizes that some victims may balk at one or more of these dots, then the plotter will
try to anticipate possible alternative reactions to each dot and strengthen them.  In this manner the
deception planning process is still one of connecting dots but with an overlay of feedback loops that
seek to second guess the victim.     

2.2 Unraveling the Web

In April 1841 American writer Edgar Allan Poe published a short story in Graham’s Lady’s
and Gentleman’s Magazine.  Titled “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” it is generally judged by
historians of the mystery genre to be the first modern detective story.  This piece of fiction is
included here only because it soon inspired the first and still best explanation of exactly how the
planning of a deception operation differs from its detection.  Poe had used the old but relatively
unfamiliar word “ratiocination” to characterize his detective’s particular analytical method, a process
of logical inference that we today would call abduction or retroduction.  Five years after Rue
Morgue had appeared Poe had an extraordinary insight about the creative logic of his new type of
storytelling:

“These tales of ratiocination owe most of their popularity to being something in a new key.  I
do not mean to say that they are not ingenious — but people think them more ingenious
than they are — on account of their method and air of method.  In the “Murders in the Rue
Morgue”, for instance, where is the ingenuity in unravelling a web which you yourself [as
writer] have woven for the express purpose of unravelling?  The reader is made to confound
the ingenuity of the suppositious Dupin with that of the writer of the story.”

—Poe in a letter to Philip P. Cooke, 9 Aug 1846, in The Letters of Edgar Allan Poe,
Vol.2 (1948), 328

There it is — the writer as deceiver.  Poe is clear and precise.  The mental process whereby
mystery writers (and generally all deception planners) design deception operations is mainly or
entirely linear and one-dimensional like a connect-the-dots game.  Conversely, mystery readers
(intelligence analysts) solve the mystery largely using a process that is logically non-linear and
three-dimensional, similar to solving a crossword puzzle.

Poe’s analysis is apparently both original with him and still unique.  I’m unaware of any one
else who’s made this point — not any mystery writer, no mystery critics, much less any creator or
analyst of other types of deception.

Reverse Engineering

Reverse engineering is a recent term.  It was coined in or soon before 1973 to mean to take
something apart and analyze how it works.  It allows one to understand how an opponent's new 
weapon system or deception operation works when they can’t buy, borrow, or steal the plans.

A prime example of reverse engineering a weapons system is how the Soviet Air Force
developed its Tupolev Tu-4 “Bull” long-range bomber.  Between July and November 1944 four
USAF Boeing B-29, “Superfortress” strategic bombers, crippled by flak during bombing runs over
Japan, diverted to the Soviet Far East.  One landed virtually intact, two were seriously damaged,
and one crashed after its crew bailed.  As the USSR was not yet at war with Japan, these aircraft
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and their crews were interned. The crews were soon returned but their planes were kept.  Stalin
ordered a Soviet strategic bomber capacity.  He gave the Soviet aviation industry top priority but
demanded mass production within two years.  The Soviet engineers met this high-pressure
schedule — but only by copying the American B-29.  Indeed by disassembly, copying each
120,000 of its 120,000 parts (including those of the giant engines), and reverse engineering their
assembly.  A joke (possibly even true) was that they even copied an old aluminum patch on the
fuselage of the least damaged plane.  The only differences were that the machine guns were
replaced with cannon and the pilots’ instruments were relabeled in Russian.  By similar ingenuity,
following Communist China’s split with the Soviet Union in 1960, the Red Chinese reverse-
engineered (guochanhua) several Soviet weapon systems, including the Tu-28 bomber, Mig-21
fighter, ICBM R-7, and three types of submarine.

Another example involved Apple’s release in 2007 of its new iPhone.  Among the thousands
who waited in line to buy the first ones were techs whose teardown quickly revealed its clever
design and the sources of its several disguised components.

The Scientist as Reverse Engineer

Detection is basically a form of invention.  So we needn’t be surprised to find a scientist
who’d long ago argued that all inventions are simply the result of applying “inverse” reasoning to
problems.  In 1895 Austrian physicist Ernst Mach illustrated his point with the following “thought
experiment” of how our pre-historic ancestors might have invented the first bridge:

“A man stands on the bank of a mountain-torrent, which is a serious obstacle to him.  He
remembers that he had crossed just such a torrent before on the trunk of a fallen tree.  Hard
[close] by, trees are growing.  He has often moved trunks of fallen trees.  He has also felled
trees before, and then moved them.  To fell trees he has used sharp stones.  He goes in
search of such a stone, and as the old situations that crowd into his memory are held there
in living reality by the definite powerful interest which he has in crossing just this torrent, —
as these impressions are made to pass before his mind in the inverse order in which they
were here invoked, he invents the bridge.”

Physicians and Magicians Reverse Engineer Deception

Scottish physician Dr. Joseph “Joe” Bell called it “The Method of Zadig”, thereby showing he
knew it was simultaneously common sense and scientific method.  Bell was the most famous
medical diagnostician (detective) of his time and place.  His retroductive (reverse engineered)
reasoning about new patients was astonishing — not least of all to his most attentive medical
student and personal attendant in 1881.  That student was young Arthur Conan Doyle who
patterned those similarly astonishing perceptions of Sherlock Holmes after those of his great
medical mentor.  (Incidentally, both Bell and Doyle each used this diagnostic skill to solve several
real-world crimes of murder and mayhem.) 

The clearest proof that the detecting of deception is basically a reverse engineering of it
comes from conjurors. It is an effective analytical method when dealing with any deceptions. 
Having described the effect or plot, the magician asks himself how it could have been designed or
assembled.  This question leads him to begin reverse-engineering the trick, unraveling it step-by-
step, move-by-move, part-by-part.  If the process is logical, he ends with a workable model of the
entire illusion.  All magic tricks, indeed all deceptions, can be detected by this reverse-engineering
process.
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Intelligence Analysts as Reverse Engineers

Col. Dr. Frank Stech, a counterdeception expert at MATHTECH, calls it the Intelligence
Analyst’s Get-Out-of-Jail-Free Card.  This is Roberta Wohlstetter’s (1962, p.3) handy old theory
that “To understand the fact of surprise it is necessary to examine the characteristics of the noise
as well as the signals that after the fact are clearly seen to herald the attack.”  But this is a flawed
notion and those who believe it doom themselves to big surprises.  All consistently successful
detectives, including the most effective intelligence analysts, avoid the “Monday Morning
Quarterbacks” trap of “hindsight” or “20/20 vision”, which locks them into a process dominated by
deductive logic.  Instead, they use abductive logic, that “reverse engineering” (retroductive) process
which is the essence of the so-called scientific method.

Conventional analysts, by working from a mainly linear cause-to-effect deductive model,
tend to quickly (and often prematurely) lock onto the most obvious cause.  Conversely, abductive
analysts, engineering backward from an observed effect to discover its most likely cause, tend to
explore alternative hypothesis before circling in on the one that most closely fits the evidence. 
Essential to this abductive process is that it is non-linear, cycling through successive feedback
loops, which assure at least some open-minded analysis of the competing hypotheses (ACH). 
These remarks apply to the normal, that is deception free, equation.  How does this equation or
situation change when an opponent introduces deception?

Our two types of detectives or analysts will differ in their reaction to deception.  Whenever
deception is present, the deductive type of analyst predictably tends to directly focus on the most
obvious cause — just as the deceiver had planned.  Conversely, the abductive analyst is better
positioned to perceive those special telltale incongruities (anomalies or discrepancies) that always
distinguish each real object and event from its simulation — its counterfeit or, should you prefer, its
parallel but false reality.
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CHAPTER 3
HOW TO DETECT:  General Principles

Counterdeception is largely the mirror-image of deception.  The characteristics of the things
hidden and displayed and categories of analysis are the same.  The only difference, as described
in the previous section on the interface between deceiver and detective, is that the process by
which the deceiver plots a deception follows a different (although related) logical path than the
process by which the analyst unravels it. 

3.1 COGNITIVE BIASES THAT INHIBIT DETECTION

Our ability to analyze and detect deception is all too easily and too often led astray by
various cognitive biases.  These can be devastating if we allow them to operate unconsciously. 
Our best protection is to be aware and make allowance for them.

These biases have been extensively described, most notably by Prof. Robert Jervis and the
CIA’s Richards Heuer.  But, rather than repeat their lists at this point, the reader is referred to the
lists of biases in the Appendix, Toolkit A2.5.  

3.2 OVERCOMING INFORMATION OVERLOAD

Everybody gets so much information all day long that
they lose their common sense.
— Gertrude Stein, in an untitled essay, 1946

Government Communications made a living from
information intercepts....  If anything, there was an
intelligence overload these days.  Too much
information to assimilate.  Assimilate?  There was too
much to sift, never mind taking it in.
— Ian Rankin, Witch Hunt (American edition, 2003), 17

It seems to be an occupational hazard.  Most intelligence analysts complain about being
inundated with more data than they can process much less understand.  Although this is broadly
true, the problem is neither new nor hopeless.  There are a number of powerful techniques for
filtering out the deluge of irrelevancies from the significant signals.  First, however, let’s put the
problem in a realistic context.

The Exaggerated Information Revolution

A needle is much simpler to find in a haystack than in a bin of other needles.
— Colin Watson, Lonelyheart 4122 (1967), Ch.4

The post-World War Two era of electronic communication soon bred a new jargon:  “global
village” (coined in 1960), the “information revolution” (coined by 1974), the “information age” (by
1976), the “information superhighway” (1983), etc.  But do these new terms represent truly new
phenomenon or are they just catchy “newspeak”?  A more modest position seems in order —  that
what we face is less of an information revolution than an information evolution, although a rapid
one in a few particulars.
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Because our human brains have a limited capacity for handling large amounts of
information, we soon reach the point of information overload.  The fact of general information
overload has been increasingly appreciated for at least 200 years.  Moreover, this growth has
been not simply geometric but exponential.

However, that’s only one side of the informational growth equation.  The doom-criers have
overlooked a series of counter-measures that have evolved in response to, in parallel with and also
exponentially to contain and control this increasing flow of information.  These pessimists have
tended to overlook these counter-measures precisely because each views the problem from the
limited perspective of his or her own discipline.  However, significant solutions have evolved to
meet the urgent needs of several separate disciplines, solutions often developed from
interdisciplinary activity.  A few of the many landmarks in the development of what today we call
data banks and search engines are listed below.  If you set these next to any familiar chronological
list of landmarks in the exponential growth of information, they will make a telling point:

BC 405  — Libraries Developed in Greece by scholars

AD 75  — Encyclopedias By Greek scholar Pliny

100  — Dictionaries By Chinese writers

1300  — Double-entry bookkeeping By Venetian merchants

1665  — Professional scholarly journals By European scientists

1797  — Catalogs list works of art By European art collectors/researchers

1890s  — Hollerith (IBM) punch-cards and
counter-sorters

By a mechanical engineer and
statistician

1977  — Cray-1A supercomputer By computer scientists

2004  — Google online index of 8 billion web
pages, searchable in less than one
second.

By computer scientists

In addition, three enormously effective theories have been advanced during the past 60
years to help overcome the overload:
! Shannon’s Information/Communication Theory
! Miller’s Magic Number Seven
! Barlow’s Redundancy Reduction

Each of these has formed the basis of variously designed search engines that efficiently prioritize
the search and capture of the desired “signals” (in Shannon’s strict sense of fresh information, new
news).  For Shannon these are the golden needles in the haystack of “redundancies” (by which he
meant repeated information, old news) and “noise” (irrelevant random information).

For details see the Appendix on “Recommended Readings” under Shannon (1948), Miller
(1956), and Barlow (2001).  For one specific example of a simple way to defeat overload by
prioritizing see Box below.
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3. 3 THE ANALYSTS: Minimalists versus Completists

Careful + Costly = Complete
Fast + Frugal = Enough
— BW, 2007

It is useful to divide intelligence analysts into two camps.  Each reflects a fundamentally
different approach, given the real-world constraints of time and resources, for most effectively
collecting and analyzing information:
! Completists.  They are idealists.  They prefer to wait until all the evidence is in before

finishing their analysis.  Their collection process is like a vacuum cleaner, sucking up all
the information out there.  Time and money are a bother to be conquered.  Their slogan is
CAREFUL + COSTLY = COMPLETE.

CASE:  Too Many Photos

Amrom Katz once sketched for me the story of his experiences as a
leading photo interpreter (PI) for the U.S. Air Force.  He’d started in World War II,
continued during the Korean War, and followed up in the Vietnam War.  Each time
he helped refine the techniques of imagery interpretation but learned that
technical progress was also thwarted by the tendency for each new generation of
technicians to forget certain key lessons of the past.  The Pentagon, increasingly
concerned that photo intel out of Vietnam wasn’t up to speed, sent Katz to Saigon
HQ to inspect and advise.  There he learned from interviewing Intel and Ops staffs
that many ground operations were proving ineffective because of out-of-date
aerial photos.  This had long been the case for routine priority targets but was
increasingly affecting urgent priority ones.  No one knew why.  Then, while
touring the Air Force’s photo interpretation center he noticed several large piles
of bags scattered under various tables.   Puzzled, he pointed under one table and
asked:

“What’s in that pile of bags?”
“Yesterday’s take, sir.”
 “And that pile?”
“Last week’s take, sir.”
“Why haven’t they been filed or thrown out?”
“Because we haven’t processed them yet.”
“Well, what are you processing right now?”
“Sir, the take from two weeks ago.”

Soon after Katz returned Stateside, orders came down that re-prioritized so that
the most recent photos, or at least a random pick of as many as time allowed,
were analyzed first.

This kind of self-defeating compulsive need to finish one job before
addressing the next and more urgent one seems common in many bureaucracies. 
What photo interpreters (PI’s) call “take”, librarians call “accessions” and I didn’t
chuckle when in 1957 I couldn’t find any recent Chinese titles in the catalog of the
British Museum Reading Room and learned from the harried catalogers in the
China section that they’d slipped several years behind.  They let me use the only
documentation they had —”temporary” accessions slips with minimal
information.  And I’ve heard more recent stories about slow processing of
battlefield imagery from my officer students.
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! Minimalists.  They are realists.  They recognize that when time or money are a big factor a
little bit of information is often enough.  Their slogan is FAST + FRUGAL = ENOUGH.

Most of us will think “So what?”  Surely it’s obvious that some people are slow and
thorough but much more apt to get it right while others, by working “quick and dirty”, risk frequent
failure.  However, research by psychologists during the past two decades shows that this gap is
surprisingly narrow.  Fast and cheap is not only usually good enough; surprisingly, it is often just as
good.  Although this terminology is first introduced here, it owes this concept and the supporting
evidence to German psychologist Gerd Gigerenzer and his colleagues.  See, for starters,
Gigerenzer (2007) in the Appendix under “Suggested Readings”.

3.4 THE ANALYST’S ADVANTAGE

Most writers on deception and counterdeception share the popular belief that the
detective’s job is much harder than the deceiver’s.  On the contrary, I suspect these two tasks are
of roughly equal difficulty.  Indeed, there is good reason to believe that the detective’s job is, at
least in theory, the easier one. The following quotation encapsulates what I call the detective’s or
analyst’s advantage:

“Whoever creates a deception simultaneously creates all the clues needed for its
solution.  Moreover, every deception necessarily generates a minimum of two clues,
at least one about the real thing being hidden and at least one other about the false
thing being shown.”

— BW, 2005

Let’s spell this out:
1)  Whenever deceivers create a deception they simultaneously generate all the clues
needed for its detection.  These give the detectives additional chances for discovering the
operation. 
2) Each of these deception-generated clues is an incongruity — an incongruous
characteristic that distinguishes the false thing from the real one it seeks to replace.
3) Every deception has two fundamental parts.  These are dissimulation (hiding) and
simulation (showing).  Dissimulation hides or conceals something real and simulation
shows or displays something false in its place.  In theory both hiding and showing take
place simultaneously, even if one is only implicit.

Corollary 3a)  Ideally, the deceiver should hide and show simultaneously.
Corollary 3b)  If this isn’t possible, at least always hide the real before showing its false
substitute.
Corollary 3c)  And if doing so, allow enough time for the thing being hidden to have
plausibly reappeared somewhere else. 

4)  Each of these parts is incongruous with its previous reality.  Thus every deception
creates at least two incongruities.  One represents a built-in inability to hide all the
distinctive characteristics of the thing being hidden.  The other represents an inherent
inability to show all the characteristics of the thing being shown in its place.  Each part,
therefore, creates a decisive clue for the detective.

5)  Consequently, although the deceiver has only one opportunity to “sell” his deception
operation, the detective (analyst) has two chances to detect it, two clues that lead directly
to a solution.  This is what I call the Detective’s Advantage or, if it fits, the Analyst’s
Advantage.
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3.5 CATEGORIES

Here are two sets of categories of the ways in which we can be deceived and, consequently, those
the detective investigates.  The first is from journalism, the second from Incongruity Analysis.

The Six Servants and the Five W’s (Kipling & Lasswell)

Because news reporters are a numerous and important type of detective, it is natural that
they developed, or at least adopted, a few standard investigative procedures of their own, such as
the data bank that they call their in-house Library or, more colloquially, Morgue.  But the most
important of their adaptations is Kipling’s “Six Servants” and the closely related Five W’s

I keep six honest serving men
They taught me all I knew;
Their names are What & Why & When
And How & Where & Who.

Just so, rhymed English ex-newspaperman Rudyard Kipling back in 1902.  Kipling’s is the
earliest citation I find to the media journalists’ traditional mnemonic for reporting any and every
news story.  Usually they call it The Five “W”s—Who, What, Where, When, Why.  Sometimes they
call it “The Five W’s Plus H” (for the “How”) or just “The 5 W’s and the 1 H”.  These formulations
were commonplace in the journalism trade as early as 1932.

The Five W’s and all its prior and derivative models are extraordinarily powerful tools.  If
they seem obvious or simplistic, they aren’t.  Research psychiatrist,  Professor Daniel X.
Freedman, notes the ease with which medical and social science fraud enters undetected into the
scholarly journals.  He believes this is because most researchers and editors conventionally omit
information about when and where and who collected the raw data and which of several
researchers authored what parts of the conclusions.  Dr. Freedman urges that, in order to make
detection easier, “The who, what, when, where, how, and why of an enquiry must be reported.” 
Particularly serious, even potentially deadly, examples occur when political-military analysts omit
any of these dimensions.

And more generally, many media reporters, social scientists, and detectives regularly
overlook one or more of these crucial elements, thereby missing one or more  parts of the whole
story.  Witness the accounts in almost every morning newspaper and most evening TV news
shows.  The media journalists, having early on adopted this powerful but simple aid to memory,
have almost forgotten it in their zealous “dumbing-down” preoccupation with maximizing
entertainment at the expense of information.  I was not surprised to notice on the morning of the
capture of Saddam Hussain that only one American TV news “anchor” cleaved to the spirit of the
Five Ws.  He even named them.

I’ll leave this model by just noting in passing that there are several derivative although
unacknowledged versions posing under various acronyms.  Most of these acronyms are the
product of those nameless committees in the U.S. military who edit “field manuals” and books on
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“joint doctrine”.  The earliest I find is STASM, which originated in WW II by the Propaganda Branch
of the U.S. War Department General Staff.  That acronym stands for the five elements that are
involved in the conduct of psychological warfare: Source (including media), Time, Audience,
Subject, and Mission.  The most recent (by 1984 in FM 21-75, “Combat Skills of the Soldier”) and
still current is SALUTE, which is the acronym for Size, Activity, Location, Unit, Time, Equipment.

The Nine Categories of Perception & Misperception

Perception and misperception in general and deception in particular apply to only nine
types of things.  These are the categories that a deceiver tries to dissimulate or simulate, hide or
show.  They are the things about which we can be deceived or surprised:

1. Pattern:
The most comprehensive category is that of pattern.  The deceiver creates a false pattern of

events.  This false pattern or scenario or “cover story“ is parallel to but different from the deceiver’s
real plan and presented in such a way as to misdirect the victim's attention and interest away from
the real underlying pattern.

! Mystery writers at their best "conceal a simple mystery behind another mystery",
making the reader "solve the wrong problem."
• Spies live a double life, each complete in most details, but always worried

that they will be tripped up by that lethal missing (or excess) detail in either
of their roles.

• Some con artists and criminals momentarily take on this second life as a
key part of some larger plot.

THE NINE CATEGORIES

1. PATTERN What is the structure and process of the
deception?

2. PLAYERS Who are the deceivers, the dupes, the neutrals?

3. INTENTION What does the deceiver hope to accomplish?

4. PAYOFF What are the potential costs and benefits?

5. PLACE Where will it occur?

6. TIME When is it scheduled for?

7. STRENGTH How much effort can or will the deceiver bring to
bear?

8. STYLE What, if any, surprises in method or technology
are planned?

9. CHANNEL Through which media will the deceiver
communicate?
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It is important for the analyst to realize that deceptions can have more than one pattern or
layer.  A pattern that is detected may be only part of a bigger scheme. 

! During early 1941, Hitler successfully hid part of his deception plan to invade
Russia inside his other deception plan that threatened a no-longer intended
invasion of Britain.

2. Players:
 Who are the principal players in the cast, the main actors?  And what are their real roles as

opposed to their proclaimed ones?
Magicians sometimes deceive their audiences and gambling sharps their suckers by using

confederates.  Intelligence services run their agents and confront double agents and triple agents in
a bewildering drama where, often enough, no one knows who is friend or foe.  Your good "friend"
may be a secret foe.  The confidence trickster portrays himself as your ally.  As American lawyer
Andrew Vachss explains, "Wherever I've gone, the games are always the same.  That part's easy. 
Knowing the players, that's where the investment comes in."

! In World War II the Allies concealed from the Germans the fact that Italy was about
to change sides in 1944. 

! The Allies also distracted some German attention and strength by marginally
successful deception and psychological warfare campaigns that made them accept
the possibility that Turkey and Sweden, both solidly neutral, might join the Allied
side.

! For a universally overlooked example, see the Box at the end of this section.

3. Intention: 

You try to guess intentions by who’s talking to whom.
 —Tom Clancy, The Hunt for Red October (1984), 69

This category comprises intended events, actions, operations, or communications, all of
which can be hidden or shown.  Will a particular event occur? 

! Hitler bluffed Britain and France about his intention to seize the Rhineland in 1936
and he deceived both Poland and Russia about his intention to invade Poland in
1939.

! Similarly Russia deceived Japan in 1945, Czechoslovakia in 1968, and Afghanistan
in 1979 about its intentions to invade each.

! The con artist, the "advantage" card player, and the adulterous spouse all mask
their intent to cheat.

! A special category comprises individuals who conceal murderous intention behind
socially or culturally defined “safe” exceptions. 
• Arab custom requires that hospitality be rendered all, even enemies, who

are invited into one’s tent.  This custom was breeched on a large scale
twice, once in Egypt in the early 1800s and again in the Yemen in the late
1900s when, under the pretext of negotiations the hosts slaughtered their
invited guests.

• In 1873 in northern California U.S. Army Brigadier General E. R. S. Canby
met with Modoc tribal leader Captain Jack (Keintpoos) at a peace
conference on neutral ground to negotiate the end of the Modoc Indian War
that had begun the previous year.  Captain Jack took this opportunity to
draw a concealed pistol and kill General Canby  (A few months later the
army captured and hanged Captain Jack.)
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Intentions are, of all these nine categories of deceiving, by far the hardest to detect. 
Because intentions exist only in the mind of a person, they give no direct physical clues by which we
can predict future behavior.  Intentions are a function of personality, particularly motive.  They can
only be inferred.  However, because intentions require both opportunity and capability to be acted
upon, the detective can at least rule out any actions for which the deceiver lacks either the capability
or the opportunity.

Intentions often change.  
! In late 1940 Hitler set aside his intention to invade England, deciding to crush

Russia instead.

4. Payoff:
The deceiver can mislead his target about the ascribed value — the consequence that he

assigns to the intended action.  Payoff is the value option, that is, the potential gain from any
intention can be disguised so that it is misperceived as being either relevant or irrelevant.  If
relevant, then the value of the payoff can be misrepresented as being either higher or lower than it
really is.  A lure exaggerates value by simulating high payoff where there is little or none.

! One military example was the lure that caused the of death of young Joseph P.
Kennedy Jr, whom his influential father was grooming as future President instead of
younger brother John F. Kennedy.  On 12 August 1944 his bomber exploded by
accident on its way to destroy what British Intelligence believed was a secret
German rocket installation on the French coast aimed at the heart of London.  In
fact, it was a long-abandoned rocket project that the Germans intentionally made
look active enough to lure Allied bombers.  They called it the Concrete Lump.

5. Place:
Where does the action occur?  At what point, in what area, from what direction, to what

place?  Nowhere or somewhere, and if somewhere, then here or there?
! British General Wolfe deceived French General Montcalm about the direction of his

secret approach to Quebec in 1759.
! A radar-jamming screen confuses the enemy about the final target of the incoming

bomber wave.
! Which silo has the real missile, which the dummy?  And which walnut shell or which

hand hides the con man's pea?  A decoy simulates a real target but in an
alternative place.

6. Time:
When is the intended event to occur?  Never or sometime?  And, if sometime, later or

earlier?  These are the Time Distortion Effects.  First lets see two examples of the first type, the it’s
earlier than you think:

! The boy who cried wolf unintentionally lulled the shepherds into believing there was
no threat from wolves, now or later.

! Similarly, Hitler deferred his invasion of France in 1940 no fewer than nineteen
times, lulling (unintentionally but effectively) his target into discounting the real
warning when it finally came.
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Second, let’s consider two cases where the deceiver induces a belief that it’s later than you think:
! The magician's "one-ahead" trick is an its-later-than-you-think trap, the real trick

having already taken place long before the moment it is shown to the audience,
who suppose it to have just occurred.

! When Orson Welles made his first guest appearance on the Johnny Carson show in
1976, Johnny invited him on camera to accompany him afterwards to The Magic
Castle, Hollywood’s leading gathering place for magicians.  After midnight,
immediately following the telecast, the Castle was besieged by taxis, limos, and
cars bearing fans anxious to mingle with these two celebrities.  They were
disappointed to learn they couldn't enter because it was a private club.  And many
refused to believe when told that their targets had already left, which was true.  This
miraculous slip in time was due to the fact, which the fans hadn't realized, that the
Carson “late night" show had, as usual, been taped earlier that evening, from 5:30
to 6:30.  Orson and Johnny had already come and gone by the time their
conversation was broadcast.  Was this an accident?  Or just another of Orson's
several famous hoaxes.

Although real-life later-than-you-think examples are quite rare, cases where the victim is induced to
believe it is earlier than he thinks are fairly common:

! The Allies caught the Germans napping on D-Day 1944, Hitler having been
deceived into believing the invasion would occur some weeks later.

! The clock gag is the type of practical joke where clocks are set forward, as when
the college roommate, having studied long into the night for a 9 AM exam, awakens
to find his alarm clock and wristwatch both showing nine and rushes madly off to a
class that does not start for another two hours.

Although real-world examples of the it’s-earlier-than-you-think Time Distortion Effect are
very rare.  Although they sometimes appear in fiction.  It was first used in 1964 in the James Garner
movie, Thirty-Six Hours, a clever thriller in which the American WW II officer-hero is led to believe
that, after being unconscious for a year, he has awakened in a postwar occupied Germany, now
free to tell the secrets of D-Day.  The hospital is, of course, a Nazi fake and the Allied D-Day
landings are yet to come.  The time-advance illusion was also the basis of one of Desmond Cory's
better "Johnny Fedora" spy thrillers and of the pretended horse-bookie "past-posting" scam that
Paul Newman and Robert Redford use to set up their "big con" in the 1973 film, The Sting.

Imagine again our future general, directing battle from the remote safety of his command
center deep within the earth — his "real-time" sensors and his "on-line" computers his only link to
the horror of the "electronic battlefield" above.  A deceiver would find it worthwhile to try to slip a
time-delay factor into the general's communications system.  (A similar scenario was the basis of
the “I Spy Apocalypse” episode of the BBC-TV MI-5 series broadcast on 7 Jul 2003 that was written
by Howard Brenton.)  The technique, done originally by the electronic Harmonizer, has been around
since the early 1980s when TV and movie electronic engineers used it to unobtrusively edit video-
tape to fit a required time slot.

7. Strength:
What are the capabilities of a player, his degree of coercive power, assets, force structure,

amount of clout, level of skill or morale?  Is he stronger or weaker than portrayed?
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! Virtually disarmed after the Great War by the Treaty of Versailles, Germany at first
managed to cheat by hiding some of its military strength, pretending to be even
weaker than it was so as not to provoke its enemies.  Then, after 1935, Hitler
successfully pretended to be much stronger than he was to bluff his way to his
unopposed seizures of the Rhineland, Austria, and Czechoslovakia.  All bluffs
exaggerate strength.

8. Style:
How is the deception carried out?  By what procedure, tactics, fashion, or manner?  Or by

means of what technology, devices, gimmicks, weapons, tools?  
The deceiver can be either innovative or conventional in his style yet pretend to be the

opposite, thereby unbalancing his victim.  Similarly, he can appear to be active or passive,
cooperative or competitive, aggressive or defensive.

So-called technological surprise is one sub-type of style.
! The horse nomad's "Parthian shot" (the origin of our phrase "a parting shot") was a

surprise in its day, because enemies were slow to realize that the powerful "Tartar"
bow was short enough for the mounted archer to wheel in the saddle and shoot
backwards with deadly precision while in retreat, real or feigned.

! The Port of San Francisco lost its maritime primacy to the Port of Oakland around
the 1970s by failing to recognize the importance of the new containerized method of
shipping.  This was a case of self-deception by SF officials that Oakland merely
took full advantage of.

9. Channel:
This is the means for communicating information about the other eight categories.  The

deceiver can sometimes play games about the reliability of the information channels open to his
victim, planting false information to make reliable ones seem unreliable, and vice versa.

! During WW II the BBC enjoyed an enormous reputation for truthful radio news
reporting; consequently, on the very rare occasions when British Intelligence fed
disinformation through that channel, it was believed.

! Conversely, intelligence services and office gossips alike spread rumors to
undermine the credibility of persons they consider dangerous competition.

! If an opponent breaches one of the victim's most supposedly secure
communications channels and is able to conceal this fact, he has won a major coup
in the deception game.  Broken codes, a wiretap on a telephone line, an
unsuspected "mail cover" that intercepts and reads our letters, KGB bugs in the
new American Embassy in Moscow, a competitor's "mole" in our organization, all
make us suddenly and unwittingly indiscrete.

! R. V. Jones was first to point out that the easiest deceptions are those where there
is only one channel of information, particularly a sound channel such as telephone
or radio.

Conclusion:  These nine categories are the immediate targets of the deceiver.  Each can be
falsified by deception, either simulated (shown) or dissimulated (hidden).  And each is vulnerable to
the three ways to show and the three ways to hide (as already described).  The deceiver will plan
his deception to manipulate the victim's perceptions about one, more, or all of these nine things. 
Conversely, the victim-detective will use these same categories as a checklist of his possible
vulnerabilities.
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It is odd that while most detectives traditionally work with one or more of these categories,
none have systematically recognized all nine of them.  Thus most military intelligence analysts
conventionally recognize the categories of "intention" (a mish-mosh of INTENT, PAYOFF, TIME,
and PLACE) and "capabilities" (a combination of STRENGTH, STYLE, and PLAYERS). 
Intelligencers and military historians who analyze surprise attack situations slowly evolved a
somewhat more sophisticated list.

Knowing that these are the nine types of things about which the deceiver can be trying to
manipulate our perceptions gives analysts a strong starting point for analysis.  These categories can
be used as a checklist for counterdeception. Moreover, they can be used to set priorities because
these nine categories appear with different frequency in different types of deception.

For example, there are pronounced differences in the frequency with which they occur in
military operations.  Examining 103 modern battles at the strategic and large-scale tactical levels, I
found the following:

TABLE: Frequency of the Nine Types of Surprise in Military Operations, 1914-1968

Type of Surprise  Number                           Percent

Place 78 72.2

Time 71 65.7

Strength 62 57.4

Intention 36 33.3

Style 28 25.9

Payoff 3 2.8

Players 1 0.9

Channel 1 0.9

Pattern 1 0.9

N = 103

Here we see that the three common forms of surprise were, as I had predicted, PLACE,
TIME, and STRENGTH.  However, the others were somewhat surprising.  They certainly do not
conform to the familiar communication model of the Five W’s of WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN,
WHY.
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Players: Who are the actors? Case:  Who Planned Pearl Harbor?

FROM: Whaley, Practice to Deceive: Case
Studies of Deception Planners (draft 1987 © ).

    Pearl Harbor teaches us an important
lesson about how and where to look for
the deception planners in various
military and political-military
organizations. It answers the mystery of
why all historians of that event have
greatly downplayed or entirely missed
the crucial fact that the Japanese had a
major and well-coordinated deception
plan to insure their surprise attack. They
simply didn*t know where to look.
    On 17 October 1945, as part of the
famous post-war Strategic Bombing
Survey (Pacific), a questionnaire was
issued to the Liaison Committee to guide
its interrogations of Japanese officials
about their planning and conduct of the
war.  Recognizing that deception may
have played a role, the designers of this
questionnaire wisely included a question
to draw out the respondents:

“[Question] 21.g: Give complete details
of how the [Pearl Harbor] attack plan
developed. Discuss: What deceptive
measures to draw U.S. attention
elsewhere were employed?”

    Excellent question.  But unfortunately
it was wasted by the interrogators who
consistently asked it of the wrong
respondents.  The questionnaire was
very long, covering the war in great
detail.  There was no intention that all
respondents would have all the
questions put to them.  Carefully
designed “filter questions” (of the “if
‘no*, skip the next block of sub-
questions” type) eliminated many
unnecessary ones. However, the
interviewers, faced with this question on
deception, asked it only of those
Japanese who filled slots in their
organization chart that corresponded to
those in the American organization chart
who would deal with deception. 
Consequently this key question was put
only to Captain S. Tomioka, Chief of the
Operations Section of the Naval General
Staff; Commodore T. Miyo, a member of
that section; Combined Fleet Staff
members Captain K. Kuroshima and

Commander Y. Watanabe; and
Commander M. Fuchida, CO of the Air
Unit on carrier Akagi. These were not the
officers involved in the deceptions. Even
so they gave one partial answer:
   “The Main Force in the Inland Sea Area
and the land-based air units in the
Kyushu Area carried on deceptive
communications, and deceptive
measures were taken to indicate that the
Task Force was still in training in the
Kyushu Area.”
    Curiously the only historian or
intelligence analyst who picked up on
this published answer – and from a
secondary source at that – was Roberta
Wohlstetter in her fine study, Pearl
Harbor: Warning and Decision (1962,
p.379).  But she managed only a badly
garbled paraphrase, neglected to give her
source, and entirely missed its
significance.  This fact points up the old
problem of recognizing deception even in
those few cases where it is explicitly
disclosed by one*s sources.  It is a matter
of the salience or relevance of particular
data to one*s chosen research topic.  In
this case Roberta Wohlstetter, a brilliant
historian and skilled intelligence analyst,
was so preoccupied with the question of
surprise that she overlooked the 14 bits
of evidence of deception that passed
before her otherwise sharp eyes.  Each of
these 14 bits was dismissed in turn; they
did not suggest a new category or pattern
of deception.
    How then was the Pearl Harbor
deception planned? The Japanese had
not institutionalized deception planning
the way the British or, later, the
Americans had. Indeed the Japanese
didn’t even have specialized deception
planners.  Sometimes it was a subsidiary
function of Plans, other times of
Intelligence, and occasionally of the
Commander himself.  In the Pearl Harbor
case, the planning was limited to the
Commander and a few key members of
his own planning staff. Thus, as
Commander-in-Chief of the Combined
Fleet, Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto kept
the naval part of the deception planning
entirely to himself and key members of
his staff.
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3.6 KNOW YOUR ENEMY:  Empathy & Inference

The deceiver's intention as noted above is the hardest mystery of all for the detective to
detect.  That’s because it requires somehow getting into the innermost thinking and decision
process of the opponent.  Yet it is often the most important single mystery to solve when faced with
a deceiver.

! Psychologist Karl Scheibe (in 1979) concluded that this applies equally to deceivers
and detectives: “To be known completely is to be quite predictable and to be
vulnerable to manipulation by others.” 

! Polybius, the 2nd Century BC Greek historian, stated the problem for generals:  "It
is to be ignorant and blind in the science of commanding armies to think that a
general has anything more important to do than to apply himself to learn the
inclinations and character of his adversary.”

! In 1775 that Prussian king and great general, Frederick the Great, advised that
military commanders: “Know the mind of the opposing generals in order better to
divine their actions, to know how to force your actions upon them, and to know what
traps to use against them.”

! Chinese military theorist Sun Tzu put it earlier and most concisely” than any others: 
"Know yourself and know your enemy; then, in a hundred battles, savor a hundred
victories."

! Confederate Colonel Charles Marshall, General Lee’s aide-de-camp, applies this
principle to his chief:

“He studied his adversary, knew his peculiarities, and adapted himself to
them.  His own methods no one could foresee; he varied them with every
change in the commanders opposed to him.  He had one method with
McClellan, another with Pope, another with Hooker, another with Meade,
and yet another with Grant.  But for a knowledge of his own resources, of
the field, and of the adversary, some of his movements might have been
rash.  As it was, they were wisely bold.”

In the battle of wits, this model applies down the scale from supreme commanders, through
operational combat units, to the lonely NCO counter-sniper.

! Heed the words of, Major John Plaster, Korean War Special Forces sniper: “Taken
to its ultimate, the truly gifted tracker learns to ‘see’ his surroundings through his
quarry’s eyes.  He isn’t following him; he anticipates his quarry’s next move and
‘heads him off at the pass.’”   

! U.S. Army Captain Fred Ladd had been an aide to General MacArthur’s Chief of
Staff in Tokyo in 1950 when North Korea launched its surprise attack on the South. 
Ladd would later serve as an adviser in Vietnam.  Looking back from later American 
surprises and defeats in Vietnam, Colonel Ladd believed that:

“All those officers, those generals: they really thought that they were going
to go over there and “stop the gooks” — just the same as in Vietnam.  Just
who “the gooks” were, they didn’t know, and didn’t want to know.  You
could have asked any American senior officer in Korea: “Who commands
the Korean 42nd division — ROK or Communist — and what’s his
background?”  He wouldn’t have known what you were talking about.  A
gook is a gook.  But if the Germans had been the enemy, he’d have
known.”
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Good point, although most American generals in Europe in World War II were no more
curious about the Germans.  Then they were the “krauts” in Europe, the “gooks” in East Asia, and
the “wogs” in the Near East.  Today such terms are judged  “politically incorrect” — but, in calling the
terrorist and resistance opponents in Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere “The Bad Guys”, American
officials and media risk making the same indiscriminate error.  

Master Sun, Polybius, and Frederick the Great all recognized that there is survival value in
understanding how our opponents think.  But they neglected to tell us the how-to part of the formula. 
So how can we become empathic?  

Unlike Montgomery, wily historian Winston Churchill did have the empathic knack.  For
instance, by early 1941, contrary to the opinions of his military, diplomatic, and intelligence experts,
Churchill had gained enough understanding of the way Hitler's mind worked to correctly perceive
that the Führer really intended to do the unthinkable by opening a second front by invading Russia. 

Hitler was an early target for a psycho-biographical effort to predict his future behavior for
political-military intelligence purposes.  Dr. Walter Langer’s secret study for the OSS, The Mind of
Adolph Hitler, was a surprisingly accurate effort.  The most remarkable thing about this study was
that it had been commissioned in person by no less than the OSS Director, General “Wild Bill”
Donovan, a fighting soldier and successful lawyer.  That Donovan would have thought on his own to
enlist the services of a psychoanalyst like Walter Langer greatly impressed Dr. William Langer,
Walter’s historian brother and Chief of the OSS Research and Analysis Branch.  William, who knew
his boss well, wrote:

“Donovan had an ingrained interest in problems of human motivation and reaction,
presumably a reflection of his distinguished career as a lawyer and later as a military leader. 
In any event, his prime objective was always to learn as much as possible about his
adversary, to study his tactics and to evaluate their effectiveness.”

Two pioneering studies that attempted to bridge the empathic gap, one between whole
cultures, the other between persons, were done in WW II, both by the OSS.  The first, by
anthropologists Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metraux, looked at how enemy cultures could be studied
at a safe distance.  It described a number of standard research techniques that do not require the
on-site presence of the researcher such as interviewing former residents of the country or analyzing
published sources.  The other study was, as described earlier, psychoanalyst Langer’s effort to get
into the mind of Adolph Hitler, a fascinating study that shows both the value and pitfalls of all such
efforts.  

A degree of empathy is not only useful but often necessary for getting inside the deceiver's
mind.  In running double-agents in WW II, Sir John Masterman concluded that "It cannot be too
strongly insisted that the most profitable cases were those in which the case officer had introduced
himself most completely into the skin of the agent."  And later, Sir John elaborated: “If you want to
understand men you must have sympathy with them; charity, I’m sure, is the best illuminant in the
search for truth about the character of individuals.”  Masterman, a nominally moral man, understood
how one’s sense of morality can easily block the ability to empathize with persons who hold different
values.  The best empaths are amoral [Oxford English Dictionary: not to be characterized good or
bad].  Or, at least, they must be able to suspend any feelings of moralistic outrage when dealing
with enemy spies and deception planners, terrorists, criminals, con artists, or other devious types. 
The old it-takes-one-to-know-one principle suggests that to win any tricky game of wits it is best to
set one Machiavellian against another.   
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Can empathy be learned or even taught?  Emphatically yes, or so say several different
types of detectives.  For example, most forensic profilers stress that the crucial way to understand
how serial killers think is by studying them up close and personally.  Similarly, that major
“fraudbuster” in the art world, Thomas Hoving, insists that “the best way to learn about fakes is to
get in touch with a forger.”

3.7 CHANNELS

To unmask an opponent’s deception, you must either open up new channels unknown to
him or dig deeper into those channels than your opponent has planted his fake clues.  At least two
fatal incongruities will always be present in even the most carefully crafted deception operation. 
These inconsistencies will become apparent by their presence in the new unsuspected channels
and will be revealed by their absence below the depth that they’d been planted.

We owe this Theory of Channels entirely to the work of physicist Dr. R. V. Jones for the
British Air Ministry in WW II.  Remarkably, few intelligence analysts apply it systematically.

Number of Channels

One way to unmask a deception is to open up at least one new channel unknown to your
opponent.  In that case, knowing it is clean, you can check it for incongruities and congruities with
the suspect channel or channels. 

Dr. Jones illustrated this key point with an radio signal deception he worked against German
Military Intelligence in WW II:  “The 'Jay' deception worked for [this] reason; consistent clues were
provided in every channel where we believed the Germans might obtain information: the aircraft
themselves, the agents reporting from England, the 'Jay' beam transmitters and so on, while we
removed clues from the other channels — photographic and electronic reconnaissance — which
could have shown that there was something different about the 'Gee' transmitting stations.

Jones again: “The ease of detecting counterfeits is much greater when different channels of
examination are used simultaneously. This is why telephonic hoaxes are so easy — there is no
accompanying visual appearance to he counterfeited. Metal strips were most successful when only
radar, and that of one frequency, was employed. Conversely, the most successful naval mines were
those which would only detonate when several different kinds of signal, magnetic, hydrodynamic
and acoustic, were received simultaneously. A decoy which simulates all these signals is getting
very like a ship. From these considerations, incidentally, we can draw a rather important conclusion
about the detection of targets in defence and attack: that as many different physical means of
detection as possible should be used in parallel. It may therefore be better in some circumstances to
develop two or three independent means of detection, instead of putting the same total effort into
the development of one alone.”

Jones makes the further major point: “As to how the opening up of a new channel can
unmask a deception, I need only point to the transmitters fitted to some of the VI missiles.  I had not
known of these, or that they correctly gave evidence that the bombardment was falling short; if the
Germans had believed the evidence from this new channel, our deception would have been
unmasked.”
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 Depth of Channels: Shallow or Deep

Another way that your opponent’s deception can be unmasked depends on the depth — 
shallow or deep — to which he has planted his deception story.  You must try to work down to a
greater depth in some of the existing channels than that to which your opponent has provided clues. 
This will quickly reveal any incongruencies in the clues being fed to you.

Dr. Jones gives the following example from WW II:  “One reason why 'The Man Who Never
Was' operation succeeded was that the consistency of the clues on the corpse was maintained
down to the greatest depth that the Germans could check: the corpse had died from pneumonia, so
the condition of the lungs was consistent with drowning, and the dog-eared tickets were consistent
with the supposed officer being in London at the right time, and so forth.”  Of course this type of fine
detailing of the several dissimulation and simulations must be done with even greater care than the
British deceivers did in that case.  Fortunately, the two or three incongruities that slipped past the
Man Who Never Was deception team were discounted by German Intelligence.

Dr. Jones concludes: “As regards both the depth of consistency of clues in any one channel,
and the opening of new channels of observation, the intended victim of deception should — as soon
as he has formed a picture of his adversary's intentions — work out all the consequences that he
might expect to find if his diagnosis is correct, and seek to confirm them.  It is then a battle of wits
and imagination between deceiver and unmasker, and the battle will go, as Haig said in 1918, 'to the
side which can hold out the longest' in thinking of verifiable consequences, which the deceiver may
have overlooked.”

3.8 SENSES & SENSORS:  The Instruments of Deception & Detection

If a man cannot believe the evidence of his own
senses and the evidence of every man in the room,
what can he believe?
— Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, psychic researcher,
November 1923

“Who you gonna believe?  Me or your own eyes?”
— Chico Marx, comedian, in Duck Soup (1933,  movie)

Our perceptions, all of them, depend on our natural senses and their artificial aids, which we
call sensors.  They are the instruments for detecting the objects and events in our environment. 
However they are  imperfect and therefore sometimes misleading instruments, and all can be
deceived.

Natural Senses

All our senses can be tricked.  That is, all the identifying characteristics of objects and
events that our senses pick up for transmission to the brain can be both simulated and dissimulated. 
Some of these illusions are natural, depending on physical principles.  Others are physiological,
such as certain illusions of sight, hearing, and pain that prey upon the brain's inability to effectively
process conflicting cues, as with "seeing stars" when hit on the head, or hearing a "buzzing in our
ears" while on certain medications, or feeling “phantom pain” in an amputated arm or leg.  But most
illusions are psychological; and these are the ones that human deceivers manipulate.

Sight: Visual deception is relatively easy.  Most magic tricks, for example, are worked that
way.  Magicians manipulate the various cues and clues on which their spectator's eyes depend to
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help the brain form perceptions.  Secret mirrors are used, although not so commonly as 50 to 150
years ago.  These reflecting surfaces both hide some objects and show others in places where they
are not.  And Black Art can hide most anything by applying the simple principle that an object
becomes invisible against a same-colored background.

We learn through what psychologists call "association" to assign certain characteristics to
objects of a particular size, shape, or structure.  Most of us have learned that a large, darkened
stage can account for the Black Art illusion with humans; few have learned that the small Square
Circle works the same illusion the same way with small objects.  We have learned to associate the
shape of a box as an object that can contain no more than its own volume.  How miraculous, then,
when the magician confounds us with the box he calls The Inexhaustible Box, drawing forth, one
after another, a pile of objects whose total bulk exceeds many times over their container's volume. 
Magi also use other secret boxes, ones with no bottom, ones with double bottoms, ones with false
backs or sides.

Hearing:  The ear is even easier to trick than the eye.  Indeed, of all the senses, hearing is
most vulnerable to deception.  As Gideon's trumpeters learned (Judges, 6-8), the ear's recognition
ability is easily misled by sound effects.

Movie star Douglas Fairbanks Jr, served in WW II as head of the U.S. Navy’s deception
team in the Mediterranean.  There he conceived and founded the Beachjumpers, stealthy infiltration
and diversionary teams that would become today’s Navy’s Seals.  And there he played his most
important swashbuckling role on 15 August 1944 in "ROSIE", a deception operation designed to
convince the Germans that the huge Allied invasion armada hovering in the Western Med was not
targeted on the French coast but the Italian.  Lieutenant-Commander Fairbanks, USNR, steered his
mosquito fleet of two gunboats, a small command ship, and four patrol-torpedo boats toward Genoa
harbor.  In the pre-dawn darkness his powerful loudspeakers broadcast the recorded sounds of
heavy naval bombardment.  Radio Berlin credited junior officer Fairbanks with command of "four or
five large battleships."

Sound effects technicians in movies, TV, and radio are masters of aural illusion.  Sound
effects are less important in the mainly visual arts of TV and the movies because the viewers can
rely on both sight and sound to perceive what is happening.  Reliance on sound effects is seen most
clearly and dramatically in radio where the audience can deploy only that single sense to visualize a
scene.

Not only does the ear easily mistake one sound for another, its weak stereophonic
directional sense is also easily fooled by false cues.  This directional limitation makes the illusion of
ventriloquism possible.  Today ventriloquism is recognized as pure entertainment, but many persons
still think the performer somehow "throws his voice".  This is physically impossible.  In fact, the
ventriloquist, like the conjuror, relies entirely on misdirection, speaking in a false voice with minimum
lip movement while acting as if the sound comes from another direction. 

 
Other Senses: Our so-called sense of touch (actually comprising separate sensors for

feeling, temperature, pressure, weight, and perhaps pain) is also subject to deception.  The main
use that magicians make of touch is to have the spectator "verify" the continued presence of an
object ("You do feel the coin under the handkerchief?") that has already been replaced by a different
but similarly shaped object.  Thus a spiritualist at a séance can link a ring of hands held under the
table in a lightless room by a dummy hand so as to leave one real hand free for chicanery.
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The sense of taste in humans is provided by the taste buds on the tongue.  Each bud is
fitted with approximately 50 to 100 receptor cells.  Each cell detects one of the only five types of
taste sensations: salty, sour, sweet, bitter, and umami (MSG, fermented soy, etc).  All of these are
genetically determined — cats, for example, as was discovered in 2005, lack the gene necessary for
detecting sweetness.

The remaining sense, smell, gives important evidence for monitoring our immediate
environment and changes in it.  Thus the average human nose can detect nearly 10,000 different
scents, a feat that depends on some 1,000 olfactory genes, which is about 3% of our entire genome. 
But both these senses are quite easily misled, as is well-known to food processing companies,
manufacturers of perfume, and laboratory experimenters.  So-called air fresheners deceive us into
thinking an unpleasant odor has been destroyed when in fact it has only been hidden by
anesthetizing much of our sense of smell and overwhelming what's left with cheap perfume.  That’s
an example of dissimulated aroma.  A simulative example is the employment of chemical
pheromones to mimic various biological states such as readiness for sex.

The human nose contains a large proportion of olfactory receptors that incorporate metallic
proteins to attract and identify noxious airborne chemicals,  To detect harmful chemical fumes, the
chemists at Yale have recently made an artificial nose that has metal-binding dyes which change
colors when exposed to odors that have become attached to metals.  But that invention takes us
from our natural senses to the next section. 

Artificial Sensors

Always make sure that your technical devices do not deceive you.
— W. B. Cannon, The Way of an Investigator (1945), 126

"All observing instruments, all weights, scales, micrometers, verniers, microscopes,
thermometers, barometers, etc.," English philosopher Herbert Spencer wrote, "are artificial
extensions of the senses [just as] all levers, screws, hammers, wedges, wheels, lathes, etc., are
artificial extensions of the limbs."  And all of our artificial sensors are as easily deceived as our
natural senses.

Each artificial sensor is designed to detect some thing that our natural senses cannot, and
translate it into an image or sound or feel that we can sense.  Thus:
! Our eyes cannot see into the ultra-violet or infra-red spectrum of color; but a camera with

UV or IR-sensitive film senses these portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, converting
them into colors the human eye can see.

! Our eyes cannot see the tiny microbe or the distant galaxy; the microscope and telescope
do, translating them into magnified images we can see.

! The human ear cannot pick up sounds beyond certain high and low frequencies;
microphones (and dogs) can, changing them electronically into visible or audible read-outs.

! Our skin is heat sensitive, but only grossly so; the thermometer gives us a precise, visible
measurement.  Similarly, our skin feels crudely dry or clammy but a hydrometer measures
with some precision the percentage of moisture in the air around us.

! Our taste buds detect acidity, but chemical litmus paper measures it roughly and electrical
pH indicators do so precisely.
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! Our sense of smell is weak compared with many animals and even insects.  So we have
dogs specially trained to sniff out the chemical molecules characteristic of the flammable
chemicals used by arsonists, specific illegal drugs, cadavers, or even specific live people. 
Similarly, we cannot smell certain poisonous gases such as carbon monoxide; but the
fragile caged canary in a deep mine gives early warning of their presence by dying and the
modern electronic CO detector warns the miner or householder by its screech.

! We have no natural sense that detects magnetism; the magnetic compass does—and
translates it into a visible needle movement.

! We can’t sense the killing presence of intense radioactivity; the Geiger counter converts this
into audible warning clicks.

! Home diagnostic tests use specific chemical reagents to test urine for the silent presence of
ketone in diabetics or for hormones associated with pregnancy.

! For those deprived of a natural sense, the blind have seeing-eye dogs; and the partly deaf
have sound amplifiers (“hearing aids”).

Moreover, most of these sensors can be hooked up to detect and report remote happenings, ones
too distant or too shielded for us to sense directly.
! The hidden video-camera extends (via the TV-monitor) the security guard's surveillance to

remote areas of his building.
! Space craft carry instruments that view and report to us images of the backside of the

Moon.
! The acoustic buoy "hears" the passage of a distant ship.
! Radar "sees" through clouds to sense an invisible aircraft.  
! Telephone literally means "distant sound" and both telescope and television mean "distant

vision".  Telemetry means "distant measure".
! The optical lever is a simple device that magnifies the invisible effect of minute rotation in

various instruments to give us an eye-readable gauge.  It was modified by famed British
physicist Lord Kelvin in 1857 in inventing the mirror galvanometer, which he used to detect
and measure the tiny electrical currents in the first transatlantic telephone cable.  It is the
basis of many of the bugging and bug-detection gadgets used by today's espionage and
security experts.

! The X-ray machine, invented in 1895 by German physicist Wilhelm Konrad Röntgen, is
widely used.  Art experts and forensic medical examiners use it in the pursuit of concealed
evidence of crime.  Security personnel use it to check people or containers for concealed
contraband.

! Various “sniffers”, developed since the Vietnam War, detect various smells on people
(“people sniffers) or objects. 

Many persons place an exaggerated faith in their instruments.  This is a common error not
only among the general public but too often even among scientists themselves.  This misplaced faith
is unrealistic and hence unscientific.  As Dr. Stuart Fleming, a physicist and inventor of the “pre-
dose” thermoluminescence method for dating pottery, warns that:

“Even the simpler scientific tools are no more than a means of investigation.  They do not
provide ‘instant interpretation’ on an object’s history; that is a subjective response that lies
within the mind of the observer, a feature of analysis with adequate scope for error.”
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Computers are not sensors in the meaning used here, but they are an integral part of our
modern sensory systems because they receive, process, and show data (usually either by printout
or visual display).  But, because they can be both deceived and protected, they have bred the new
field of computer security experts — the cybersleuths. 

Conclusion:  All these instruments of detection are among the most important tools of the
intelligence collectors and analysts. They must be prepared to use several sensors at the same time
to penetrate deception operations, particularly those that spoof the sensors themselves.

3.9 CULTURAL FACTORS

What of cultural differences in detecting deception?  I have no evidence that points to clear
answers.  Religion may be a factor in inhibiting detection.  A few anthropologists have observed that
some traditional cultures simply do not make a distinction between supernatural and natural magic. 
Their conjuring tricks are invisibly embedded in ritual and visa versa.  Consequently the true-
believers are unable to detect the trickeries of either priests or conjurers, they take both on faith. 
For example, the tent-shaking of the North American Saulteau Indians remains mystical to the
tribe’s members even when the shaman’s clever but simple trick methods are known 

Some things that seem unremarkable to an average urban American will strike a rural
Nigerian or even a sophisticated urban Chinese as incongruously funny.  A Roman Catholic priest's
gown is good disguise for a thief or a spy in Italy or Ireland or the Philippines or Rwanda but stupid if
one wishes to pass unnoticed in China or Russia or Iran.  As one ex-burglar once lectured British
spy-trainees on how to burgle any large English mansion, “All you have to do is go there on a
weekend wearing pajamas and if someone stops you in the hall you say you’re looking for the
bathroom.”  When among nudists, naked is the best disguise.

The effects of culture on deception and counterdeception are found only in specifics.  When
asked whether deception and detection abilities depended on which culture a person was
embedded in, American psychologist and military deception expert Col. Frank Stech answered with
an example of variability drawn from one social class in one culture in one slice of time:  “Which
would you rather be?  Holmes, Moriarty, or Watson?”  The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly — they can,
perhaps even must — coexist.  And sometimes even within the same person, not as so-called
multiple personalities but simply as different responses of one person to different situations.  And
just as there is no one deception personality that fits all individuals, there is no one style of
deception that fits all groups or cultures or disciplines all of the time.

In the absence of books or articles on this subject, intelligencers are, like their psyops
cousins, well advised to incorporate in their team individuals familiar with the target culture.
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3.10 ASYMMETRIES: Technological & Cognitive

“It [the United States] can win [in Vietnam] if it deliberately de-escalates the firepower and meets the guerrillas on
their own terms, in close combat, instead of alienating the entire population with indiscriminate artillery and
airpower.”
— I. F. Stone, May 1967

The term “asymmetric warfare” is recent (in the mid-1990s).  It loosely characterizes various
types of conflict where the opponents differ in one or more specified ways.  Unfortunately US joint
and service doctrines as well as a multitude of military writers fail to agree on its meaning, which
they define in range from the simple weak-versus-strong hypothesis to the far-fetched Gitmo
prisoner terrorist suicide tactics notion.  This muddled usage has rightly been deplored by various
American military officials and officers from the Pentagon to Ft. Leavenworth.

Technological Asymmetries

I define technological asymmetric warfare here as either high tech versus low tech
opponents or conventionally armed and trained forces versus unconventional forces.  And
unconventional forces cover an array from full-scale civil war and guerrilla warfare, through
insurgencies or rebellions, to isolated terrorist acts.  But we should be clear that while the term
asymmetric war is new, both the fact and the concept are old.  However we define it, all its
variations have been with us since the beginning of history and in both their main modes — high vs
low tech and conventional vs unconventional.

Deception has never been the sole prerogative of just large nation-states.  It operates in two
modes — either Very Low Tech versus Very Low Tech or Very Low Tech vs High Tech.

That first category, namely VLT vs VLT, is the so-called “primitive” or tribal war.  Common
among Amerindian, African, Melanesian, and some other cultures, it often involved rather high
levels of guile.

The second category is the one that pits a Very Low Tech force against a High or Very High
Tech one.  Recent and present examples include Taliban versus Russia, Hamas vs Israel, Chechen
rebels vs Russia, Al Qaida versus USA, etc.  In terms of time these ranged from brief periods like
that of the Irgun and Lehi against the British and UN in Palestine (1940-48) that produced the state
of Israel to the longest on-going revolutionary-terrorist struggle of all, that of the Irish Republican
Army (IRA) versus Britain, which with several truces and cease-fires and truces, has raged for over
two hundred years.

An important intermediate category is that of Special Forces.  These pit lightly armed but
otherwise High Tech units against both relatively High Tech regular units as well as Low Tech
insurgents or terrorists.

The implications of these technological imbalances for intelligence analysts in general are
serious.  The implications for counterdeception analysts are profound.  But the psychological
imbalances may be even greater, as we will now briefly examine.  The Box below gives one
example that combines the asymmetries that mark the No Man’s Land — that interface, between the
High Tech nation-states and the Low Tech non-state terrorist actors.
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Cognitive Asymmetries

The asymmetries are often, indeed in
most cases, will usually be psychological or,
more precisely, cognitive.  Whenever two
individuals or groups confront each other any
differences they have in such matters as
culture, philosophy, relative power position,
etc, is apt to influence how they perceive
each other — their individual strength or
weakness, their savvy or gullibility, etc. 
Similar social background, education, and
habitual ways of thinking will assure similar
perceptions.  And, generally, the greater the
difference in any of these factors, the greater
the degree that their perceptions are apt to
differ.

How does this generality play out in
real conflict situations where the mutual
perceptions of the combatants are crucial to
winning and losing?  This question deserves
a hefty monograph.  Specifically, what
happens when both combatants are
deceivers?  Let’s tour a few examples
through the eyes of some experts who have
had to deal directly with this problem.  These
opinions are arranged here in rising order of
complication:

The more closely matched the opponents are in skill, the more interesting the contest.  (First stated
in 1929 by Count Pecorini and Tong Shu, Italian and Chinese wei-chi players.)
! A simple feint can be a costly waste of time when used against an opponent you know to be

at your own level of skill in deception.  By expecting the timing, placement, and type of feint,
they are enabled to hit through the opening you have made.  (Italian sword master Giacomo
di Grassi in 1570, American chess experts Horowitz & Reinfeld in 1954, and American
baseball sportswriter Leonard Koppett in 1973.)

! When you can’t tell what your opponent might do, use obvious feints to observe his
reaction.  (Japanese sword master Yagyū Munenori in 1632 and American judo master
Bruce Tegner in 1966.)

! Don’t attempt to deceive unless you know your opponent’s skill level and styles of thinking. 
(Again Tegner in 1966, then English art faker Eric Hebborn in 1991 and Canadian-American
magician’s magician Jeff Busby in 1999.)

! The most vulnerable opponent is one who is one-level less skilled in faking than you.  She
will fall for your feint almost every time because, to her, it will seem a real move.  The least
vulnerable opponents are of two types.  Either one of equal skill who, using it themselves,
will recognize your move for what it is.  Or, and this is startlingly counter-intuitive, an
opponent who is two steps less skilled, because he will be too naive to fall for it.  (American
political scientist and football fan Frederick Frey in 1974.)

The late Dr. J. Bowyer Bell was one of the very few
deeply knowledgeable authorities on all major
groups of modern terrorists and their basic
motives, dynamics, tradecraft, and modes of
deception  In the course of one essay (cited below
in the appendix on Recommended Readings), Bow
Bell summarized the four decades of his full-time
research and interviewing.  His main findings
relative to deception and counterdeception: 
! “All undergrounds are inefficient: it is

their nature.  Many — those that survive
at all — appear awesome, effective, but
each must operate within an ecosystem
that may permit persistence but at great
cost in efficiency.  The dynamics of the
armed struggle assure that there is less
craft to the revolutionary trade than the
orthodox are apt to imagine.” 

! “All rebels are, to a considerable degree,
impractical and incompetent.”

! “The more secret an organization, the
more inefficient, and absolute secrecy
assures total chaos.”

! “Duplicity, cunning deceit, ambush, and
arson are not first rebel choices but the
only rebel choices: to exist the rebels
must deceive.”

CONCLUSION (by Whaley): Because these
vulnerabilities are potentially fatal to all Lower Tech
opponents, they should be the preferred points of
attack for intelligence analysts and counter-
terrorist units.
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! It will strike most readers as counter-intuitive, but one way to make your opponents more
vulnerable to your deceptions is to feed just enough real information that they can improve
their own collection or analytical capabilities to the point — but not beyond! — where you
can expect them to perceive your simulations in the way you intend.  For example, let them
acquire specific photographic equipment that they may need to see your dummies.  Or give
them access to some communication channel that, unknown to them, you control or have
access to.   

 
Conclusion:  Don’t launch any deception until you know your opponent’s approximate
counterdeception skill level and style of thinking.
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CHAPTER 4
HOW TO DETECT: 20 Specific Methods

There are dozens of specific theories, principles, and methods for detecting deception.  Most tend
to be overlooked by the great majority of political-military intelligence analysts — they have simply
not yet been adopted by our analyst’s teaching and training schools and courses.  However, all have
been adopted in one or more other disciplines, particularly by consistently successful analysts who
deal more or less regularly with deception.  Of these many theories, principles, and methods, 20 are
particularly appropriate for use by intelligence analysts.  Let’s examine them.

4.1 FINDING PATTERNS OF CONGRUITY & INCONGRUITY

With Bacon, I see the physicist in much the same position as an intelligence officer, trying to assemble and interpret
the evidence.
—Prof. R. V. Jones, “The Theory of Practical Joking” (1957), 9

Is it farfetched to count scientists as detectives?  It didn’t seem so to one of the founders of
modern experimental science.  In 1605, at the very threshold of that new discipline, Sir Francis
Bacon defined physical scientists as "the spials [spies] and intelligencers of nature".  Had the word
"detective" existed back then, he might well have used it too.  That very modern military deception
planner and scientist-detective R. V. Jones, wore Bacon's badge of spy and intelligencer with
knowing pride.  And Nobel physicist Luis Alvarez was pleased to be appreciated for his
extracurricular “scientific detective work”. 

They call it the Scientific Method.  Actually it is several interlocking methods — a set of
principles and procedures that scientists are expected to follow when doing research.  Usually they
start with a set of categories (a "taxonomy" or “typology”) that both defines and limits the set of facts
(phenomena) to be examined.  In the broadest sense these define and limit the various large
disciplines of each of the separate natural sciences — physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology,
biology, and so on.  In the most narrow sense they define the various specialties and sub-specialties
within each broad discipline — the nuclear versus astro-physicist, the electronic versus hydraulic
engineer.  And now, increasingly since the early 1900s, the recombination of disciplines into eclectic
interdisciplinary fields such as operations research, the many forensic sciences, and photographic &
imagery interpretation. 

Having defined the set of facts appropriate to his or her specialty, the scientist then
observes those facts; proceeds to make a guess (develop an “hypothesis”) about their nature or
relationship; then predicts that, if this guess were true, we should expect to see such-and-such; and
end with an experiment to test that prediction (and its underlying) hypothesis.  If the hypothesis isn’t
disproved outright but is corroborated, it is tentatively accepted, subject to repeated test
experiments ("replication"), particularly by independent scientists.  It is a method that places great
value on skepticism, a skepticism about all steps in the process of scientific investigation —
accuracy of observation and data collection, hypothesis formation, experimental design, analytical
methods, and conclusions.
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All discoveries or detections in science and technology are made by perceiving either a new
congruity or an unexpected incongruity.  And these fresh perceptions can arise either during an
experiment using some systematic (“scientific”) method or from chance observation of a natural
event.

Congruity

All science is the search for unity in hidden
likenesses.
— Jacob Bronowski, Science and Human Values    
(1965), 13

We must look for consistency.  Where there is want of
it we must suspect deception.
— Sherlock Holmes in “The Problem of Thor Bridge,”
The Strand Magazine (Feb & Mar 1922)

If two things fit together perfectly, they are congruous.  If they don’t fit, they are incongruous,
like the apples and oranges that we are told repeatedly can never be added.  Two apples and two
oranges will always be just two apples and two oranges, forever incongruous — until someone with
an oblique mind comes along and sees (redefines) them as two spheres of one type of fruit and two
spheres of another type of fruit and adds them to make four spheres of fruit.   

Every coincidence is a perceived congruity.  Normal science is the master of congruity.  It
busies itself by applying currently fashionable theories and received knowledge to immediate
problems.  Such plodding and systematic experimental procedure is enormously effective for dotting
the I's and crossing the T's, filling in the missing bits and scraps of fact called for by a current theory. 
It gives us the precise tables of measurements and data that fill the handbooks of medicine,
chemistry, engineering, physics, astronomy, and other sciences.  And it accounts for the vast
majority of all scientific effort — namely drudge work.  Without it there would be no scientists, only
mechanics and philosophers.

Normal science is intolerant of surprises.  If a test or experiment gives an unexpected result,
the normal scientist will dismiss it as either "experimenter error" (failure to follow the procedures
called for) or "instrument error" (defective or maladjusted apparatus).  The scientist then reviews the
procedures used and/or checks the apparatus and adjusts the measuring instruments and proceeds
to repeat the experiment.  Usually this will give the expected test result and eliminate the anomaly. 
If in those rare case where the anomaly persists, the scientist (or her colleagues) will tend to
question her competence and, in most cases, this will be the full and correct explanation.

There is, however, the very rare occasion where the unexpected observation is not a
phantom conjured up by either bungled technique or faulty equipment.  The good scientist now
realizes that she has been working from a flawed hypothesis or theory.  This is the moment of truth
— the scientist is on the verge of a genuinely revolutionary discovery.
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Incongruity

There are two possible outcomes:  If the result
confirms the hypothesis, then you've made a
measurement.  If the result is contrary to the
hypothesis, then you've made a discovery.
— Enrico Fermi, Nobel physicist, attributed

If you pay attention to the things that don’t fit, you are
much more likely to make discoveries than if you try to
find out things that do fit.
— Dr. Robert Good, immunologist, as interviewed in
1973

It was the little discrepancy in time that first drew my attention to you — right at the
beginning.
— Hercule Poirot in The Murder of Roger Ackroyd (1926), Chapter 26

Any unexpected observation in science is said to be an anomaly — from the Greek word
meaning “not the same”.  It’s simply the most usual term used by most physical scientists for an
incongruity.  It's what some military deception planners and most magicians and computer
scientists call a discrepancy; or, what some forensic scientists mean when they declare findings to
be inconsistent; or, what some social psychologists call dissonance; or, what a few psychiatrists
mistakenly call paradox; or, what some communication scholars awkwardly and somewhat
misleadingly renamed disconfirmation; or, even what several semioticians jargonize as antonymy
(versus synonymy and in contrast to hyponymy).  But, following physicist Jones, I prefer the word
incongruity because it immediately reminds us of its opposite, namely a congruity.  Thus it is unlike
anomaly (which, in English, has no opposing “nomaly”), or the word discrepancy (which has no
“crepancy”), or “disconfirmation” when misdefined to make it something other than its antonym
“confirmation”, or dissonance (which has no simple “sonance” but does offer the antonym
“consonance”), or “paradox” (which not only has no antonym but wobbles under the weight of
multiple meanings).  Other, possibly as appropriate, synonyms for congruity/incongruity would be
same/different or similarity/dissimilarity or even coherence/incoherence.

Incongruities arise in science in only two circumstances — during mental play or by
accident.  The first, which is the more usual, occurs whenever a scientist toys in her mind with
various possible connections between two phenomena and comes up with an unlikely pair that do
seem to fit together.  This, as Dr. James D. Watson’s highly personal account, The Double Helix
(1968), recalls, frequently happened during his three-year winding intellectual journey toward the
revolutionary co-discovery (with Bernard Crick) in 1953 at age 26 of the double-helix structure of the
DNA molecule.  This is the same kind of mental play that Jung had identified back in 1905 as the
source of all types of creativity.
  

The other, less usual, source of an incongruous event is accident, although an accident of a
very special kind, namely one that is first noticed, then perceived to have relevance to science, then
stated as a formal hypothesis that can be "verified" (tested), and finally proved by what is called a
"crucial experiment".

The scientist's opposite path to creativity is by recognizing an incongruity, a puzzling chance
occurrence.  One example must suffice:  Italian physicist Enrico Fermi was a year into researching
the newly discovered neutron at the University of Rome in October 1934 when he and his team
observed a puzzling anomaly — the silver samples they were irradiating with neutrons had become
much more active when the experiments were done on a wooden table instead of a marble bench. 
A few days later, on the morning of the 22nd, Fermi tried an experiment by placing a radiation filter
between the neutron stream and the target metal.  He’d decided on lead as the obvious filter. 
However, at the last moment, he noticed a handy slab of paraffin and, on a whim, used it instead. 
To everyone's surprise it increased by a hundred-fold the rates of nuclear activity.  Baffled by what
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all these unexpected events could possibly mean, he went home for lunch and a nap.  He was
alone.  At three that afternoon he returned to his lab with the answer.  The paraffin molecules had
slowed the bombarding neutrons to the point where these slow neutrons could produce more
effective collisions with the target than normal fast neutrons.  Fermi had instantly invented a new
branch of experimental physics (neutron-induced radioactivity).  Four years later it won him a Nobel
Prize.  The Prize certificate specifically credited Fermi's "brilliant inventiveness, and his intuition." 
Indeed, his collaborators often joked that Fermi's chief collaborator was "CIF" — "con intuitio
formidabile" — with powerful intuition.

Similar cases where "chance only favors the prepared mind" abound in science in general
— and specifically in detection.  We meet this off-beat phenomenon repeatedly as a common
characteristic of good detection.  Pasteur’s famous phrase was coined by him on 7 December 1854
on the occasion of his inaugural lecture at Lille University.  He was making the first general
connection in science between the role of accident in observation and the formulation of theory.

This extraordinarily valuable ability to perceive an incongruity and, by devising a new theory
that will make it congruous, is precisely what creates all "revolutions" in science.  Indeed we owe the
scientific revolution itself to just such thinking by Sir Francis Bacon, of whom historian Macaulay
wrote in 1837:  "In wit, if by wit be meant the power of perceiving analogies between things which
appear to have nothing in common, he never had an equal."

Balancing Congruities and Incongruities

In physics the most primitive tool for expressing likeness is the equality of two numbers.
— H. C. Von Baeyer, The Fermi Solution (1993), 55

Whenever a scientist or mathematician expresses a conclusion in the form of an equation, it
proves he has perceived and proved a congruity (identity or analogy) between the terms on both
sides of the equation.  These equalities range from the simple 2+2 =4, through the complex
approximation  π=3.1416, to the Nobel Prize-winning E=mc2.

But what about perceiving and proving an incongruity?  There are several ways to do this,
but let me introduce one generalization taught by one expert collector-dealer in antique Chinese
bronzes.  Namely, to assess the authenticity of anything, you must ask the following three basic
questions:

1) Do I find those characteristics I should expect?  All of them?
2) Do I fail to find any characteristics I should expect?
3) Do I find any characteristics I should not expect?

In other words:  What’s there that should be?  What’s missing, what’s not there that should be? 
And, what is there, if anything, that shouldn’t be?

Incongruity Analysis

Because Nature never deceives, there can be no incongruities in Nature.  Consequently,
whenever we find an incongruity (discrepancy, anomaly), we are entitled to draw three inferences:

1) Our instruments or sensors are giving false readings and need adjusting.  Then, if the
incongruity persists:
2) We have misread our instruments or sensors and need to double-check.  Then, if the
incongruity still persists, we are on the verge of an exciting discovery, namely that:
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3) Our relevant hypothesis is incorrect.  In this case there are two possible causes:
3a) Either there is some real characteristic in Nature that requires us to adjust our
hypothesis to incorporate this newly perceived characteristic.
3b) Or there is some false characteristic introduced by a human deceiver.  In that
case Incongruity Analysis will, in theory, reveal one or both of the two incongruities
created by every deception, namely the real thing the deceiver is trying to hide
(dissimulate) and the false thing being shown (simulated) in its place.

Conclusion: Because the process of detecting deception is fundamentally simple in both theory
and practice, a sure sign of an ineffective counterdeception analyst is one who subscribes to and
applies complex theories, at least at the beginning.  Conversely, an effective deception analyst is
one who systematically applies Incongruity Analysis. 

4.2 THE PLUS or MINUS RULE

Consider the following four quotations.  Each makes a point about the theme for this
section, setting the scene for my analysis.

Scelere velandum est scelus.
[To conceal a crime, another crime must be
committed.]
— Seneca, Hippolytus (ca.50 AD), I, 721

One act of deceit calls for many others, and soon the
whole ghastly construction, which is founded in the
air, comes tumbling down.
— Baltasar Gracián, The Art of Worldly Wisdom (1647,
Maurer translation), No.175

He who tells a lie is not sensible of how great a task he
undertakes; for he must be forced to invent twenty
more to maintain that one.
— Alexander Pope, Thoughts on Various Subjects
(1727)

Any prey animal, no matter how well camouflaged, can
be detected by predators under ideal seeing
conditions.
— Richard Dawkins, Unweaving the Rainbow (1998),
173

Each real thing has a large but finite number of identifiable characteristics.  In other words,
every real object must have its complete set of defining characteristics — not one more, nor one
less.  All imitations will share at least one, and often many, of these characteristics.  But every
imitation must lack at least one characteristic that marks the real thing.  And it will usually have
additional ones not in the original.  Even identical twins have a different history starting in the womb. 
And even the most perfect clone lacks two characteristics of the original — it isn’t the first and it’s
had a different history.

Karl Popper, noted Austrian philosopher of science, began arguing as early as 1934 that
one can never prove statements or hypotheses to be true, only disprove those that are false.  This
marvelously counter-intuitive notion has been strongly challenged by other philosophers when
applied to things that are either simply true or blatantly false. However, it does hold perfectly in one
special case that both Professor Popper and his critics have neglected to explicitly discuss —
namely those things that are falsely, deceptively presented as something else.  Then, if either a plus
(added) or a minus (missing) characteristic is detected, the imitation stands revealed

Note that a most important corollary of this Plus or Minus Rule is that the analyst need not
discover all or even many of the discrepancies or incongruities.  A single false characteristic,
whether plus (added) or minus (missing), is sufficient to prove fakery.  This is why complicated
deceptions tend to be weak.  For example, the cadaver of The Man Who Never Was had died from
the wrong cause (poison-induced pneumonia rather than drowning), his body was far too
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decomposed for the pretended time since death, and the personal effects bore not his but another
man’s fingerprints.  Here were at least three absolutely or presumptively incongruous
characteristics, any one of which, if detected by the enemy, would have completely blown or at least
raised grave suspicions about that major British military deception operation. 

Of course, it’s often possible to explain away one or two minor discrepancies.  However,
the most realistic rule-of-thumb was put by Charles Hamilton, one of the world’s most usually
successful authenticator of documents: “Years of experience have taught me that if there is a single 
thing wrong in a document, then that document is strongly suspect and should be subject to a 
searing, highly critical examination.”  Yes, any strong suspicion should lead to closer, much closer
examination.  If Hamilton had followed his own advice earlier in his career, he might have avoided
the slips of judgment that he later frankly admitted.  And had Dan Rather and CBS-TV’s 20-20
Wednesday production team followed this SOP in 2005 they wouldn’t have been suckered by some
counterfeit National Guard records.  I was astonished that CBS-TV had aired that show.  After all,
they were aware of two of the most common tell-tales of counterfeit documents.  First, they had only
seen copies.  Second, their source had declined to disclose his source.  Knowing only those two
unresolved discrepancies, I immediately concluded it was more likely than not that these papers
were fakes.

Military examples of the Plus or Minus Rule are common. They are most common in
ambush situations where often the only life-saving warning is a vague awareness of something
wrong, a sense that either something is there that shouldn’t be (a seemingly abandoned knapsack
perhaps) or that something is missing (an empty village square during rush hour).

Conclusion:  The Plus or Minus Rule greatly helps the analyst identify the key pieces of evidence
to focus on.  From this we may conclude:

The greater number of uniquely distinguishing characteristics (charcs) we know about something,
the greater our chances of recognizing its counterfeit, if either:

! any incongruous charc is present, or
! any congruous charc is missing.
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4.3 THE CONGRUITY/INCONGRUITY RULE AND THE ANALYST’S ADVANTAGE

Consider the following four quotations.  They are some of the early pieces of proto-theory
that lead us to a complete and mature theory of counterdeception, of how to detect deception: 

You cannot put the same shoe on every foot.
— Publilius Syrus, Maxim 596 (ca.42 BC)

It is of the very essence of every problem that it
contains and suggests its own solution.
— Louis H. Sullivan, “The Tall Office Building
Artistically Considered,” Lippincott’s Magazine (Mar
1896)

The more outré and grotesque an incident is the more
carefully it deserves to be examined, and the very
point which appears to complicate a case is, when
duly considered and scientifically handled, the one
which is most likely to elucidate it.
— Sherlock Holmes in The Hound of the Baskervilles
(1902), Ch.15

“We now have two tracks to follow.  They are both
hidden, it is true, but when we find one, it will probably
intersect with the other.”
— Gordon Holmes [pseudonym of Louis Tracy], A
Mysterious Disappearance (1905) 

Every real thing is always, necessarily, completely congruent with all its distinguishing
characteristics.  Conversely, every false thing will display at least two incongruities.  Because every
deception involves simultaneously showing at least one false thing and hiding a corresponding real
thing, the Congruity-Incongruity Rule tells us that the detective has two independent chances to
detect any deception.  Thus a deception will be confirmed if we detect either its simulated or its
dissimulated half.  Moreover, even this half-disclosure focuses the detective's guesses about what
the remaining part could be, thereby greatly simplifying the effort to detect it as well.  This one
simple fact gives the detective a crucial advantage against every deceiver.

The Congruity-Incongruity Rule evolved directly from my study in 1969 of the interplay of the
German SEA LION and BARBAROSSA operations in WW II.  Part of Hitler's cover story to conceal
his firm intention to invade the Soviet Union in 1941 (code-named Operation BARBAROSSA) was
his earlier plan to invade Britain (Operation SEA LION).  Having abandoned the latter operation,
Hitler maintained it as an illusion to "explain" his real intentions against Russia.  Like the world's
intelligence services at the time, historians had two chances to solve the mystery of BARBAROSSA. 
Because SEA LION was the main cover story for BARBAROSSA, the students of SEA LION could
have stumbled upon the reason for Stalin's surprise.  However, none of the several SEA LION
historians did so until 1973, 32 years later.

American art expert and museum curator Thomas Hoving applied his version of the
Congruity-Incongruity Rule to his own specialty:

“Embedded in every art forgery, no matter how ambitious or paltry, is a stupid mistake left
by the faker — a physical property that didn’t exist in ancient times, or a kind of aging that
cannot be natural, or an amusing error in style — a blunder that anybody with concentration
and common sense might be able to spot.”

Two other recent examples where the direct detection approach failed yet the indirect one
succeeded were the mole-hunting cases of Aldrich Ames (in the CIA) and Robert Hanssen (in the
FBI).
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This Congruity/Incongruity Rule is original as stated here.  But the idea’s kernel seems
familiar.  It certainly resembles one half of two famous aphorisms and was, perhaps, even
unconsciously inspired by them.  One is the memorable remark that Arthur Conan Doyle placed on
the tongue of his great detective:

“How often have I said to you that when you have eliminated the impossible, whatever
remains, however improbable, must be the truth?”

— Sherlock Holmes in The Sign of Four (1890), Ch.6

The other remark is Michelangelo’s disclosure of his working methods, which I quote here in a
particularly understandable version from a recent American detective novel:

“I once heard this story about a sculptor and somebody asked him how he turned a block of
granite into a beautiful statue of a woman.  And he said that he just chips away everything
that isn’t the woman.  That’s what we have to do now.  We’ve got this big block of
information and evidence.  We’ve got to chip away everything that doesn’t count, that
doesn’t fit.”

— Michael Connelly, Trunk Music (1997), 73

Both images astonish because they imply that one can discover truth more easily by identifying and
discarding the irrelevancies and lies — the simulations and dissimulations — than by the usual
tedious approach of identifying the genuine clues and then jig-sawing them together.  Detection can
proceed either directly to the truth or indirectly by chipping away the false.

We see the ultimate vulnerability of the liar and deceiver in the following corollary of the Plus
or Minus Rule:

Every lie masks an opposite truth, every deception an opposite reality.  Thus
every lie and each deception inevitably give a clue pointing both loosely to
some general hidden truth or reality and directly to the specific hidden truth
or reality. 

As put from the pulpit in 1887 by Plymouth clergyman Henry Ward Beecher, “A lie always needs a
truth for a handle to it.”  And counterdeception expert Bill Harris concluded in 1979 that this is a
general “Achilles heal of deception.”  

This kind of insight leads directly to a final thought on Incongruity Theory that is appropriate
here.  What, after all, is an incongruity but a set of characteristics that has either one too few
(making it an incomplete simulation) or one too many (such as an anachronism).

To summarize:  “Every lie leaks a truth.”

Conclusion:  The Congruity/Incongruity Rule and the Analyst’s Advantage are points that are not
just powerful analytical tools in themselves but are real morale boosters for all intelligent analysts. 
That’s because they serve to dispel those all-to-common false counsels of despair about tangled
webs and the inevitability of surprise.
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4.4 JONES’ LAW OF MULTIPLE SENSORS

In the country of the blind, the one-eyed man is King.
— Greek proverb, first collected by Michael
Apostolius, Paroemiographia (1619)

There’s a bell curve in processing a crime scene.  Two
officers are considered the most efficient for a single
homicide.  By yourself you can miss things; three and
up you tend to miss more things.
—Jeffrey Deaver, The Bone Collector (1997), 47

What I call the Law of Multiple Sensors was gradually evolved by R. V. Jones as a direct
result of his early experimenting with practical jokes, specifically telephone hoaxes.  It began in the
autumn of 1935 when Jones, then one-year out of his doctorate in physics, was at Oxford University
as a 23-year old Research Fellow in the superb Clarendon Laboratories where he’d already
distinguished himself as a practical joker.  

At that point the Clarendon staff was augmented by a young German physicist, Carl Bosch,
Jr., son of the Nobel Prize-winning president of the huge chemical firm of I.G. Farben.  As Bosch
was also a notorious practical joker, the two men quickly joined forces.  On the evening they met,
their conversation soon turned to a discussion of what tricks one could play with a telephone.  Bosch
recounted an experiment he had tried two years earlier while he was a research student on the
upper floors of a lab that overlooked a block of flats.  As Jones recalled:

“His studies revealed that one of the flats was occupied by a newspaper correspondent, and
so he telephoned this victim, pretending to be his own professor.  The “professor”
announced that he had just perfected a television device which could be attached to a
telephone, and which would enable the user to see the speaker at the other end.  The
newspaperman was incredulous, but the “professor” offered to give a demonstration; all the
pressman had to do was to strike some attitude, and the voice on the telephone would tell
him what he was doing.  The telephone was, of course, in direct view of the laboratory, and
so all the antics of the pressman were faithfully described.  The result was an effusive article
in the next day's paper and, subsequently, a bewildered conversation between the true
professor and the pressman.

Bosch and I then happily discussed variations on the telephone theme and
ultimately I said that it ought to be possible to kid somebody to put a telephone into a bucket
of water.”

Jones proceeded to do just this.  Inspired by Bosch's example and his own experiment, Jones
reached the important preliminary theoretical conclusion that, "Telephone hoaxes were easy to play
because one had only to produce a convincing impression in the single communication channel of
the telephone: a hoax which had to appear genuine to the victim's eye as well as his ear was much
more difficult."

Bosch left Oxford the next year, returning to Nazi Germany; and Jones moved on in 1938 to
the British Air Ministry where he would refine his theory of practical joking and apply it to the Nazi
enemy during WW II.  Throughout the war, Jones was occasionally troubled by the thought that
Bosch might be his "opposite number" for, as Jones reasoned, "If so, he would know all my weak
points; and he was such an expert hoaxer that he might easily have misled us."  Fortunately for
Jones and his employers, the German armed forces in general made no systematic use of scientific
intelligence and only tapped Bosch's talents on special problems, only a few of which overlapped
Jones' work.
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In 1942, Jones had a further bright insight: "No imitation can be perfect without being the real
thing...."  In 1957, he restated this as "no model can be perfect unless it is an exact replica of the
original — and even then the perfection is spoilt by the fact that now two exist where there was one
before."  This seemingly simple insight has enormous practical value for all detectives of deception. 
As Jones’ states implication: “ It may therefore be better in some circumstances to develop two or
three independent means of detection, instead of putting the same total effort into the development
of one alone.”

If anything, Jones underestimates the power of his concluding point.  I suggest that it holds
true in nearly all circumstances.  Multiple sensors or channels will almost always prove more
effective than a single one, even when each is less precise.  The problem is one of both cost-
effectiveness and philosophy.  Precision instruments are always more costly than shoddy ones. 
And generally the cost of improving precision rises exponentially.  For instance, high-resolution
cameras give that sharper image at much higher prices than low-resolution ones and for each small
step up in quality the cost jumps dramatically.  Thus, two or even three or more modestly
engineered independent sensors (Jones’s ideal) will ordinarily cost less than one precision-made
instrument. 

Cost aside, there are three other practical advantages to multiple sensors.  A single sensor,
however well-made, may break down, leaving us momentarily blind.  Or it may be unreliable, making
us doubt its message.  Or the opponent may at any time and without our knowledge develop a
countermeasure.  Thus any single sensor such as a radar set can shut down, give false displays, or
be spoofed by some new enemy countermeasure.  Mere redundancy, a same-design second
sensor, will protect only against the first kind of contingency, namely breakdown of the first sensor. 
Two or more sensors of radically different design or purpose are needed to protect against all three
contingencies. 

Multiple independent sensors make for a less vulnerable detection system.  Even with only
two such sensors, it is highly unlikely that both would fail at the same time, any unreliabilities are as
apt to cancel each other out as to reinforce error, and it is unlikely that the opponent would be lucky
enough to simultaneously develop countermeasures to both.  This sounds obvious; but the only
historical case I have found where this was done was on D-Day 1944 when the British
simultaneously unleashed several new electronic countermeasures to successfully spoof the entire
range of German electronic early-warning sensors.  And, of course, with three or more such sensors
we begin to approach a totally reliable, breakdown-proof, and deception-proof system.

The analyst should remember that Jones' Law of Multiple Sensors is subject to the
overriding Plus or Minus Rule.  The deceiver need only succeed in simulating one new characteristic
to effectively spoof the existing sensors.  This leads to an unending succession of measures and
countermeasures.  This point was overlooked in 1979 by the then Chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, Les Aspin, when he wrote that: "The multiple and duplicative methods of
detection at the disposal of the U.S. are sufficient to reveal any [Soviet] cheating on a scale
adequate to threaten this country militarily".  Of Aspin's optimistic statement, Amrom Katz said,
"Would that this were true!"  However, while the US methods of detection were quite well-known to
the USSR, US intelligence did not know that it had covered all the Soviet's methods of simulation
and dissimulation, leaving the US vulnerable to certain types of deception.
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The great value of a multiple sensor approach has also been stressed outside the military
field by forensic scientist and amateur magician Joe Nickell who urges a “multi-evidential” approach
to the analysis of both questioned forensic documents and historical documents.  If this point seems
mere obvious common sense, recall that no one had troubled to apply more than one or at most two
tests to questioned documents before 1789 when British literary scholar Edmond Malone did so
while brilliantly solving the Ireland-Shakespeare forgery case.  Similarly in art authentication until
1874 when Italian art historian Giovanni Morelli added the internal evidence of details in the painting

themselves to the intuitive judgements and
documentary evidence to which art analysis
had previously been limited.  And in individual
scientific crime investigations with American
crime writer Colin Evans who urges
“multitasking” of different experts.  And again
with American literary scholar Bruce
Morrissette who insists that “comparative”
(multiple) methods of criticism are required to
distinguish forged from authentic texts.

An exception to the law of multiple
sensors could occur only in the rare
circumstance where the single sensor is able
to measure a characteristic that cannot be
either perfectly simulated or dissimulated. 
For instance, a Geiger Counter is triggered
by radioactivity and nothing else.  However,
even here, while radioactivity can’t be
simulated, it can be dissimulated by
screening with lead shields and the like. 
Similarly, a simple chemical assay will
determine the gold content of a sample of
ore.

CASE:  Richard Warren has illuminated this question. 
When I first met Dick at the MIT faculty club in 1961, he
was working at MIT's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (soon
renamed the Draper Laboratory).  He was the Lab’s staff
philosopher.  Much of his time was spent consulting on
the Lab's contract with NASA on its space program. 
NASA then confronted a problem without precedent,
namely how to design multi-million dollar sensors that
could remain inert for months or even years without any
human maintenance or repair and yet still function when
they reached the end of their long space journey to Mars
or beyond.  The conventional engineering solution was a
simple extrapolation of earthbound engineering
experience: either build the most expensive instruments
poss ble in the hope that they would be more likely to
function when needed or put two or more instruments of
the same type aboard the spacecraft in the hope that at
least one would work.  The first solution was too risky,
the second, too wasteful of precious weight and storage
space, thereby reducing the number of different types of
sensors that could be included in any one payload.  The
price for total failure was not merely a billion dollars a
space shot, but a potentially disastrous political
embarrassment for NASA with subsequent budget cuts
by a displeased Congress.  

Warren suggested an alternative solution,
indeed a 180-degree opposite approach, namely build a
system of low-precision light-weight sensors guaranteed
to do a lousy job.  The trade-off was that each sensor
would be designed to continue to function under the
worst imaginable conditions, even if at only 10%
efficiency.  Furthermore, certain different types of
sensors could be linked so that if one failed completely,
another could take over at least part, say 5%, of the
failed sensor's assignment.  For example, if one type of
infrared camera failed, another type would automatically
reprogram to give partial coverage of the first's target
even at the cost of sacrificing part of its own mission. 
Sensors built to these specifications were, I was told,
developed and used in deep space exploration.  I
suggest that for many earthbound tasks (such as
combat) where quick servicing is not practical, we
replace our typically all-or-nothing sensor systems with
sensors that can continue to function even in a degraded
mode when seriously damaged.
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4.5 WHALEY’S LAW OF COGNITIVE TRIANGULATION

“Now we will take another line of reasoning.  When
you follow two separate lines of thought, Watson, you
will find some point of intersection which should
approximate to the truth.”
—Sherlock Holmes in “The Disappearance of Lady
Frances Carfax,” The Strand Magazine (Dec 1911)

Seeing conditions can vary with angle (a predator may
spot a well-camouflaged animal when looking straight
at it, but will miss a poorly camouflaged animal out of
the corner of its eye).
—Richard Dawkins, Unweaving the Rainbow (1998),
173

Whaley's Law of Cognitive Triangulation states:

NO DECEPTION THAT RELIES ON VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS (OF SIMULATION OR
DISSIMULATION) CAN DISPLAY OR HIDE ANY OF THEM FROM ALL PERSPECTIVES
(ANGLES OF VISION OR LINES OF SIGHT).

COROLLARY 1:  Whenever enough observer-analysts (at least two) simultaneously view an
event from enough different points of view, any and all discrepancies will become apparent.

COROLLARY 2:  The probability of detecting discrepancies increases in proportion to the
number of observers (or their sensors) at difference angles.

This notion emerged in 2001 from a belated reading of former KGB Major Stanislav
Levchenko.  He included a detailed description of his early training in surveillance and
countersurveillance.  One field exercise required that he travel to a specified rendevous to meet a
contact.  He will complete the mission if he decides he isn't being followed or abort if he believes he
is being followed — with extra points for identifying one or more of his "surveillants", that is, trackers. 
At one point he loiters to check for possible followers.  He sees nothing suspicious; but a passing
civilian whispers, "You're being watched!"  Levchenko explains:

“I knew from my training that the behavior of a surveillant is sometimes peculiar, even
bizarre, when it is being observed by those not being followed.  The surveillant's objective is
to follow a subject without being noticed by that subject.  To do so a surveillant must remain
constantly alert because his subject can see, not merely by looking straight ahead, but by
using his peripheral vision.  As a result, the follower might sometimes dodge, jump
backward, or turn aside quickly.  The one being followed might not notice, but others can,
and do.” 

This general theory could have as easily been derived from the field of conjuring. 
Magicians, in practicing their primarily visual art, have evolved a central theory they call "angles." 
This is the spectator's angle of vision in watching a trick.  An "angle-proof" trick is one where no
sight-lines can betray the method, that is where there are no direct lines of sight leading from the
secret method of the trick back to a viewer.  But, no conjuring trick that relies on apparatus or
gimmicks or sleights can be made completely angle-proof.  To get the right perspective and see the
hidden method, the observer may have be backstage, or lie under the table, or peer through a hole
in the ceiling, or even be tiny enough to fit inside the magic box.  Or, of course, see indirectly by
such devices as mirrors to see around or X-rays to see inside. The only branch of conjuring that can
sometimes be literally angle-proof in an optical sense is mental magic or mentalism.  In that
specialty the vulnerable "angles" (mental processes) are entirely in the brain.  Consequently, they
can only be detected, if at all, by sensors that measure changes in brain activity.  These techniques
might include EEG or brain chemistry monitors.
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"Angles", one wise magician wrote, "forever remind us that we conjurers live in a half world,
divided into out front (which is magical) and backstage (where the wires are)."  Magi protect their
angles by practicing before mirrors, having an assistant watch their act from various audience
angles, or permitting no one backstage.  The poker player protects his by playing his cards "close to
the vest" and wearing a "poker-face".  Presidents and generals protect information from prying eyes
by counterintelligence and other security measures.

Triangulation Theory had also been foreshadowed in the following practical observation of
that greatest of Victorian medical detectives, Dr. Joe Bell:

“There were two of us in the hunt [for Jack the Ripper].  When two men set out to find a golf
ball in the rough, they expect to come across it where the straight lines marked in their
mind’s eye to it, from their original positions, crossed.  In the same way, when two men set
out to investigate a crime mystery, it is where their researches intersect that we have a
result.”

Triangulation Theory is also foreshadowed in the multiple viewpoint Random-Dot
Stereograms (RDS) of Béla Julesz.  He concluded In 1995 that:

“The RDS gave conclusive proof that there is no camouflage in three dimensions.  Global
stereopsis apparently evolved in our primate (lemur) ancestors to overcome the camouflage
of insects hiding motionless in the foliage.”

The Single Viewpoint Method of visual data collection is particularly acute for photographic
and image interpreters (PIs & IIs).  This underappreciated point has been stressed by two of
America’s leading image interpreters, RAND’s Amrom Katz and the CIA’s Dino Brugioni.  Having
described the limits on identifying certain kinds of objects from overhead images, they point out that
correct ID often requires additional or even completely different lines of sight.  Sometimes high
probability ID can be made only from oblique angles, others only by agents on the ground.  And in
extreme but all too common cases, only by an agent reporting from inside the structure.

Cognitive Triangulation isn't limited to purely visual perspectives — it also applies to
temporal ones.  Every deception operation is a timed (chronological or moment to moment) process
that begins with the real and then passes through one or more periods of masking that reality
(dissimulation) and substituting some false reality (simulation).  Consequently  the deception will be
evident to any observer-analyst who is present during these transitional periods.  For example,
standard police covert surveillance was designed precisely for this purpose.  The police detectives
trail an unsuspecting suspect until she engaged in some compromising behavior — actions such as
forging a signature, fudging the accounts in her office, pulling a ski-mask over her face before
entering her bank, or stuffing her attaché case with research documents from her office and then
sneaking into the Chinese Embassy. Thus we may add a temporal corollary, namely: 

COROLLARY 3:  Because every deception has its time as well as its place, it is only
necessary for covert surveillance to be present when the deceptive action first occurs.

Of course, a particularly adept deceiver can not merely try to evade surveillance but take
active counter-surveillance steps to detect it.  Subjects who are being trailed, for example, might
plant (pre-position) alert confederates along their route to watch for surveillants or to travel in
"convoy" with one or more friends following to help spot hostile followers. This fact yields two
additional corollaries:
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COROLLARY 4:  Because one hunted person (or tracked object) cannot be in two places at
the same time, unbroken surveillance that simultaneously tracks places and times will
inevitably prove whether or not a person (or object) is trying to operate under two separate
identities. Examples would include bigamists and double agents.

COROLLARY 5:  Conversely, because two persons cannot occupy the same place at the
same time, their true identities (even when hiding under one false ID or “legend”) can be
disclosed by tracking the locations and timing of their travels to discover where and when
they diverge.  Examples: The “doubles” used by magicians in “exchange illusions”; the
“doubles” used by some national leaders to throw off potential assassins, or the famous
“Monty’s Double” ruse in WW II; or the moment when the real plan, aircraft, tank, art
treasure, etc. is switched for its dummy.

This leads to one general method of ID detection often used by police detectives,
intelligence analysts, and historians.  An example:  Even when codebreakers succeed in reading the
plain text of an encrypted message, they may face undecipherable code names of specific persons,
places, pieces of equipment, or operations.  These codes-within-ciphers require either an intuitive
feel for the opponent’s most likely choices when assigning code names (American military and
police tend to label their most secret and undercover operations with obvious code names that will
play well later in the media) or for field work by other intelligence agents or analysts.  A fine example
of breaking this barrier occurred during WW II when the British codebreakers were reading the
German military intelligence (Abwehr) traffic between its headquarters in Germany and its field office
in Spain.  All the Abwehr’s Spanish agents were identified only by their codenames — “Sommer”,
“Margo”, “Federico”, etc.  To discover their real identities, the head of the Spanish-Portuguese
Subsection of counterintelligence for the British Secret Intelligence Service (MI-6) got a bright idea. 
Noting from the decrypts that these agents often moved around Spain, frequently as flyers, the
subsection chief got his people to develop contacts within Spanish airline office staffs and then bribe
them for the passenger lists of all flights.  He then had his analysts begin cross-checking.  Knowing,
say, that “Margo” had been on the May 1st evening flight from Madrid to Barcelona and finding that
only three of the twenty passengers on that flight had non-Spanish names (let’s call them Fraulein
Alpher, Herr Bethe, and Mr. Gamow) they hypothesized that “Margo” (not necessarily a woman) was
one of these three.  Then, if they know that “Margo” had returned to Madrid the next day and
learned that Herr Gamow was the only suspect on the passenger list, they inferred that “Margo” was
Mr. Gamow .  This way they were able by painstaking triangulation to discover the real identities of
the German agents.  (NOTE: Amusingly, this inventive British subsection chief was the notorious
double agent, Kim Philby, then working in the interests of both his employers, Britain and the Soviet
Union.)

4.6 RESOLVING THE RASHOMON AND HE SAID/SHE SAID DILEMMAS

Where there are two conflicting versions of a story, the wise course is to believe the one in which people appear at
their worst.
— H. Allen Smith, Let the Crabgrass Grow (1957), 57 

When we try to deal with conflicting testimony (oral or written), mystifiers and pessimists
and post-modernists and TV news reporters tease us by suggesting we’ve undertaken an
impossible task.  They want us to think so, but it rarely is.  Not if we are prepared to invest some
time and effort in Incongruity Analysis.
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The Japanese short story “Rashomon" (1915; English translation 1930) by Ryunosuke
Akutagawa was a murder mystery told in four different versions by the four eye-witnesses.  This
multiple-viewpoint plot device, original with Akutagawa, has reappeared in several other media —
British author Claude Houghton’s novel I Am Jonathan Scrivener (1930) and American writer Susan
Glaspell’s 1931 Pulitzer Prize-winning play, Alison's House.  Then in the movies with William K.
Howard's The Power and The Glory (1933), Orson Welles’s Citizen Kane (1941); Akira Kurosawa’s 
Rashomon (1950) based on Akutagawa’s 1915 short story; Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s The Barefoot
Contessa (1954); and Stanley Kubrick’s The Killing (1956), which was told from the viewpoint of the
six participants in a racetrack heist.

How do we resolve this Rashomon dilemma?  As easily as we resolve any discrepancy,
namely by seeking and finding and evaluating evidence to test each version.  And the more versions
the better, as each tends to bring to our attention more relevant facts, facts that the other sources
may have understated or entirely suppressed.  In Rashomon we end knowing the desperate motives
of the three survivors (we don’t even need the testimony of the fourth witness — the murdered
man’s ghost); and hence, we can reconstruct the entire crime as neatly as would Holmes or Poirot.

“He said, she said” is a phrase that takes notice of the dilemma created when two
antagonists flatly contradict each other about the facts of an event.  It is indeed a dilemma because
it is highly likely that at least one of the opponents is lying about every detail.  The only alternative
explanation, more-or-less unlikely, can be complete misunderstanding.  

  
Journalists are taught to get all sides of a story.  Incompetent journalists make two

mistakes.  First, the foolish ones tend to believe the cliché, “There’s always two sides to a story.” 
No more, no less — and no allowance for degrees of disagreement much less any agreement. 
Consequently they assume it’s enough for them to interview the two antagonists or their official
spokepersons and report both claims.  They congratulate themselves for being scrupulously “fair”
and “unbiased” when what is at issue is not fairness or bias but a resolution of incongruities.     

But a good journalist-detective will, at the minimum, always ask the followup question, “How
can I verify your claim?  Specifically, who should I interview or what documents should I see?” 
Police detectives and counterespionage officers routinely ask a suspect’s alibi, which they then
check.  Journalists, biographers, historians, and intelligence analysts should always do the same. 
When this is done, it usually produces enough new evidence to at least make one story (hypothesis)
substantially more likely than another. 

4.7 WHAT WE MUST SEEK & DETECT: Reversing the 5 Ws & 9 Categories 

Several handy checklists of the things about which we can be surprised or deceived are
given throughout this Textbook.  These lists, particularly the 5 Ws or 5 Ws+H and my own 9-point
set, gave the categories that deceivers try to dissimulate or simulate, hide or show.  As
counterdeception is simply the unraveling of these categories, they are as relevant to the detective
or analyst in deconstructing a deception as they were to the deceiver in constructing it in the first
place.  Therefore, the analyst must focus on these same nine categories, which are repeated below. 
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This is the Whaley Checklist of all the types of things that a detective need consider in
determining whether a deception has taken place, is currently underway, or is planned and, if the
latter, what are the most likely scenarios it is apt to take.  

Conclusion: Just as such basic and easily applied checklists as The 5 Ws greatly simplify the
work of deception planners, they are at least as useful for efficiently organizing the work of
deception analysts.  

4.8 LOCARD’S EXCHANGE PRINCIPLE

The perpetrator leaves at the scene marks of his passage; and, by an inverse action, simultaneously takes away on
his body or clothes indications of his visit.
— Edmond Locard, L’Enquête criminelle  (1920, BW translation), 139

The greatest single contribution by criminologists to the theory of detection in general and
criminology specifically is the Locard Exchange Principle.  It was first put forward in 1920 by the
most creative and justifiably famous of all forensic scientists, the Frenchman Dr. Edmond Locard. 
This is the notion that the perpetrator always leaves some physical evidence (“trace evidence” it’s
called) at the crime scene and simultaneously takes some evidence away.  In short, criminals
always leave their signature on the event and are, in turn, contaminated by it.  Locard’s theory is
consistent with Incongruity Theory and, indeed, can be melded into the latter by rephrasing to read
that the perpetrator always introduces some incongruity into the situation and carries away
something that is incongruous with his own otherwise innocent circumstances.

THE NINE CATEGORIES OF DETECTABLES

1. PATTERN What is the structure and process of the
deception?

2. PLAYERS Who are the deceivers, the dupes, the neutrals?

3. INTENTION What does the deceiver hope to accomplish?

4. PAYOFF What are the potential costs and benefits?

5. PLACE Where will it occur?

6. TIME When is it scheduled for?

7. STRENGTH How much effort can or will the deceiver bring to
bear?

8. STYLE What, if any, surprises in method or technology
are planned?

9. CHANNEL Through which media will the deceiver
communicate?
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Although criminologists narrowly limit Locard’s Exchange Principle to trace evidence such
as hair, fibers, and blood, it applies to all types of physical evidence. Moreover, it also applies to all
types of deception, although we must add psychological perceptions to Locard’s physical evidence.  

Moreover, if we add psychological
perceptions to Locard’s physical evidence, his
Exchange Principle also applies to all types of
deception, and it is one of the two or three
most powerful mental tools of counterdeception. 
It tells us, in effect, that there are no “perfect
crimes”, only as yet unsolved crimes.  And it not
only assures us that all deceptions are, in
principle, discoverable, it also shows us the
evidentiary path we must follow to identify the
perpetrator.

Conclusion:  Locard’s Exchange Principle is
a potent reminder that every deception leaves
something incongruous at the crime scene (or
in the scenario) and simultaneously takes
something away.  This gives the detective or
analyst two bites at the proverbial apple.

4.9 CONNECTING DOTS or CROSSWORD PUZZLING?

All of our theories of detection rely on analogies or can be restated as an analogy. 
Detection in general and detections of deception in particular are commonly compared to various
types of puzzle solving.  So which of the several candidate puzzles is the closest analog, gives best
fit, is the model to use when we are trying to unpuzzle a deception operation? 

The Connect-the-Dots Myth of Detection

I would have dismissed the connect-the-dots theory of detection as obviously too trivial for
comment.  That was prior to mid-May 2002.  Then the American media, particularly TV interviewers
and commentators, suddenly began to use this old expression to describe the intelligence analysis
process that had failed to link the FBI Minneapolis field office’s report on Z. Moussaoui’s suspicious
behavior at an American civilian flight school with the CIA’s information from overseas of his likely
terrorist connections. To my concern, even some active members of the American intelligence and
policy community began unthinkingly parroting this journalistic phrase.

The original “connect-the-dots” term applied to those long-popular children’s puzzles where
a clear picture of some object emerges from a cluttered (“noisy”) background when the puzzler
draws a pencil line from Dot #1 to Dot #2 and so on until all the numbered dots in the puzzle have
been connected.  This is a strictly linear process.

CASE:  Locard proved his theory by solving the murder
of Marie Latelle.  In 1912 Émile Gourbin was a bank
clerk in Lyons, France.  As the prime suspect in the
strangulation-murder of his girlfriend, Marie Latelle, he
was arrested but produced a seemingly air-tight alibi. 
Locard went to the suspect’s cell and took scrapings
from under Gourbin’s fingernails on the suspicion that
these scrapings might contain tissue from Marie’s
neck. Examining the tissue under his microscope,
Locard noticed that it was coated with a pink dust.  He
first identified this as rice starch.  On the rice particles
he found bismuth, magnesium stearate, zinc oxide,
and a reddish iron oxide pigment, Venetian red. 
Locard hypothesized face powder.  Examination of
Marie’s own face powder, which had been prepared for
her by a local druggist, was similar in composition to
the powder found under the murdered man’s
fingernails.  In these days of mass-manufactured face
powder, this evidence would have far less significance. 
But, in 1912, because of the custom-made
personalized formula, it provoked Gourbin’s
confession.
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The dots analogy with intelligence analysis sounds good in hindsight but only works  in
foresight in those rare ideal circumstances where all incoming data is high quality, presented in
chronological order, with zero noise, no ambiguity, and no deception.  Indeed, whenever deception
is present and effective, no victim can connect the dots because the very purpose of deception is to
defeat such linear thinking.  Your deceivers want you to try to connect the dots that they have
planted.

Many conclusions of historians proceed in this fashion, tracing backwards from known
outcomes, step-by-step to prior causes.  But even then much uncertainty may reign, as in the many
suggested answers to such evergreen questions as, looking backward, “Why Did the South Lose
the American Civil War?” or, looking forward, “What If the South Had Won?”  The underlying reason
that these kinds of connect-the-dots questions always give inconclusive multiple answers is that
they lead us through a garden of forking paths.  There are only three ways that analysts can
navigate their way through these branching logic trees from the starting node (dot) to the end one:
1) incredible good luck; 2) being led by a guide who knows the trail; or 3) having some helpful ally
(or foolish enemy) who has previously tied yellow ribbons painted with the correctly and serially
numbered symbols #1, #2, #3, etc from start to finish.  There are few if any real-world deception
examples of connecting-the-dots.  For example, no competent police detective solves his cases by
connect-the-dots logic.  Like any good Sherlock he uses Retroductive (Abductive) inference to work
backward from clues to a solution.  Only the writers of detective fiction systematically use dot logic
— most of them start with the solution and then work backwards to add the red-flagging clues and
noisy red herrings.

The Jigsaw-Puzzle Model of Detection

Let’s now switch from myths and contentions to realities.  Of all “folk” theories of detection,
the ever-popular Jigsaw-Puzzle Theory has the next-to-best credentials.  (I’ll soon explain my choice
for best.)  Many real detectives accept the jigsaw theory and with good reason.  Clues are indeed
rather like the jigsaw pieces that when fitted together form a logical solution.  This analogy isn’t
perfect — no analogies are — but it’s better than most.  Certainly far better than Walter Scott’s too
complicated “tangled web” of deceit.

The Jigsaw Theory of Detection is particularly apt because, unlike the Tangled Web theory,
it’s based on more than an analogy.  It is, in fact, a specific example because a jigsaw puzzle is
itself a mystery and its solution is a work of detection.

This jigsaw analogy, more than any other, is most commonly used by all types of detectives,
from private investigators like Dashiell Hammett, through  World War II Dutch spy-catcher Oreste
Pinto and Professor of Forensic Medicine John Glaister to camouflage historian Seymour Reit.
! The greatest of the British Army’s WW II deception planner-operators, Brigadier Dudley

Clarke, relished the moments when, instead of giving German Intelligence the usual single
puzzle-pieces of faked information and leaving it to them to figure how they fit, he could
pass over the completed “picture on the lid of the box” itself.  Conversely, of detection,
Clarke wrote that, “There had to be a good many pieces of the jig-saw puzzle on the table
before one could attempt to fit even two or three of them together.”

! British military intelligence writer Jock Haswell, while advocating the jigsaw model,
recognized three weakness in the analogy: First, the puzzle can never be finished down to
the last piece.  Second, the enemy is constantly changing, which forces the deceiver to
keep modifying the overall picture.  Finally, the pile of pieces “usually contains confusing
pieces from other puzzles.”  
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A critic might argue that a weak point in the jigsaw analogy occurs at the initial stage, when
the analyst first approaches the mystery or problem.  Then the analyst faces a veritable pile of
pieces jumbled together from not just one jigsaw-puzzle box but from many boxes of different
puzzles.  So part of the solution is to winnow out the irrelevant sets of pieces as quickly as possible. 
But, surely, even this circumstance is strongly analogous to the old “signal”-versus-“noise” problem
where we have to sort out the irrelevant or extraneous bits of information from those salient to the
problem at hand.  Viewed in these terms, the solution becomes, in theory, simple.  It has been
reduced to the old sorting process dictated by Congruity/Incongruity Analysis described above.  One
strategy, for example, is to begin by sorting the straight edge pieces; another by sorting for gross
color or tone or fineness of detail.

Two other but less common analogies for the detection process are the mosaic and the
maze.  The piecing together of mosaics and the solving of mazes and jigsaw puzzles all work as
analogies of the process of detection.  But all analogies are only as good as the proportion of
characteristics they share with the thing being described; and as none can mimic all these
characteristics they are, at best, only more-or-less true.  Thus the connect-the-dots analogy is very
weak.  The mosaic analogy is only slightly less weak, because each completed mosaic is usually a
fresh creation, not an analysis or predetermined reconstruction of some existing puzzle.  A pile of
the tesserae from a demolished mosaic gives us no clues as to how to reconstruct it other than that
it will cover a certain area and probably belongs glazed side up.  And the maze analogy is only a
step better than the mosaic because it literally has the branching paths and blind alleys that are so
often present in a detection process.

Consequently, given a choice among dot, mosaic, maze, and jigsaw analogies, the jigsaw
puzzle is the most apt.  Its scale may be off, the sample picture of the solved puzzle on the box is
usually much smaller than the finished work; the colors may not be quite true; parts of the design
are often hidden by superimposed text, or the finished puzzle may be three-dimensional.  But such
minor distortions and distractions are to be expected in any investigation.  The pieces of the puzzle
are the facts that fit together to form the actual picture that itself matches the theoretical picture.

Additionally, the jigsaw analogy has a key characteristic of all inferential detections, namely
that as the picture gradually comes together, the puzzler can begin to anticipate its final form, as
nicely stated by a former CIA Director:

“The intelligence process is often like a jigsaw puzzle. That is, the picture becomes clear
long before the last piece is put in.”

— William Colby, testimony before the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
15 Jan 1987

A direct consequence of this last point is that, as the puzzlers see the picture coming together, they
can simultaneously form ever better estimates about both how many pieces remain and of what
shapes and colors to look for.

In sum, if some pieces are missing, we have a less than perfect solution but a solution
nevertheless.  And, if extra pieces remain, either they are irrelevant (part of some other puzzle) or
they point to the need for a more comprehensive theory.  So far, so good.  And it is encouraging that
at least one segment of the American Intelligence Community, the AFCEA Intelligence Committee,
recently (2005) rejected Connect-the-Dots in favor of the Jigsaw model.  But there is one other
puzzle that trumps all the above.
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The Crossword-Puzzle Model of Detection 

Scientific evidence ... is complex and ramifying, structured ... more like a crossword puzzle than a mathematical
proof.
—Susan Haack, Defending Science — Within Reason (2003), 58

As closely as the jigsaw-puzzle accurately models the detection process, an even better fit
is given by the crossword puzzle. 

In analyzing how a sniper goes about man-tracking, U.S. Army master sniper Plaster made
the analogy in 1993 that the tracker’s reasoning about the quarry is worked “Like a crossword
puzzle, each conclusion in one area suggests new conclusions in the other.”  Einstein once
described the scientist as “a man engaged in solving a well-designed word puzzle.  He may, it is
true, propose any word as the solution; but, there is only one word which solves the puzzle in all its
parts.”  One could quibble with this statement — only words of the required length may be proposed
and a simple puzzle could be designed where the clues lead to two solutions with different words —
but Einstein was close enough for the practical purpose of intelligence analysis.

Then, independently, beginning in 1990 Prof. Susan Haack, a distinguished British-
American philosopher, specifically proposed the crossword-puzzle analogy of how detection works
in science.  By 1998 she concluded:

“The best model of [our standards of empirical evidence] is not, as much recent
epistemology has assumed, a mathematical proof, but a crossword puzzle.  The clues are
the analogue of experimental evidence, already-completed entries the analogue of
background information.  How reasonable an entry in a crossword is depends upon how
well it is supported by the clue and any other already-completed intersecting entries are;
and how much of the crossword has been completed.”

In other words, crosswords are solved by the meaningful (semantic) fit of each clue to a word that
then must mesh in lettering with a preceding or following or crossing-over word.  Starting with a
verbal clue, the puzzler must deduce a word that is congruent with the lettering of the crossing or
adjoining words.  Thus, like the jigsaw parts (visual pieces), the crossword parts (in this case
alphabetic words) both interlock and are mutually supporting.

Haack persuades us to accept the Crossword Puzzle analogy to problem solving as an
even better one than the Jigsaw Puzzle model.  Jigsaws are solved entirely by visual fit — the
congruous matches between the cut edges of two pieces or their match-up of the colors and/or
patterns in the details of their pictures; but the Crossword accommodates verbal as well as visual
clues.  At any event, Haack’s crossword model has been finding acceptance among some
philosophers, economists, engineers, and even legal scholars.

Conclusion:  The Crossword Puzzle trumps Connecting-the-Dots whenever deception is present. 
Analysts should chose their analogies and models wisely and not let themselves caught up by the
latest fad in jargon or modeling.
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4.10 MIRROR IMAGING or M.O.?

Mirror imaging — projecting your thought process or value system onto someone else — is one of the greatest
threats to objective intelligence analysis. ...  Just because something seems like the logical conclusion or course of
action to you does not mean that the person or group you are analyzing will see it that way, particularly when
differences in values and thought processes come into play.
— Frank Watanabe, “Fifteen Axioms for Intelligence Analysts,” Studies in Intelligence, Semiannual Edition, No.1
(1997) 

Psychologists call it “projection”, that is, ascribing one’s own traits to others —  even when
they don’t necessarily apply.  Intelligence analysts are often reminded that they should avoid “mirror
imaging” their enemy.  We should avoid this natural tendency to jump to the conclusion that our
opponents will think and act as we would under similar circumstances.  Thus did Sun Tzu advise:
“Know oneself and know one’s enemy and in a hundred battles savor a hundred victories.”  And
modern political scientists and cognitive psychologists have stressed this advice.  Good advice —
except they neglect to tell us how we can do so, much less what specific actions we can take to
avoid mirror imaging.  Several general methods have been developed, particularly by
anthropologists.  But one specific and simple yet highly effective method has been developed by
police detectives — the M.O.        

Individual deceivers tend to specialize not only in the type of ruses used but also in their
style of execution, mode of operation, its modus operandi, or simply the M.O.  This important notion
was first systematically analyzed and codified in 1913 when Major-General Llewelyn W. Atcherley,
Chief Constable of West Riding, Yorkshire, England, published his M.O. in Criminal Investigation
and Detection.  This specified a 10-factor classification:

1. Crime

2. Person attacked

3. Property attacked

4. How attacked

5. Means of attack

6. Time of attack

7. Object of attack

8. Trademark [idiosyncracies]

9. Vehicle or transport

10. Suspect

The M.O. of the criminal is his style and, as such, is analogous to the “style” of both the
artist and the art forger.  Even when the art forger succeeds in working close to the materials,
methods, and themes of a Beardsley or an O’Keefe, the almost ineffable style or flair of the original
artist evades capture and is at best blatantly caricatured or weakly seen as if done on one of the
master’s “off” days.
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Conversely, the forger’s own style will be present, inescapably, unconsciously.  It may pass
unnoticed at first; but as more and more examples appear on the market, the forger’s characteristic,
perhaps even unique style will become apparent.  The detective has, as German art critic Max
Friedländer put it (in 1930), moved up from the vague feeling of “this cannot be genuine” to a
precise diagnosis that, “this is an example of that type of work that has become suspicious”.

M.O. or, if you prefer, style, applies to the deceivers in all fields in which deception occurs. 
Think, for example, of the distinctive styles in military deceptions of the British versus the Germans
in WW I, the Germans versus the Russians in WW II, Brig. Dudley Clarke versus the Italians and
Germans in WW II, the Japanese versus the Americans at Pearl Harbor, Castro versus Batista in 
Cuba, Saddam Hussein versus the UN arms inspector in the 1990s, etc.

Conclusion:  The very human tendency to Mirror Image one’s adversary is best overcome by
immersion in history, culture, language, and biographies associated with that adversary.  That is a
job for other specialists. However, even the general intelligence analyst can assist by applying
certain detailed analytical procedures or templates.  Analysis of the opponent’s M.O. is one specific
example of such a practical template.

CASE: The Cost of Overlooking Rommel’s M.O.

German general Rommel was a master of using deception to gain surprise, as he’d proved back in World War One. 
But this ability or style (M.O.) didn’t help him much in World War Two against the British in North Africa because the
British cryptanalysts were rather consistently reading his communications with Berlin GHQ and his own units. 
Nevertheless Rommel managed to inflict more than one major surprise on the British Eighth Army.  How was this
possible?  Because surprise is never just an either-or matter.  There are at least six things about which we can
surprise or be surprised (The 5 Ws plus H) — Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How.  And surprise in each of
these things will range in degree from none to much.  So the British knew the Who, What, Where, Why, and How.  But
Rommel several times fooled them about the When.  He did this precisely because it was an ingrained part of his
personality to be impatient — eager for the battle to begin.  That was his style, his M.O.  But the British didn’t bother to
discover this fact although Rommel hadn’t hidden it.  Indeed, over five years before his abrupt attacks in North Africa,
Rommel had spelled out his distinctive style of attack in Infanterie Greift an (1937).  Although presented as a general
analysis of tactical and operational strategy, it is in effect, his personal journal of combat in the 1914-18 war, covering
in detail each of his main combat actions, initially on the Western Front, then on the Italian front.  Throughout, he
attributes success to surprise, particularly by taking quick action wherever possible.  If the British in North Africa in
1941-43 had bothered to read this book they might have learned enough to avoid being repeatedly surprised by
Rommel.  It would have been a more reliable guide to predicting his behavior than even ULTRA.  Instead the British
commanders, including Montgomery, relied on the ULTRA intercepts.  Monty’s only insight into Rommel’s M.O. was
limited to the inspiration he claimed to get from the large photo of his enemy that he displayed in his office.  But the
only image Montgomery saw was his own — a mirror image of a commander who never attacked until he was assured
of a 3-to-I advantage, who never attacked until the last reinforcement had cleared the pipeline.  He never saw the
impatient Rommel whose self-confessed M.O. would enable him to wake up one morning and say let’s go.
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4.11 THE HUMINT FACTOR:  Networking Small Worlds

To demonstrate that people on Earth today are much
closer than ever, a member of the group suggested a
test.  He offered a bet that we could name any person
among earth’s one and a half billion inhabitants and
through at most five acquaintances, one of which he
knew personally, he could link to the chosen one.
— Frigyes Karinthy, Hungarian fiction writer, “Chains”
(1929)

I read somewhere that everybody on this planet is
separated by only six other people. ... [E]very person
is a new door, opening up into other worlds.
— John Guare, Six Degrees of Separation (New York:
Random House, 1990), 81

The cocktail party remains a vital Washington
institution, the official intelligence system.
— Barbara Howar, Laughing All the Way (1973), ch.5

In secret war the rule holds fast that whom you know
counts for more than what you know.
— M. R. D. Foot, SOE in the Low Countries (2001), 351

The needed evidence may be more available and the eyewitnesses, informants, and
suspects may be nearer than you, the analyst, suspects.  In the early 1970s, I began to wonder why
military intelligence services never bothered to specifically identify, track, analyze, and even
sometimes target and exploit their opponent’s individual deception planners and operators.  After all,
military intelligence services sometimes followed the appointments and sometime even daily
movements of key enemy commanders such as Patton or Rommel as indicators of potential enemy
intentions and capabilities.  And Israeli intelligence once tracked postwar German nuclear scientists
movement into hostile Arab countries.  Specifically, why not adopt the method that Western
kremlinologists and other political intelligence analysts were then using routinely to track the daily
movements and activities of senior Soviet political officials for clues to power shifts, policy changes,
and sometimes even imminent actions.  By doing this type of network analysis from open sources in
the 1967, I was able to penetrate the cover of a couple of KGB officers passing as Soviet foreign
correspondents.  It’s an easy method but surprisingly underused.

The dawning of the present millennium was heralded by “strange phenomena”, as the
Chinese imperial historians called omens warning of the breakdown of the old world order.  Among
these omens was the world media’s recent stunned discovery of the Small World Phenomenon. 
They flooded us with the “news” that scientists had at long last confirmed the popular belief that It’s
A Small World.  On 4 June 1998, this notion began rolling across the world like a computer virus. 
That notable date marked publication in Nature magazine and on the Internet of a 3-page article
titled “Collective Dynamics of ‘Small-World’ Networks.”  The authors were a pair of Cornell
mathematical physicists named Duncan J. Watts and Steven H. Strogatz.  Next year, Princeton
University Press published Watts’ 262-page book, Small Worlds: The Dynamics of Networks
between Order and Randomness. This fine study provoked a renewed wave of publicity, including
interviews and copy-cat studies.  One of the many enthusiastic reviews even advised doctoral and
post-doctoral researchers to “get in at the mezzanine of [this] whole new area of research.”

Watts and Strogatz deserve considerable applause for their contribution to sociology.  But
the story of Small World networks has, like so many pop-science stories, been substantially
misreported.  The media finally got around to reporting the Small World story, but it took them a long
time to do so.  I know because 40 years earlier I stood on that “ground floor” of this wonderful “new”
discovery.  I even contributed marginally to it.

In fact, substantial research had been underway since as early as 1908 with the work of
German sociologist Georg Simmel.  This had been followed by major contributions from more than a
dozen European, British, and American sociologists, social psychologists, and even a biologist and
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a psychotherapist.  These even included some notable names in the social sciences: Simmel,
Ramsey, Erdös, Moreno, Lewin, Allport, Rapoport, and Pool.  Much of this work focused on efforts
to understand how information flows through social networks, work that spun off the famous Erdös
Numbers and, recently, the Kevin Bacon Game.  

Then in 1959 I was working at Special Operations Research Office (SORO), a CIA think-
tank working quietly under the umbrella of the American University in Washington, D.C.  We were
researching how news and information flowed by word-of-mouth within Communist societies.  This
research (unclassified) culminated in four studies, the first and most important being published as A
Study of Word-of-Mouth Communication in Communist China (1961).  Our 44 interviewers on
Taiwan (where I began as the project field director) questioned over two thousand refugees from
Mainland China to learn what types of people they received their news from.  In other words, which
kinds of people made good communicators of what categories of information.  We weren’t able to
trace complete real-world networks because too few of our informants had known one another back
in Mainland China; but we did discover which general types of individuals were the most effective
gatekeepers (“Key Communicators”) of news on the Chinese mainland and which the least (the
“Nulls”).

Can the Small World notion help detectives?  It can and it already has, particularly law
enforcement intelligence and political counterintelligence analysts.  But, first, how is this possible?

For example, I argued in 1976 that knowledge of the acquaintanceship network of an entire
generation of Soviet senior military officers could help us predict the types of strategic, operational,
and tactical deceptions that they would most likely try to use against their enemies and teach to their
allies, including North Korea, Cuba, North Vietnam, and Iraq.  These officers were the cohort of men
I called “The Manchurians”.  They were the Soviet commanders and staff officers of the August
1945 Manchurian Campaign plus their later students and protégés.  This brief operation against the
Japanese in Manchuria was the last campaign fought by the Soviet Union in World War II.  Given
the great preponderance of Soviet strength against the local Japanese forces the outcome was
never in doubt.  But victory came faster and with much lower casualties than even its most avid
advocates had expected.  It proved to be the most sophisticated application of the principle of
surprise-through-deception ever undertaken by Soviet forces.  This experience became a
reputation-maker for the entire group of Soviet commanders and officers involved, from the field
commander, Marshal Vasilevsky, down through all of his generals, and back to the General Staff
planners in Moscow.  Consequently the “Manchurian Model” became the prime how-to-do-it model
for military victory for all Soviet officers’ schools, textbooks, and field manuals in the period 1960-
1975 and, I believe, well into the 1980s when that generation of rather cunning officers faded away
to be succeeded by those bludgeoning bunglers of the wars in Afghanistan and Chechnya. 
Incidentally that had been an unclassified study, and I only missed one insignificant fact.

The British Security Service (MI-5) gave us two fine examples where Small World-type
analyses provided findings of great consequence.  The first case occurred in the  First World War. 
As Professor Harold Lasswell told it in 1936:

“British agents found that German espionage in Great Britain was organized so that all
messages were sent along one channel.  By shadowing the lesser agents, the entire
German staff was discovered, and they were promptly incarcerated at the outbreak of
hostilities in 1914.  So complete was the interference with enemy intelligence that as late as
August 23rd General von Kluck advanced on Mons in ignorance that the entire British
Expeditionary Force of 100,000 men was in front of him.”
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The second case was the familiar one from World War II in which the British again rolled up the
entire German espionage network in Britain and continued to capture each new arrival and played
them back as double agents in Masterman’s brilliant Double-Cross operation.

A third example was the recent case where Soviet Intelligence (KGB) rolled up nearly all
American agents inside the USSR through their having found a single mole within the FBI, Robert
Hanssen.  Because of his position as chief of Soviet counterintelligence until caught in 2000
Hanssen had been unwisely and unnecessarily given access to enough code names, real names,
and personal and operational details to enable the KGB to trace down through the FBI’s
communication networks to identify and destroy all of their “assets”.

The security flaw in each of these three systems was that the Germans and Americans had
used only one communication channel.  Once each channel was compromised, its whole previously
secret network was disclosed. The Irish Republican Army (IRA) figured this out in the late 1970s. 
The police of both Great Britain and the Irish Republic had become increasing effective in thwarting
IRA operations and arresting IRA members.  The IRA correctly concluded that their security had
been severely compromised by informants, leaks, and other penetrations.  Drastic measures were
taken.  Command-and-control was decentralized.  The large county-wide operational units were
broken up into many small, local cells.  And these cells were authorized to organize, plan, and
operate without close coordination with the center.  Although this degree of compartmentation is
anathema to most hierarchies, it proved effective.  For example, the assassination of Lord Louis
Mountbatten in 1979 had been ordered, planned, and carried out in perfect secrecy — unknown
even to the startled IRA general staff.
        

Excepting the IRA case, these real-world cases of counterintelligence were spectacularly
successful examples of both accidental and retrospective analyses.  However, it should be equally
feasible to use Small World models for purposeful and predictive analyses.  Although the 1976
Manchurian case study is still the only predictive analysis of the small-world military network type I’m
aware of, it is a model that obviously can be up-dated to apply to any current network. 

Another argument favoring the application of the Small World model to the design of
intelligence services generally and counterdeception teams specifically is that it can greatly help
reduce that part of the Fog of War caused by information overload.  The Small World tells us that
the most efficient information networks combine close connections within the team but only a few
(even random) lines connected outward to information sources at distant points in the larger world-
wide network.  This type of intelligence network is the best guarantee of low volume but high quality
intelligence, which itself encourages speedier, less confused, and more confident analyses.

Lastly, it must be noted that the networking process has two directions.  I’ve been stressing
here its use for drawing information into oneself.  This can be of great value, as proven in December
2003 by the final tracing and capture of Saddam Hussain.  But interpersonal networking is also an
efficient method for sending messages out — a method as useful to conspirators as it is to the
dissemination of information by psyops propagandists — all the way from strategic purposes to
direct tactical support of troops in the field.  
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Ben Franklin’s Conspiracy Theory

Three may keep a secret, if two of them are dead.
—Benjamin Franklin, Poor Richard’s Almanac, July
1735

First Rule of Security:  The likelihood of a secret’s
being blown is proportional to the square of the
number of people who’re in on it.
—Tom Clancy, The Hunt for Red October (1984), 39.

Ben and Tom got it almost right.  You can’t keep a conspiracy hidden very long.  And the
more people who know about it, the sooner it will be exposed.  This is the weakest point in those
wondrous conspiracy theories that still seek to attribute JFK’s assassination in 1963 to the CIA or to
Castro’s secret service or to the Soviet KGB or the Mafia or to a ruthless power grab by JFK’s Vice
President.  Each of these theories required at least a dozen knowers.  Now that over three decades
have passed without anyone breaking ranks and coming forward to sell their story for a million
bucks to the New York Times, the National Enquirer, or America's Most Wanted, I believe we can
confidently discard all five of these theories (and most others).  Oh, but you say, the knowers were
all silenced one way or another.  But that only creates new batches of knowers with their stories to
blab or sell.

Nobel physicist Luis Alvarez reached a similar conclusion from his investigation of the
allegation that South Africa (with presumed Israeli help) had set off an atmospheric nuclear
explosion in the South Atlantic.  Strong evidence was found that the satellite sensors had, in fact,
mistaken an internal event as a remote nuclear explosion.  But, for Alvarez, the most definitive
answer required time:

“I doubt that any responsible person now [1987] believes that a nuclear explosion occurred
because no one has broken security, among South Africans or elsewhere.  U.S. experience
teaches that secrets of such import can’t be kept long.  After the United States tested [in
1952] its first megaton-scale thermonuclear weapon, which completely evaporated the small
Pacific island of Elugelab, stories about a disappearing island reached U.S. newspapers as
soon as the task force steamed into Pearl Harbor and sailors had time to call home.”

General Sudoplatov was the Soviet senior intelligence officer who directed the
assassination of Trotsky (1940), the organization of behind-the-lines guerrilla operations against the
German Army in Russia in WW II, and atomic espionage in the USA (1944-46).  He had much
personal experience of exposed conspiracies in mind when he wrote:

“History shows that no top-secret decisions, no secret crimes or terrorist plans, can be
concealed forever.  This is one of the great lessons of the breakdown of the Soviet Union
and Communist Party rule.  Once the dam is broken, the flood of secret information is
uncontrollable.”

In 1977 Markus Wolf, the then chief of East German foreign intelligence, wrote in his diary that
“Everyone knows that no significant facts or operations can be kept secret for very long.”

For those analysts who still cling to shaky conspiracy theories, I recommend the sobering
work of J. Michael Steel.  He was a statistician in operations research at Princeton University in
1989 when he published his “Models for Managing Secrets.”  These are useful mathematical
templates for measuring the speed at which secrets leak from groups to outsiders and practical
methods for slowing that process.  Incidentally, he showed that Tom Clancy's Square Rule holds
only for one of the several possible types of Small World network models (most SW nets being
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"biased", that is, irregular).  Steel's paper is a major contribution to "Small World" network theory
and modeling.

Breaching Conspiracies of Silence

All conspiracies unravel in time.  That’s the lesson of the previous section.  But what can a
detective or intel analyst do to speed up that process?  There are several ways, but Conan Doyle’s
detective pointed the way to one often available and simple yet commonly overlooked technique:

“So much I learned partly from village gossip and partly from my own observation.  There
are no better instruments than discharged servants with a grievance, and I was lucky
enough to find one.  I call it luck, but it would not have come my way if I had not been
looking out for it.”

— Sherlock Holmes in “The Adventure of Wisteria Lodge,” Collier’s Weekly (15 Aug
1908)

Yes, “discharged servants with a grievance,” Of course!  And “disgruntled former employees.”  And
bitter ex-spouses, rejected lovers, disinherited relatives, betrayed  friends, and jealous or
competitive colleagues.  As he told me at the time, Dr. Richard Burt estimated that more than half
the leaks of US defense secrets that had reached him during his stint in the early 1980s as the New
York Times military correspondent came unsolicited from the above types of persons.

Another technique is called “skip tracing”.  That’s the keen art of tracking down persons
who’ve fled and gone into hiding or, as the expression has it, “gone to earth”.  Most of these hiders
are found by tracing them through their Small Worlds.  Within a week or so after the military defeat
of the Iraqi regime when it became obvious that Saddam Hussain was running, it was obvious to
some of us that the best chance of finding him would be through one of his Small Worlds.  Most
promising seemed his socially invisible servants in his entourage — couriers, barbers, cooks,
physicians, bodyguards.  But the initial searchers concentrated on questioning family and those 52
“most wanted” senior Iraqis who compromised his formal Small World network — a network that no
smart “skip” would hang with any more than necessary.  Only months later, soon after the hunters
switched their search strategy from High to Low, did they find their quarry — through a bodyguard
who gave the crucial lead.

Breaching Deception Security

As mentioned above, the mathematics of keeping and discovering secrets (personal,
political, military, or whatever) can be viewed as part of the Small World problem.

It’s obvious that both deception and counterdeception planning and operations should
generally be cloaked in secrecy.  The only question is how tightly should one hold the secrets.  The
trusty principles of “compartmentation” and “need-to-know” are useful general guides and have often
proven effective.  One example is that of Maj. Gen. James Gavin as WW II commander of the U.S.
82nd Airborne Division.  He once told me of gradually figuring out, as several operations he’d been
ordered to plan were successively cancelled, that he must have been unwittingly part of certain
Allied deception plans.

However, these security barriers are frequently breached.  Having said that, there are
however two quite different philosophies of how to approach the question of deception security.  The
British evolved both approaches early during World War II.  The earlier was introduced by Colonel
(later Brigadier) Dudley Clarke in Cairo.  Treating deception security as taking priority over
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intelligence security, he generally designed the deception plans by himself and kept the nearly 100
people on his staff unbriefed, knowing nothing more than his specific operational orders. 
Conversely, Col. “Johnny”  Bevan in London as Controller of Deception not only kept his small staff
fully apprised of his plans but delegated most of the initial and detailed planning to them.  In the
event, no significant deception security leaks to the enemy came from either Cairo or London, so
one could argue that Clarke had unnecessarily crippled himself.  However, his deceptions proved at
least as effective as Bevan’s.  The reason for this unexpected finding is, I suspect, simply that while
Bevan and Masterman were good, at deception, Clarke was brilliant.  Consequently, while less
secure in theory, Bevan’s more relaxed philosophy is probably preferable for all deception planning
groups with less than superhuman leadership.

4.12 GATEKEEPERS AND THE DEGRADING OF INFORMATION

The idea that information can be stored in a changing world without an overwhelming depreciation in its value is
false.
—Norbert Weiner, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society (1950), 120
 

The volume and quality of information that flows through any communication channel is
controlled by those persons that sociologists named “gatekeepers”.  Gatekeepers range from the
local gossips, through news editors, to intelligencers at all levels.  They exist in every type of
organization or system that is driven by or deals with channeled information.  For example, in a 
business office they include all persons in the flow of information upward from clerks and secretaries
to CEOs.  Again, in the news media they range upward from the reporters in the field through the
office rewrite and research staff to the senior editors.  Similarly, in an intelligence organization they
exist throughout the “intelligence cycle” from the collectors (spies and sensors), through the
analysts, to the consumers.

Ideally, the quality of information (data, findings, and conclusions) focuses and clarifies as it
flows through the so-called intelligence cycle, that often rocky passage from collectors through
analysts to consumers.  However, all too often, its quality degrades.  This degradation takes two
forms: loss of information (incompleteness) and error (incorrect data).

Incomplete Information

The following two excerpts form a cautionary tale reminding all intelligence analysts to
always probe the “back-story” of even the seemingly most reliable documentary reports.  The writing
of final intelligence reports often makes the process seem much tidier and solid than it was, thereby
concealing weak points, possibly even fatal flaws, in concept, design, research, analysis, and
conclusions.  Here are quotations from two master scientist-detectives, a physicist and a  zoologist,
both Nobel Prize winners, that forcefully urge this point:

“We have a habit in writing articles published in scientific journals to make the work as
finished as possible, to cover all the tracks, to not worry about the blind alleys or to describe
how you had the wrong idea first, and so on. So there isn't any place to publish, in a
dignified manner, what you actually did in order to get to do the work, although, there has
been in these days, some interest in this kind of thing. Since winning the [Nobel] prize is a
personal thing, I thought I could be excused in this particular situation, if I were to talk
personally about my relationship to quantum electrodynamics, rather than to discuss the
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subject itself in a refined and finished fashion. ...  So, what I would like to tell you about
today are the sequence of events, really the sequence of ideas, which occurred, and by
which I finally came out the other end with an unsolved problem for which I ultimately
received a prize.”

— Richard Feynman, Nobel Lecture, Stockholm, 11 Dec 1965

What is wrong with the traditional form of scientific paper is simply this:  that all scientific
work of an experimental or exploratory character starts with some expectation about the
outcome of the enquiry.  This expectation one starts with, this hypothesis one formulates,
provides the initiative and incentive for the enquiry and governs its actual form.  It is in the
light of this expectation that some observations are held relevant and others not; that some
methods are chosen, others discarded; that some experiments are done rather than others. 
It is only in the light of this prior expectation that the activities the scientist reports in his
scientific papers really have any meaning at all.

     — P. B. Medawar, “Is the Scientific Paper Fraudulent?” The Listener (London),
Vol.70 (12 Sep 1963), 377

Incorrect Information

As information moves outward from its point and moment of inception it changes.  And
these changes will almost always degrade the initial quality of data.  For example, my survey found
15 cases publically exposed from 1981 to 2005 that involved incompetent and corrupt gatekeepers
throughout the elite American news media.  The main findings and conclusions:

! FINDING: Editors tend to take their reporters on faith, even in high value stories.
• Noted in several cases, including three Pulitzer Prize winners and nominees who

fabricated quotes, plagiarized the stories of other reporters, or simply invented the
persons and events in their sensational stories.

LESSON LEARNED:  Be alert for internal discrepancies and check those that appear. 

! FINDING: Senior-level gatekeepers often rely on single or inter-connected sources.  
• Members of Iraqi exile factions from 1991 to early 2003 systematically exaggerated

the degree to which Saddam Hussain’s regime possessed WMD.  While these self-
serving and inter-connected sources were largely discounted as unreliable by the
CIA, DIA, and State Department, they were given undue weight at other senior
levels of Government and by New York Times gullible ace reporter Judith Miller (as
admitted by her editor in 2004).

• In 2003 forged documents alleging that Saddam Hussain was attempting to acquire
nuclear material (“yellowcake”) in Niger were widely credited.

• In 2005 Newsweek magazine published a story about desecration of Korans by US
interrogators at Guantanamo.  The magazine soon admitted having relied on a
single US government leaker who subsequently said he couldn’t remember his
precise source. 

LESSON LEARNED:  Always verify from at least one second and truly independent source.
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4.13 GRADING SOURCE RELIABILITY & INFORMATION ACCURACY OF INTEL
REPORTS

The first systematic system for grading incoming intelligence reports was created early in
World War II by the British Naval Intelligence Division (NID).  Indeed it was the invention of one
individual, the Director of the NID himself, Adm. John Godfrey.

Was this British Navy system effective?  Was it perfect?  No.  Is it better than the one you
are using now?  Probably.  At least it’s a fine first slice at the problem of summarizing the reliability
of source and probable accuracy of information of any report.  Moreover, and perhaps more
importantly, it’s a superb way to force the analyst to stop and think, even if only momentarily, about
the key matters of the reliability and accuracy of the information being processed.

NOTE:  For further details of this specific  intelligence grading system see Donald McLachlan, Room
39: A Study of Naval Intelligence. (New York: Atheneum, 1968), 22-25, 384n20, 385.23; and Patrick
Beesley, Very Special Admiral: The Life of J. H. Godfrey (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1980), 186-
188.  For Sherman Kent’s grading system see Studies in Intelligence (Fall 1964).

CASE: The freshly promoted Rear-Admiral John Godfrey was Director of the British Royal Navy’s Naval Intelligence
Division (NID) from the eve of WW II until 1942.  It was during his watch that he conceived, and his staff developed, the
first systematic method for measuring the quality of intelligence.  Previously, intelligence had been labeled and passed
along with such vague comments as “from an unknown source”, “from someone in a good position to know” or “this
highly probably report is from a source which is so far untested.”  This was true of all reporting sources including such
crucial organizations as SIS (MI-6) and the Foreign Office.  Godfrey wanted a system that would introduce each report
in some short but precise way.

Godfrey’s new system evaluated all intelligence along two dimensions.  Reliability of the source was graded
from A (highly reliable) down to D (unreliable) with E indicating unknown or untested reliability.  The l kelihood that the
information was correct was graded from 1 (factual) down to 5 (unlikely).  Examples: Information on the lethality of
biological products from a senior bacteriologist in a germ warfare research lab would warrant an A1 or B2 rating but that
same source’s information about possible delivery systems for the same products might only warrant a C3 or lower
rating.  Moreover any inferences drawn from the report’s original text was to be plainly set off by the word “Comment”. 
NID’s new system was soon adopted by all the British services.

To Godfrey’s puzzlement, the Army would have preferred keeping its old system that saw “reliable items
mixed up with the less reliable, ungraded, and with inference and comment interjected in a way which made it
impossible for the recipient to distinguish between advice, disguised as inference or comment, and facts, that is
straightforward Intelligence.”  Moreover, Godfrey’s new method was occasionally sabotaged even within his own
service.  Thus, when in 1941 Godfrey learned from the unimpeachable ULTRA codebreakers the German Army’s
invasion orders for Crete, he drafted a signal to the Royal Navy’s Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean which stated
precisely and correctly that “German airborne troops will attack Crete on 20 May.”  So Godfrey was appalled the next
morning to see that his signal as transmitted had been edited so that “Crete” now read “Malta, Crete or Cyprus”.  His
boss, First Sea Lord Sir Dudley Pound was responsible.  Godfrey pointed out that “an element of untruth had been
injected into a high grade intelligence report which, if discovered, would cast doubts on future reports from the same
source.  I pointed this out to Admiral Pound and he admitted that he had inserted the words ‘Malta and Cyprus’ to ‘put
people on their toes’.  He realised that he had done wrong but would not admit it.”

In 1943 this British system, with all services agreeing, was supplemented by an alpha-numeric prefix
indicating the number of likely inferences (alternative hypotheses) generated by the evidence.
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4.14 SETTING PRIORITIES

It is of the highest importance in the art of detection to
be able to recognize out of a number of facts which
are incidental and which vital.  Otherwise your energy
and attention must be dissipated instead of being
concentrated.
—Sherlock Holmes in "The Adventure of the Reigate
Squire," The Strand Magazine (Jun 1893)

You know, unfortunately, this country ... requires body
bags sometimes to make really tough decisions about
money and about governmental arrangements.
—Richard Clarke, former U.S. counterterrorism czar, in
testimony before the 9/11 Commission, 24 Mar 2004 

First things first.  — useful old cliché

A merely suspicious mind is a weak defense against deception.  Similarly, to simply advise
potential dupes to watch out for the deceivers in this tricky world is cheap advice.  At best it leaves
the potential victims uncertain of who or what they are supposed to watch for.  At worst it may make
them paranoid and hence even more vulnerable.  For such vague advice to be useful it must at least
tell what sorts of things to look out for and be specific enough to give some of the telltales, the
identifying characteristics of likely enemy actions.

Detection, like deception, has its priorities.  Indeed knowing the priorities of the deceiver can
often guide us in setting our own priorities for detection.  Two examples.  First a how-not-to-do-it. 
Don't, as was suggested in late September 2001, send a bunch of imaginative fictioneers to some
remote hideaway to scribble possible scenarios of what further horrors the al-Qaeda terrorists might
attempt.  Such an effort could, at best, conclude that everything distinctively and symbolically
American was not only vulnerable but pretty much equally so.  Instead, do bring together some of
those few individuals who personally know the priorities, values, biases, and capabilities of al-Qaeda
leaders and ask for their most likely targets.  I doubt  they would name more than a dozen and even
those would most likely be listed in order of likelihood.  A concrete example:  The Irish Republican
Army’s hit list in the 1970s-80s did not, as many assumed, include the British Airways’s Concorde
flagships.  The IRA had the capability to destroy them on take-off but not the interest.  How do we
know?  Because IRA expert Dr. J. Bowyer Bell asked several then current IRA leaders, planners,
and operators.  Instead the IRA had during that period set its sights on such seemingly unlikely and
entirely unpredicted targets as British Navy and Marine musicians, the co-publisher of the Guinness
Book of Records, and a retired English royal vacationing in Ireland.

In 1959, Auric Goldfinger gave James Bond expert criminal wisdom when he said "Mr Bond,
they have a saying in Chicago: ‘Once is happenstance.  Twice is coincidence.  The third time it's
enemy action.'"  Aside from the unlikelihood that any Chicago mobster even knew that
“happenstance” was a synonym for “accident”, this is a fine beginner's guide for trainee deception
analysts because it tells them when they should start giving close attention to a series of seemingly
related and potentially harmful events.  It encourages a healthy sense of priority.  It says don’t waste
time and energy worrying about every little event that occurs — it’s most likely just an accident or a
common coincidence.  But thrice warns emphatically that it's time to start paying attention.  The
event may still turn out to have an innocent cause, but only fools ignore repeated incongruous
indicators.  As these incongruities accumulate up, they increasingly look like warnings and probably
are.

If deception seems likely, detectives should first ask "How much would it cost?"  This
question efficiently reduces the number and types of methods apt to be in use against us.  Any
deception that would bankrupt the practitioner is impossible — it would be beyond his capabilities. 
Moreover, if the estimated cost of a suspected deception is greater than its likely payoff, then it’s
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reasonable to conclude that deception is unlikely.  The con artist, card sharp, forger, counterfeiter,
magician, and political or military deceiver will generally avoid investing more in a deception than its
expected payoff—indeed, given the calculated risk of failure, usually much less.  See Box.

This type of cost-benefit judgment
accounts for the sure-fire advice given by
Hamburg Art Museum Director Gustav Pauli
to art collectors who asked him how to avoid
getting stuck with forgeries—”There is only
one infallible method.  Buy the works of
young, gifted artists who have not yet made a
name for themselves.”

The only exception to this economic
rule occurs when the deceiver consciously
invests in a deception resource that he
believes may help with further deceptions.  As
when some magicians dredge deeply into
their pockets to pay for a method that will yield
a startlingly new effect to enhance their
reputations and win new audiences.  Or when

the RAF or USAF buys some new radar countermeasure.  These are one-time costs, whose
payback is expected to come from repeated use.  Even so, such one-time investments can be pro-
rated in our cost-benefit analysis, leaving a net figure that is the absolute cost of the current
operation.

The cost-effective analyst will first focus mainly on the opponent’s perceived and preferred
targets of vulnerability.  That is, it’s better to skip those points where you know you are vulnerable,
and concentrate on defending those points where your enemy thinks you’re vulnerable.  This type of
analysis can often rule out whole areas of possible, even plausible, but unlikely threats.  American
historian Dr. J. Bowyer Bell was the first to apply this more sophisticated rule to terrorist threat
assessments.  He pointed out that terrorist groups like the IRA, Stern Gang, Mao-Mao, Red
Brigades, Symbionese Liberation Army, Bader-Meinhof, Al Fatah, Shining Path, Basque
Separatists, or al-Queda will differ in their choices of targets not just by their access to sophisticated
weapons and training but also importantly by what each believes to be suitably symbolic acts.  His
predictions have held up well after several hundred incidents of terrorism during the past three
decades.

We saw earlier that the three ways to simulate and the three to dissimulate tend to occur in
a more-or-less regular order of frequency.  That is, in the declining order in both columns of the
following table:

9
1.
2.
3.

masking
repackaging
dazzling

mimicking
inventing
decoying

1.
2.
3. ADISSIMULATING SIMULATING

CASE: Bamberg’s Bottle
David Bamberg, one of the world’s greatest-ever stage
illusionists, had introduced a clever little trick into his act
in the early 1940s — a spoon that danced inside a sealed
bottle.  On seeing this, Dr. Lee de Forest, the famous 72-
year-old genius radio inventor who was then working as
David's movie sound engineer, declared that this trick
could be done only by using two giant electromagnets —
one concealed under the stage, the other high above it. 
David, amused, asked how could he afford to troupe such
massive apparatus around the world for such a tiny effect. 
In fact David's secret method probably involved nothing
more than a fold-flat plywood cabinet, a bolt of black
velveteen, a spool of cotton thread, and the skills of one
of his regular stage assistants.  Generalizing, David
concluded that in our scientific age most spectators grasp
at the latest scientific gadgetry to explain tricks actually
worked by the much simpler and cheaper methods used
by most magi.
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So, when hiding something, deceivers tend to prefer masking to repackaging, which in turn they
prefer to mere dazzling.  Similarly, in the next column, when showing something, they tend to prefer
mimicking to inventing and inventing to decoying.  Moreover, as we saw, while these three ways to
hide something can appear in any of their nine possible combinations with the three ways to show,
in practice, masking-mimicking is the most usual combination and, conversely, dazzling-decoying is
by far the least common.  As many deceivers tend to set this order of priority in choosing their
means, this obviously suggests a priority for the detective who should begin looking for the methods
used by looking first for the masking-mimicking type and so on down this 3x3 list to dazzling-
decoying.

4.15 SHANNON’S INFORMATION THEORY:  Signals & Redundancy plus Noise

A man hates to be moved to folly by a noise.
— T. E. Lawrence, The Mint (1955), Pt.3, Ch.9

Communications Theory is the majestic concept in electronics that efficiently guides our
efforts to hear information-bearing sounds (“signals”) by filtering out both repetitious sounds
(“redundancy”) and irrelevant background sounds (“noise”). This potent theory was first proposed by
MIT mathematician Dr. Claude Shannon when he was at the Bell Laboratories.  That was in 1948
when he published his revolutionary idea as A Mathematical Theory of Communication or
“Information Theory” as a synonym.  Since then it has been the accepted theoretical and
mathematical foundation of cryptology as well as of all modern binary electronic technology — from
computers to cell phones.

Through this landmark book Shannon coined, first published, and introduced into popular
speech many of the technical terms that define this new field, including “entropy” (which he
borrowed from thermodynamics), “redundancy” (adopted from plain language), “signal”, “channel”,
“bit”, and “noise” (thermal noise, as earlier defined by J. B. Johnson).  Although Shannon had been
inspired by mathematician John von Neumann and several Bell co-workers, he combined and
advanced parts of their work to the point that he is generally credited as the creator of
Communication (Information) Theory. 

His theory has been usefully applied to some problems in human communications. 
However, as Shannon himself cautioned us in 1956, it is also often stretched beyond its limitations. 
Thus several writers, lacking scientific rigor, kidnaped Shannon as some kind of Mathematical
Messiah who could apply the gloss of precision models to their various fields — fields that ranged
from military intelligence, sociology, psychology, molecular biology, economics, semantics,
linguistics, and economics, through music and art, to landscape gardening with mandatory
references to feng-shui.  

The main problem in these wholesale plunderings from Information Theory arises from
Shannon’s definition of “information”, a term he adopted from Ralph Hartley (who’d defined it in
1928).  For them “information” had a precise and limited definition that “should not be confused” with
its “everyday meaning”.  Crucially, among other differences, Hartley and Shannon’s definition makes
no distinction about the communication’s content, that is, whether it is true, misleading, or deceptive.
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Shannon’s broad application doesn’t work in human communication situations where
deliberately deceptive information is present. This is the fatal flaw in Roberta Wohlstetter’s otherwise
brilliant analysis of the intelligence warnings of the 1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. To quote:

“The word “signal,” while inspired by and compatible with its usage in the contemporary
theory of information, can be understood in its nontechnical sense.  It stands for a clue or
sign or a piece of evidence that tells about a particular danger or a particular enemy move
or intention.”

This is wrong.  Wohlstetter’s definition of “signal” is definitely not “compatible with” Shannon’s.  On
the one hand she oversimplified Shannon by dropping his key concept of “redundancy”; while, on
the other hand, she redefined the nontechnical senses of both “signals” and “noise” so that
deceptive information (disinformation) gets combined with blinding or irrelevant information (noise),
vanishing entirely as a separate category.  Unfortunately, these misunderstandings and distortions
have profoundly undermined the work of all intelligence researchers and analysts who accept them.  

Effective application of Shannon’s Information Theory to intelligence analysis requires
replacing this standard social scientist’s Signal/Noise Model with one that:
1) restores Shannon’s definition of noise as extraneous to signal and then 
2) adds content to Shannon content-free definition of “signal”.  Specifically, modifying his definition
of “signal” gives it two modes based on content, namely a genuine or veridical signal (“vridnal” for
short) or a deceptive or spurious signal (“sprignal”).

These two adjustments in the currently dominant practice of analysts will greatly improve
our ability to analyze and resolve intelligence mysteries:

! First, by setting aside “noise”, we avoid being tempted into accepting the erroneous
common theory that it is only in hindsight that we can separate any warning signals from the
surrounding irrelevancies.  This new viewpoint enables us to perform online
(contemporaneous) analyses as well as the conventional historical ones.

! Second, by adding a distinction between genuine or veridical signals (“vridnals”) and
deceptive or spurious signals (“sprignals”), we greatly enhance our ability to analyze
situations for any deception that might be present.

 

4.16 OCCAM’S RAZOR versus CRABTREE’S BLUDGEON

American physicist James Watson won immortality plus a more tangible Nobel Prize in
Medicine in 1959 by shaving the “damned foolishness” of his and Dr. Crick’s temporary and unsung
theory of the Triple Helix down to those now celebrated bare bones of the Double Helix.  Their sharp
instrument was Occam’s Razor, one of the most powerful intellectual tools of science.  This
memorable term was coined back in 1838, being named after an even then already long-dead
English logician and excommunicated Franciscan friar, William of Occam, who was only one of
several men who’d proposed this rule of thumb.  It is the rule that “Observations should be explained
with the fewest hypotheses."  This tells us that when besieged by competing explanations (theories),
we should first choose the simplest over the more complex.  That is why it is also called the Law of
Parsimony or the Law of Economy or today, in pop-hip lingo, the KISS Principle (“Keep It Simple,
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Stupid!”).  As any given set of facts can always be "explained" by more than one theory, start with
the simplest.  This simplicity is what scientists generally term “elegant” and what Einstein specifically
called “beauty”.  It is the most efficient guide for prioritizing our critical and systematic examination of
possible explanations of anything, including deceptions.

But just what is the effect of adding deception to the equation?  Does it merely add one new
possibility or does it multiply the possibilities?  The answer was hiding in the landmark Bruner &
Postman experiment in cognitive psychology that deceived their subjects by introducing trick playing
cards to a standard deck.  They were surprised to find that once subjects realized that fake cards
were in play their recognition time for the real cards also increased.  Only later did they realize that
this effect could have been predicted from Shannon’s Communication Theory. This was the
mathematical proof of Jerome Bruner’s postulate (1983) that: 

“... the time it takes to recognize something is not just a function of what that something is,
but what alternative things it might be.”

Consequently, we can conclude that the addition of any one single deception to any analytical
scenario will add at least two major alternative hypotheses — one about what is being hidden, the
other about what is being shown in its place.  That’s the minimum effect.  I don’t know the maximum
effect; but I suspect it cannot be greater than double the number of alternative hypotheses.

So Occam's Razor is useful — but only for setting priorities.  Because scientists tend to
relate, even equate, simplicity, elegance and beauty, they give the Razor first priority.  However, like
all other rules of thumb, it’s fallible.  This is particularly important when deception is present — then
the Razor must shave a thicker slice because it must cut away an additional layer of hypotheses,
specifically those dealing with the deception. 

But just because the Razor is an imperfect tool doesn’t mean it’s “wrong”, that is, not useful. 
Dr. R. V. Jones rightly cautioned us in 1989 against those “individuals who subconsciously reject
Occam’s Razor in favor of what he called Crabtree’s Bludgeon: “No set of mutually inconsistent
observations can exist for which some human intellect cannot conceive a coherent explanation,
however complicated.”  In such circumstances, all any intelligence office can do is stand by Occam.

Crabtree’s Bludgeon, that foil to Occam’s Razor?  Yes.  We know it’s blunt bashings well. 
We’ve seen it as the preferred analytical tool of KGB defector Golytsin and until late in the Sino-
Soviet Split even MIT and Reader’s Digest kremlinologist William E. Griffith.  It is the preferred
weapon of all those many warriors from Crassus through McClellan and Westmoreland to some
current commanders who excel in the difficult art of snatching defeat from the jaws of victory. 
Indeed, it is the handy crutch and feeble excuse of all intelligence officers and political advisers who
fail to warn their bosses of the shape of things to come — the surprise around the corner, the enemy
in the shadows.  Beware the Ides of March, the 7th of December, the 11th of September. 

Fortunately there is a simple resolution to the Occam-versus-Crabtree dilemma.  All it takes
is filling the loophole in Occam’s own definition.  Einstein  was clear on this point on at least two
occasions:

“The grand aim of all science is to cover the greatest number of empirical facts by logical
deduction from the smallest number of hypotheses or axioms.”
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“A theory is the more impressive the greater the simplicity of its premises, the more different
kinds of things it relates, and the more extended its area of applicability.”

Nevertheless, Crabtree’s Bludgeon remains the preferred intellectual weapon of too many
academicians.  This yields an unnecessarily high rate of seeing complexity or mystery where it
doesn’t exist — that first step toward paranoid delusion.  Counterintelligence officers and
intelligence analysts beware!

Conclusion:  Occam’s Razor first, then Crabtree’s Bludgeon.  That’s the most efficient rule-of-
thumb for setting priorities in hypothesis building.

4.17 DATA BANKS

Data banks or bases are not, as some presume, an outgrowth of our computer age.  While
the terms data base and data bank have been computerese since the 1960s, the basic idea is
ancient, as seen in the ancient keeping of inventory lists of various types of products, including
information itself, as with catalogues of books and manuscripts.   

The terms data base and data bank mean any systematically gathered and categorized
collection of information.  Both are good jargon — concise and almost self-explanatory and a credit
to whichever computer nerds coined them back in the 1960s.  Although the terms are new, the
concept has long been understood by most scientists and a few detectives, including Sherlock
Holmes.  Indeed, Holmes spent much of his time compiling data.  Hence his famous categorized
and annotated lists of tobaccos and tire patterns.  That was the fiction that Dr. Edmond Locard read,
noticed the importance of, and proceeded to make fact through his own carefully compiled data
bank that classified dust particles and enabled police detectives to connect suspects to crime
scenes.

To detect, we need a data bank — a set of sorted items.  Without it we detect nothing, we
notice nothing.  We can only perceive a jumble of isolated events or objects.  Our senses report
them; but, without a data bank, our brains have no basis to connect them in any meaningful way.

The detective-analyst's data bank can be small, containing as few as two items.  Or it can
be large — by 1999 the FBI had computerized fingerprints from 65 million persons.  And it may
contain an opportunity sample of relevant cases, a random sampling of the same, or — given great
good luck — all cases, what statisticians call the "universe" of cases.  The data bank may be in the
analyst’s mind, on scraps of paper or file cards (“paper brains”), or transcribed onto his computer’s
hard drive.

Most analysts can be “expert” only within one narrow field, indeed perhaps only within a tiny
branch of that field.  But even most experts with deep knowledge and experience of their subject
can store only parts of their specialized knowledge in memory.  All consistently effective detectives
also draw freely upon their paper memories, organized notebooks, annotated and alphabetized file
cards, an indexed reference library, a computerized hard disk.  All these are good “search engines”
and the wise detective knows how to use them.    
 

Paper brains stored the large data base on dust particles collected during 1912-20 by
Edmond Locard and these proved the value of examining trace evidence found at crime scenes. 
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The data-bases on strategic and tactical military surprise attacks compiled by Liddell Hart (1929)
and Whaley (1969) suggested a key role for deception as a cost-effective force multiplier.  Whaley
(1969) also rank-ordered the more common types of military ruses used.  The “profiles” of
skyjackers and serial killers both grew out of the large data bases developed by airport security
personnel and FBI behavioral profilers.  The Beazley Archive in Oxford maintains a website
multimedia data base of some 70,000 ancient Greek decorated vases, which is useful for
authenticating and dating newly found pieces as well as for detecting various general patterns of
distribution in time and geography.  And so forth through most of the arts, professions, and
sciences.

Having broadly defined the structure of our data base and how to sort its categories, what of
its content?  Specifically, how do we adapt it to deal most efficiently with deception?  Ideally, each
data bank, each set of cases, must aim to include all known examples of both the real things that an
enemy might wish to hide as well as those fakes he might try to substitute.   

Saturation with the data available on any one subject — military deception, for example —
ideally and practically has two sides.  False examples must be studied as well as the genuine
ones.  For example, German philosopher Goethe told us that he collected examples of counterfeit
antique coins “in order to make me more and more appreciative of the originals through comparison
with deceptive imitations.”  More recently art connoisseur Friedrich Winkler recommended that
“Nothing is so apt to sharpen one’s ability to discern the genuine as the recognition of a forgery.” 
This conclusion applies to all types of deceptions.

Rule:  To recognize what is genuine we must equally know what is false — and visa versa.

This is quite probably best done by being taught simultaneously about each real type of
thing and its various possible simulations. Take enemy order of battle and enemy mobilization
procedures.  Traditionally our analysts and image interpreters are first taught how to identify and
count real OB units and the usual stages of mobilization and assembly of those units (plus many
similar analytical categories) before learning about what their fake might look like.  In other words,
the Real is taught in Analysis 101 and the Deception is taught in Analysis 202, if at all.  This
sequence of teaching tends to build in an expectation that everything we see is real.  Of course,
most of the time most of what we see is real.  But that training biases us against spotting any false
items.  That’s fine when we are dealing with an opponent who never cheats.  But it would seem best
to teach our analysts about both each real category of things together with its possible fakes.

Data Wars

Let’s end this section with a remark about what can be called the Battle of the Data Banks. 
The analyst needs a data bank to establish the base rate of each real set of things or events.  He
needs it to know what is normal.  But the deceiver also needs this data bank to know how to
simulate real objects or events.  

And, of course, if the deceiver knows your data bank, he is neatly positioned to trick you. 
Case in point:  British master art forger Eric Hebborn deliberately and successfully designed one of
his forgeries to appeal to what he knew to be what Expert A expected a painting by Artist B to look
like.  Does this mean that detectives from art experts to intelligence officers should classify their
data bases and tools TOP SECRET?  Many believe that’s the best course.  Others disagree.  I
stand with them for three reasons:
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1) While we might enjoy a short-run advantage, the surviving tricksters will figure out enough of what
we’re trying to hide to take appropriate countermeasures.
2) By keeping key data and methods from friends and allies, we leave them vulnerable.
3) We only deceive ourselves that we can keep anything secret for long — penetrations,
indiscretions, and the analytical abilities of all but the most ignorant enemies make it highly likely
they’ll soon learn or figure out our secret anyway.  Fourth, and finally, the resulting battle of wits is
more challenging.    

All types of detectives rely on data bases covering the specific subject matter being
investigated.  In addition each detective when facing a deceiver should have some notion of that
opponent’s own data base.  As forensic scientist Dr. Ubelaker cautions, “it is very difficult to
understand where a sociopath is coming from if you don’t understand how his mind works and if you
don’t have a sociopath’s databank.”  But this leads back to the whole question of the great
importance of knowing one’s opponent, a subject that was sketched previously in this Textbook’s
section titled “Know Your Enemy:  Empathy & Inference”.

4.18 INDIRECT THINKING & THE THIRD OPTION

By indirections find directions out.
— Hamlet (1603), Act II, Scene I

Sometimes you can backtrack a piece of information
and see where it comes from.  Other times you sort of
circle around it.
— Lawrence Block, Everybody Dies (1998), 156

When writing for conjurors I sometimes use the term “magical thinking”.  They understand
I’m referring to that indirect or circuitous mental process they must always work through when either
inventing a new trick or detecting the method of another magician’s trick.  But I’ll avoid this term here
because non-magician audiences are apt to associate it with the supernatural or the occult.  A
useful synonym is Indirect Thinking and its process usually involves the Third Option.

Indirect Thinking

I call it Indirect Thinking to honor Capt. B. H. Liddell Hart’s grand concept of the Indirect
Approach in military combat, a term he coined in 1929 to categorize the use of deceptive thinking to
gain surprise in the attack.  Although the specific application to military surprise was original with
him, the general concept wasn’t.  Indeed, Liddell Hart explicitly credits Shakespeare’s lines that
head this section.

Example:  How would you go about breaking into a locked safe or file cabinet?  Most
burglars attack it directly.  At best some will at least try the handle first in case the owner had left it
unlocked or check to see if the combination had been taped somewhere within arm’s reach.  But
very few carry this thinking further.  Two who did were Captain Lionel Branson (the top amateur
conjurer in the Indian Army and Chief of the Cypher Section at Army Headquarters Mesopotamia)
and Dr. Richard Feynman (a practical-joking future Nobel Laureate in Physics).  And both
independently reached identical solutions — Branson in World War I in the Middle East and
Feynman at the Los Alamos atom bomb lab during World War II.  Stop a moment and ask yourself,
“What would I try?”
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Rather than assault the front door locks both men easily and quickly extracted their nations’
most secret documents.  How?  They did so by examining the containers' backs.  Branson’s
massive locked cabinet had a cardboard back, which he entered by simply pulling it aside with his
penknife and reaching in to remove its British Army and Royal Navy most secret codebooks. 
Similarly, Feynman’s steel cabinet had non-welded back seams through whose bottom slots he
fished out a cascade of Top Secret papers until each drawer was empty.

Indirect thinking goes by many names across all disciplines, and many cultures, and among
many world-class analysts.  Some examples:
! French psychologist Paul Souriau wrote in 1881 that “To invent, one must think aside.”
! French polymath Rémy de Gourmont wrote in 1900 of an “idea, which had come in timidly,

making no noise, through the side door, soon made itself quite at home, and invaded all the
reserve spaces of the subconscious. Then, from time to time, it rose to the conscious level.” 

! American codebreaker and Poker expert, Herbert O. Yardley, called it "cipher brains", a
term some cryptologists still use.

! American magician Dariel Fitzkee called it "the trick brain".
! German soldiers call it Fingerspitzengefühl, literally intuition in the fingertips, a quality widely

and correctly attributed to Field-Marshal Rommel.  British Army intelligencer Major Noel
Annan claimed it was the source of the best work in military intelligence.  And that fine
American literary sleuthing team of Leona Rostenberg & Madeleine Stern attributed much of
their success to Fingerspitzengefühl. 

! Psychologist Jerome Bruner called it “left-handed” (that is, right-brain) thinking.
! Psychologists Marks & Kammann and engineer James Adams called it “alternative

thinking”.
! Other psychologists and psychotherapists refer to “productive thinking” or “Gestalt logic”

(both by co-father of Gestalt psychology Max Wertheimer), “listening with the third ear”
(Theodor Reik), “divergent thinking” (psychologist J. P. Guilford), or “creative thinking”
(Richard Crutchfield) or simply “creativity” (J. Bruner & S. Arieti).

! Cosmologist Sir Fred Hoyle termed it “crabwise thinking”.
! Mathematician Stanislaw Ulam called it thinking “sideways”. 

Somewhat differently, to cover cases where a solution is not just oblique but directly
opposite the conventional one, the term “other way round” principle was coined in 1913 by
engineering designer Horace Darwin, son of the great naturalist, and recommended by experimental
physicist R. V. Jones.  A related and much more common concept is that of “reverse engineering”,
as used in the counterdeception context by some including magician Jeff Busby.  And I’ve heard it
called “reverse thinking”.  Adding yet a fourth geometrical image, some have more recently (by
1995) begun calling it “thinking outside the box”.  Finally, beginning in 1997, Apple’s main ad
campaign called it “Think Different”.

Note that many of the above terms refer to direction.  Dr. Edward De Bono has been calling
it "lateral thinking" since 1966 when he coined that term.  It caught on through De Bono’s best-
sellers and soon became the most common synonym, appearing in some 30 in-print book titles in
the year 2000 alone.  It also became the preferred term of, among others, science historian Stephen
Jay Gould.

There’s nothing new about this Lateral or Indirect Thinking.  It was embodied in the wisdom
of Solomon.  And it was the favored teaching trick of the Chinese and Japanese Zen masters and
Islamic Sufi adepts.  For examples, the former with their thought-provoking paradoxes (koan) such
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as the butterfly who dreamed he was a man or vice versa.  And the latter with their archetypical 9th

Century AD tale of the Appointment in Samarkand (or Samarra).

Both modes of thinking were rather well described in 1976 by the Polish-American
mathematician and co-inventor (with Edward Teller) of the Hydrogen Bomb, Stanislaw Ulam:

“After all, most thinking is a synthesis or juxtaposition of advances along a line of
syllogisms—perhaps in a continuous and persistent ‘forward’ movement, with searching, so
to speak ‘sideways’, in directions which are not necessarily present from the very beginning
and which I describe as ‘sending out exploratory patrols’ and trying alternative routes.”

Using reward-punishment problem-solving experiments psychologists have been able to
elicit this type of indirect thinking from human children and even apes.  So, although it may be
infrequently used, lateral problem-solving seems within the grasp of every person or, indeed, every
ape.

The Third Option

Gentlemen, I notice that there are always three courses open to the enemy, and that he usually takes the fourth.
—General Count Helmuth von Moltke, ca.1869

The purpose or goal of indirect thinking is to come up with an indirect answer, the kind of
odd option I call the Third Option.  The elder Von Moltke quoted above obviously had done me one
better by thinking of it as the Fourth Option.  But then, he was a skilled practical joker, having in
1864 as Chief of the Prussian General Staff personally inscribed archaic runic letters on a old piece
of wood that he had planted in an ancient burrow being excavated by the army and amateur
archaeologist Prince Friedrich Karl.  And then in 1870 at Sedan during the Franco-Prussian War,
Von Moltke took full advantage of an unexpected fourth option to trap and force the almost
bloodless surrender of the main French army and capture Emperor Napoleon III.

Most persons expect to deal with a simple pair of alternatives—either this or that. 
Consequently, it is an effective and favorite device of deceitful public speakers to present the
listener with what rhetoricians call a False Dilemma when other options are possible.  Example:
“You are either with us or you are against us.”

It is the magician’s talent to confront people with an ever-unexpected and surprising Third
Option.  This is an odd choice that few others can fully understand even afterwards.  Conjurors are
masters of options because every magical effect can in theory be achieved by more than one
method.  Thus at least three quite different methods each have been used for Sawing a Woman in
Half or Catching a Bullet or Levitating a Lady.  The fact that any one of several methods, sometimes
dozens, can lurk behind any specific effect makes it all the more difficult for the audience (even
other magicians) to detect the very natural cause of each of these seemingly supernatural events.

And not just magic tricks but all deceptions.  In his essay on lying, French philosopher
Montaigne wrote in 1595 that:

“If, like the truth, falsehood had only one face, we should know better where we are, for we
should then take the opposite of what a liar said to be the truth.  But the opposite of a truth
has a hundred thousand shapes and a limitless field. ... There are a thousand ways of
missing the bull’s eye, only one of hitting it.”
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Surprisingly, Montaigne didn’t take this insight as cause for despair.  On the contrary, he proceeded
to argue that this very multiplicity of possible departures from any single truth places the deceiver in
the awkward position of constantly having to keep his story straight, his memory clear, lest the
discrepancies become too obvious in the retelling.

One of the cleverer ruses ever deployed by the CIA involved an effort to mislead Soviet
intelligence analysts about the functioning of one type of U.S. surveillance satellite by designing a
non-standard and therefore unexpected feature.  Beginning in 1977, the KH-11 “Keyhole” satellite’s
orbit carried it over the USSR, its high-resolution optical, infrared, and radar sensors designed to
spot objects and movement indicating possible Soviet violations of the SALT agreement.  Soviet
analysts knew this but, as they could detect no radio transmissions beaming down to Earth, they
concluded reasonably that this satellite, like so many others, was “dead”.  They were disillusioned in
March 1978 when they read an original copy of the KH-11's System Technical Manual to learn that
the satellite’s radios weren’t even supposed to broadcast down but rather off to another satellite,
which then re-broadcast Earthward.  The Soviets began evasive maneuvres with their ground
missiles but these were quickly detected (in April) by CIA image interpreters.  The FBI investigated
and traced the suspected leak to Mr. William Kampiles, a recent CIA watch officer at the Operations
Center.  He had flown to Athens where he sold his stolen copy of the KH-11 manual to a Soviet
intelligence officer for the bargain basement price of $3,000.

Conclusion:  Indirect Thinking & The Third Option are valuable but underemployed concepts for
political-military counterdeception analysts.
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4.19 THE INTUITIVE TRIGGER:  Busby’s Ombudsman

It seemed to me a curious discrepancy.
—Dudley Clarke, British deception planner, Golden
Arrow (1955), 185

There is something about him that I don’t quite like.
—Eric Ambler, “Spy-Haunts of the World” (1970)

I had a gut feeling about the Dutch but it was a bride
unwilling to be carried over the threshold of
consciousness, and I couldn’t pinpoint it. ... There was
something wrong with the Dutch traffic
—Leo Marks, SOE cryptanalyst, Between Silk and
Cyanide (1999), 98, 102

Something wrong.
—Dr. Henry Lee, criminalist, testifying on some
contaminated blood evidence during the O. J.
Simpson trial, 1994. 

Among all newly proposed techniques for detecting deception by committee or by a single
analyst Busby’s Ombudsman is arguably the most promising.  It is the simplest, cheapest, easiest,
least upsetting to individual analysts or bureaucratic structures, and the most effective in getting
individuals to recall or notice and confront the incongruities (clues) in an ongoing deception
operation.

First, let’s be clear about what I mean by “intuition”.  This is a tricky word, at best ambiguous
and more often quite misunderstood.  Psychics and other paranormalists see intuition as an occult
and non-rational mode of perception.  This is what most males (and some females) mean when they
speak of “women’s intuition”.  And this is what Macbeth’s Second Witch meant when she announced
that:

By the pricking of my thumbs,
Something wicked this way comes.

—Shakespeare, Macbeth (1605)

But others see intuition as a rational process.  I’m in that camp.  There is considerable and
impressive evidence that most, possibly even all, cases of intuition-based conclusions result from a
semi-conscious or subliminal effort to compare an unfolding event or scene with seemingly relevant
or similar (analogous) data in our memory banks.  Then, if all the freshly observed data
(characteristics) are congruent with those in our mental data base, we feel confident that we’ve
correctly identified and understood the event or scene.  However, if our memory scan finds even
one datum or characteristic that fails to match, we then conclude instantly & consciously that we are
facing an incongruity that requires our further attention.

The word ombudsman carries a connotation somehow missing from such terms as "the
devil's advocate" — a clearly argumentative if not an outright antagonistic bloke — or "consultant"
who is too often an uninvited and unwelcome meddler if not a mere spy for senior management or at
least suspected as such.  But the first loyalty of the ombudsman is properly to the person or group
seeking help.

Origin

Jeffrey Busby is a Canadian-American magician’s magician. He created the Ombudsman
Method for detection in 1978 in response to an unusual challenge — to teach gambling casino
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employees how to detect cheaters. He taught this course with considerable success in casinos and
card rooms in Reno, Tahoe,  Emeryville, and South San Francisco. Other magicians have also
developed and taught gambling detection courses to casino staff and laymen, but even their best
instructions, while strong on the how-they-cheat part, were very weak on the how-to-detect side.  So
Busby's course represented a breakthrough in counterdeception theory as well as practice.

When hiring Busby as consultant, the Nevada and California casino security directors had
imposed an unusual but understandably self-serving constraint.  He was to teach the floor staff to
detect cheating, but he was not to teach them how to cheat.  To overcome this constraint, he
applied magician’s Discrepancy Theory to develop a unique course in counterdeception, the first to
teach how to detect deception by looking for just the discrepancies (incongruities) in the overall
process or setting rather than recognizing the specific sleights or cheating gadgets.  His success
proves two important points, both of which run counter to common sense:

! First, it shows that one need not be a deceiver to detect deception.
! Second, and even more counter-intuitively, Busby did not himself know the specific

rules of the two casino card games that he used when teaching the experts how to
detect deception.

These achievements have implications beyond the world's gambling tables and conjuror’s
stages.  Imagine a successful counterdeception course for military-political intelligence analysts who
are largely ignorant of the theory and practice of military deception.  Imagine further that this course
is taught by a deception expert who is not himself a military-political intelligence expert.  And why
not apply it to every type of deception?

 On Sunday afternoon, 5 February 1984, Busby asked if I would be interested in taking a
counterdeception test, explaining that he was curious to see if, by using the ombudsman technique,
a novice magician like myself could detect all the discrepancies in a particularly difficult trick, one
that no magician beside himself had yet succeeded in detecting.  I accepted this challenge, although
with much skepticism. 

At the end of two hours, the Ombudsman Method had led me to discover all the
irrelevancies, all the misdirection, all but one of the discrepancies, and the actual method that made
the trick possible.  The undetected discrepancy had to exist.  It must, I figured, occur in the moment
or moments when the magician prepared for his trick.  If, now knowing the whole method, I could not
see this "get-ready", I hypothesized that it must have taken place before the trick, that is the "effect",
had even begun.  I told Busby of my suspicion that the effect I had seen was preceded by at least
one other effect and asked whether the videotape recorded it.  He said yes, I asked to see that part,
and he showed it.  And there it was — the "get-ready" needed to work "my" trick had occurred
toward the end of the previous trick, a casual gesture having no relevance to that trick.  Stretching
my hunch a bit, I then asked to see the trick that followed mine.  Sure enough, its method also
flowed from a get-ready made during my "test" trick.  No wonder, I then realized, that even most
magicians would be fooled.  This performer did, and did routinely, something that only the most
advanced conjurors ever do, namely conceal the entire secret method in the previous trick so that all
that the spectators can see is the effect.

It was astonishing that I, a semi-informed amateur, could detect an extraordinarily
sophisticated magical deception that no professional (including some of the best) had yet 
penetrated.  Busby had convinced me that his method worked.  But would it work with anyone?  And
could it help detect other types of deception?
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Development

It was now time to test this analytical method outside gambling and magic contexts.  At this
point, in late spring 1984, our opportunity came from Associate Professor Katherine Herbig of the
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California.  Dr. Herbig was teaching the School's
seminar on "Strategic Deception" and invited me to guest lecture a two-hour afternoon session. 
Upon learning that the class comprised a dozen experienced naval and military intelligence
analysts, I proposed taking one of the late-in-term sessions (so the students would have acquired a
good background on deception) and give mine on counterdeception. As the test subjects were
experienced analysts, I was confident they could handle a fairly advanced type of problem in the
short time allowed. The trick we used, the Sucker Sliding Die Box, has several desirable qualities.  It
is a standard trick of the "sucker gag" type, that is, a double-bluff where the spectators are fed clues
(both visual and audible) that point to a logical but false solution of the method of working.  The
length of performance was about right, running only about five minutes.  It was a pure "box trick",
that is, a self-contained single piece of apparatus requiring no sleight-of-hand.

On the appointed afternoon, Busby and I put on our rehearsed two-hour "dog-and-pony
show".  The first hour was given over to lectures by both of us and two mini-tests given by myself in
which we focused on Incongruity Analysis.  The second hour was devoted to a test of the
Ombudsman Method.

As the test protocol was carried out as intended, to save words, I will describe it along with
the actual test.  I opened by explaining to the class that they were about to be run through an
exercise in counterdeception.  They would be shown a video-tape of a classic magic trick called the
Die Box.  Afterwards they would be challenged to try to figure out the method used by the magician. 
All clues would be on the tape and it was suggested that they should concentrate on detecting the
discrepancies.  I explained that Busby was there to answer any questions; but, as he was a
professional magician pledged to not expose trade secrets, he could only verify or deny what they
had seen.  They were also told that they could request repeats of the entire tape or any portions and
were informed of the existence of a second tape that showed the same performance but with an
unintentionally different style of presentation. 

The tape was shown, and after a brief discussion in which the group could not agree on
what precisely they had seen, they requested a second showing.  They then agreed on the
sequence of events (correctly, except for certain overlooked details).  They then requested and were
shown several specific segments of the tape, each time identifying false leads or real discrepancies.

At the end of the hour, the experiment was stopped by the bell.  The group had succeeded
not only in identifying all the irrelevant or pseudo-discrepancies but also in detecting all the relevant
or real discrepancies.  Given the limited time, they had progressed further than expected.  We felt
that with another round of discussion of 15 or so minutes they would have solved most of the
mechanical workings of the box; and, given another quarter-hour, would probably have come up
with a working diagram of the disguised mechanism.

Curiously, the students had passed up the opportunity to view the second tape.  I had
presumed professional intelligence analysts would want to see a second set of data.  It was as if a
photo-interpreter refused to examine the pictures snapped by a photo-recon plane or satellite on a
second pass.  Perhaps they felt our assurance that all relevant clues were present on both tapes
was enough.  But, if so, they overlooked the possibility that viewing the second performance might
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have saved them time by showing up the irrelevant actions, that is, any verbal or visual "bits of
business" that failed to appear in both versions.  In cases where such comparisons can be made, it
is useful to identify at least some of the irrelevancies so they can be discarded early on.

NOTE: For any one wishing to learn, teach, or research the Ombudsman Method, sufficient further
background and details are in the article Whaley & Busby (2002) cited below in the Recommended
Readings appendix.  

Application

The Ombudsman Method has at least three applications.  It can be used for teaching,
training, or analysis of specific deceptions.  Moreover, it can be applied to the on-line analysis of
current cases as well has for after-the-fact analysis of past cases.

The essence of the Ombudsman Method is to force one to confront straight on that nagging,
almost subliminal, sense of unease about a situation or person that somehow doesn’t seem quite
right, that doesn’t quite fit as it should — those little incongruities that can signal a deception in
progress. 

For example, American psychologist Donald MacKinnon, a specialist in creativity, wrote in 1970
that:

“The creative process starts always with the seeing or sensing of a problem.  The roots of
creativeness lie in one’s becoming aware that something is wrong, or lacking, or mysterious. 
One of the salient traits of a truly creative person is that he sees problems where others
don’t, and it is this that so often makes him unpopular.  He insists on pointing out problems
where others wish to deny their existence.  A constantly questioning attitude is not an easy
one to live with, yet in its absence many problems will not be sensed and consequently
creative solutions of them will not be achieved. It has been said of Einstein that a part of his
genius, like that of all great creative thinkers, was his inability to understand the obvious.”

English thriller writer Eric Ambler was more specific when he addressed this problem facetiously but
aptly in an essay, “Spy-Haunts of the World: A Realistic Guide for the Romantic Traveller” (1970). 
There he recommended ten uneasy feelings about a stranger that we can use to recognize a spy,
confidence trickster, drug smuggler, or other shady character in a restaurant, café, cocktail party, or
other setting.  Ambler was intentionally silly but wise:

! I wonder who pays for his/her clothes.
! But I thought that he/she came with you.
! There is something about him/her that I don’t quite like.
! That mouth of his/hers is quite peculiar.
! I wouldn’t trust him/her farther than I could throw him/her.
! This one’s straight out of the woodwork.
! Thank goodness he/she is three tables away.
! Better feel to see if my passport’s safe.
! I feel I ought to warn some authority about him/her at once.
! I must get to a telephone.

American art expert Thomas Hoving gives a particularly fine real-world example. In 1965
young Dr. Hoving was in Vienna at dinner with his boss, James J. Rorimer, the prestigious Director
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of New York City’s Metropolitan Museum of Art. They were celebrating the glorious opportunity to
buy a magnificent example of Austrian stone sculpture from a highly trusted local dealer:

“We fell silent at dinner’s end, each of us thinking rosy thoughts about the truly miraculous
acquisition-to-be.

Then the strangest thing happened.  We both looked up at the same moment and
asked each other.  ‘Don’t you sense that there’s something wrong with this deal?’  The
mutual paranoid society of James J. Rorimer and Thomas Hoving was called into full
session.  Something was fishy.  The deal was too good, too pat.”

The ensuing analytical discussion quickly distilled their vague “anxieties” into four specific questions:
! Why had neither of them ever heard of this spectacularly important object before?
! Why had no one published it? 
! Why hadn’t it been featured at the “Year 1400" Vienna art show just a few years

earlier?
! Why hadn’t the Austrian government bought such a choice example of the

“Beautiful Style” that was so popular with tourists? 

These were disturbing questions indeed.  A fifth question that they didn’t discuss but was
probably in their minds was

! Why was the dealer forcing a quick decision — even using the old I-Have-Another-
Drooling-Buyer-in-the-Wings ploy?

An uneasy feeling is a sure sign that our unconscious mind is trying to catch our attention
and get us to analyze some situation. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle expressed this precisely in a
memorable passage in his short story of “Silver Blaze” (1892):

POLICE INSPECTOR: Is there any other point to which you would wish to draw my
attention?
SHERLOCK HOLMES: To the curious incident of the dog in the night-time.
INSPECTOR: The dog did nothing in the night-time.
HOLMES: That was the curious incident.

.
Without exception each and every deception presents us with a set of circumstances from

which something is missing, something that would be there if all were as it proclaims itself to be. 
Simultaneously, some other thing is there that shouldn’t be.  We say that the incident seems
“curious” because we feel that the picture, the jigsaw picture, is somehow incomplete or somehow
overly complete or both.  Something, some piece, is missing; and some other piece that is there is
out of place, doesn’t fit.  The dog in the night should have done something.  The essence of and
justification for Busby’s Ombudsman is as a simple technique for bringing an unconscious feeling of
unease to the forefront of thought where the underlying discrepancies can be systematically
analyzed and resolved.

The Computer as Intuitive Ombudsman

No one has contributed as much to both the theory and practice of deception and
counterdeception as physicist Dr. R. V. Jones.  He even foresaw the potential role of computers as
a kind of intuitive ombudsman. In 1988 Jones wrote:

“Although instruments are primarily designed to measure or observe some particular
stimulus, they are often sensitive to other stimuli as well, and sometimes such stimuli are
unforeseen not only by the instrument designer but also by everybody else because they
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are outside the realm of established knowledge. If the effect of such a stimulus in making an
instrument behave abnormally is noticed by an experimenter, who then goes on to identify
the cause, he may thereby open up a new field of scientific knowledge.”

Jones then gives the familiar examples of the accidental discovery of X-rays when a fluorescent
screen behaved abnormally, of radioactivity when photographic plates became unexpectedly
fogged, of cosmic radiation because of a leaking electroscope, and of cosmic radio noise and hence
radio-astronomy because of anomalous instrument readings.  Jones then concluded:

“All these discoveries were made by experimenters who knew their instruments well enough
to realize that they were behaving in unexpected ways, a fact which underlines the
importance of the human observer, and which suggests that for the present at least he
cannot be replaced by a computer. I have heard Sir Bernard Lovell make the point that if the
Cambridge radiostronomers had left the task of analysing their records to a computer,
pulsars would not have been discovered. It may be possible ultimately so to programme a
computer that when an instrument detects something that it does not ‘understand* the
computer will draw it to the attention of a human operator; but care will always have to be
taken to ensure that the unexpected is not filtered out somewhere in the process.”

I agree.  So how do we program a computer to detect incongruities and notify the user? 
Easy.  We don’t have to wait for computer scientists to either succeed or fail to develop true artificial
intelligence (AI).  The necessary technology has been around for decades.  We use it every time we
access an automatic teller machine (ATM) at our neighborhood bank, supermarket, or gambling
casino.  These ATMs, first introduced in 1981, compare the data from our ATM card and what we
key in with some stored information about our account.  If all is in order, it fulfills our request.  If not,
it informs us of a detected anomaly and, in some extreme cases, retains (“eats”) the card and so
notifies the bank.  Similarly, with the spell checks on word processors, which query unfamiliar
spellings.  And so forth.

Although, the technology is common, it still has to be designed into each application.  It is all
too common to see appropriate applications of the type Jones envisioned overlooked on the false
assumption that they’re unnecessary.  Recall the German intelligence officers in WW II who daily
deleted all Allied local tactical installations that were discovered to be dummies, thereby destroying
the best evidence of general patterns of strategic deception.

Conclusion: Add teaching and training in counterdeception to our classes and press further into
AI applications by adapting “expert systems” to assist the counterdeception analysts.
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4.20 ANALYSIS OF COMPETING HYPOTHESES (ACH)

I have devised seven separate explanations, each of which would cover the facts as far as we know them.  But
which of these is correct can only be determined by the fresh information which we shall no doubt find waiting for
us.
—Sherlock Holmes in “The Adventure of the Copper Beeches,” The Strand Magazine (Jun 1892)

One of the two or three most promising new methods for dramatically improving the quality
of intelligence analysis, particularly where deception is present, is the so-called Analysis of
Competing Hypotheses (ACH).  It was developed in the mid-1980s by Richards J. Heuer, Jr., after a
28-year career with the CIA in ops and analysis.  Further refinement of this method, the so-called
ACH-CD version, has been underway at MITRE Corporation since 2002 by Col. Frank Stech, a 30-
year U.S. Army Reserve Special Operations and intelligence officer.  Consequently, we intel
analysts are entitled to take pride in the fact that ACH is a method developed by our colleagues. 
However, before we become too smug, it should be pointed out that Heuer acknowledges his
inspiration by one particular medical diagnostic model.  Moreover, we see in the above quote from
the Sherlock Holmes cannon that the basic ACH method has long been in the public domain. 
Indeed, both the medical model that Heuer drew upon and the notion that Holmes (Doyle)
proclaimed both have their origin in the physical sciences.  Indeed, it is the essence of the so-called
scientific method, specifically in experimental methodology, even when those experiments are
limited to the scientist’s familiar “thought experiments”. 

Heuer’s ACH method requires substantial practice or a tutorial; and Stech’s ACH-CD
requires both a tutorial and a knowledge of Bayesian statistics.  Consequently, for details of these
methods the reader is referred to the Recommended Readings appendix for the entries on Heuer
(1999) and Stech & Elsässar (2002).
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CHAPTER 5
VERIFICATION & FALSIFICATION

A scholar meeting a person, said to him, “I heard you
were dead.”  To which the other answered, “You see I
am alive.”  The scholar replied, “Perhaps so, but he
who told me was a man of much more credit than
you.”
— Hierocles of Alexandria, ca.430 AD

In the case of news, we should always wait for the
sacrament of confirmation.
— Voltaire, letter, 28 Aug 1760

When we have a hypothesis that deception is occurring, we can always find a way to verify
or falsify it.  The cost may be prohibitive — economically, psychologically, ethically, socially, or
politically — but it can be done.  Many approaches are practiced; a few will be mentioned here. 
These are passive versus active measures, tripwires, traps, lures, and provocations.

5.1 Passive & Active Analyses

Deception may be detected either by passive or by active analysis:

Passive detection consists solely of straightforward analysis (retroductive inference) applied to the
evidence in the case.  It presupposes that all the essential information will automatically appear in
the analyst’s in-box or on her computer screen or can be accessed in the analyst’s in-house
database.  This is our typical “armchair analyst”.

This passive type of analysis accounts for the great bulk of analyses by intelligence
analysts, military and political historians, police detectives, forensic scientists, investigative
reporters, auditors, etc.  However, passive analysis always leads to inconclusive results unless all
key facts are available.  The recourse then —  although rare — must be to active measures.

Active analysis on the other hand involves the analyst in a proactive mode, tasking other
offices or units with appropriate collection or database capabilities to provide new information that
could support or undercut the hypothesis.
    

This active type of detection is required in those frequent situations where the analyst's
working hypothesis cannot be tested because of missing bits of evidence.  In all such cases the
analyst must actively intervene to collect these key facts.  Such intervention takes one of two forms,
either by defining new "intelligence requirements" or by running a "controlled experiment".

New intelligence requirements are specified by the analyst when the needed facts are
believed to exist but have not been laid before her.  To add these to the data base, the analyst will
either research these in person (by scanning standard reference works, original documentary
sources, interviewing participants, obtaining special clearances, etc) or task or request such data
from appropriate specialists.  These latter will most usually be personnel in Counterintelligence. 
Obviously, appropriate liaison channels (informational and personal as well as the usual formal and
bureaucratic) should be established beforehand. 

Controlled experiments, on the other hand, cannot be designed by the analyst for historical
circumstances that have ended.  These have already produced all the evidence that can be
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produced.  Some part may be destroyed, hopelessly lost forever.  But whatever remains, however
well-hidden, can be recovered.  It is there somewhere — perhaps in a forgotten memory, a
misplaced file, a private diary.  Or perhaps the event has left physical evidence.  For example, it
took 41 years to solve the case of the Piltdown Man hoax.  The crucial clue was collected at the time
of the crime, but it took all those years before an appropriate scientific test (radio-carbon dating)
could be developed and used.

Consequently controlled experiments are necessarily limited to problems where the
deceptions are on-going, still underway.  Aside from this one limitation, the controlled experiment
can be an enormously powerful analytical tool because it is the only way the analyst can provoke or
induce the deceiver to produce additional evidence.  If the analyst remains passive, the deceiver
may, of course, inadvertently produce such new evidence as part of the on-going deception — but
not necessarily so.  Only by taking the initiative in introducing a controlled experiment into the on-
going situation can the analyst provoke the deceiver into creating new evidence.  The main kinds of
these experiments are:

5.2 Tripwires & Telltales

There were dozens of ways of planting telltales.  A hair lightly stuck across the crack of the door was the most
simple; a scrap of paper jammed against the back of a drawer would fall out when the drawer was opened; a lump of
sugar under a thick carpet would be silently crushed by a footstep; a penny behind the lining of a suitcase lid would
slide from front to back if the case were opened.
—Ken Follett, Triple (1979), Ch.8

It is sometimes possible to trick the deceiver into self-betrayal.  This is done by means of
invisible telltales or tripwires and psychologically baited traps.  These require that the
analyst/detective actively intervene, changing reality in order to evoke new, key evidence that will
disclose the deception or parts of it.  A nice example of a telltale appears in ancient Hebrew
literature (see following Box).

Another tripwire example with an instructive twist is given by R. V. Jones.  A WW II
colleague suggested a way to detect if their own confidential letters had been opened without
authorization.  He thought that, after sealing in the ordinary way, they be stitched in a sewing
machine so as to make match-up of the holes and reassembly with new thread quite difficult.  Jones
recommended that the common cotton thread be marked at intervals with fluorescent dye.  “I
banked,” he explains, “on a human weakness that I had seen several times before (and many since)
which beguiles clever minds to concentrate on the difficult parts of a challenge to such an extent that
they overlook the simpler ones.”  Three days later the test letter was returned by the British security
experts, all properly stitched and therefore seemingly unopened.  But the security lads had enclosed
their visiting cards to prove they had opened it.  They were “furious", Jones recalls, when told they’d
overlooked the telltale fluorescent thread.

In World War II Alfred Loomis, a remarkable American amateur physicist and magician,
worked with Berkeley’s nuclear physicist E. O. Lawrence to develop a way of marking secret
documents so that any being smuggled out would trigger a concealed Geiger counter.  Lawrence
suggested using radio-yttrium because it had a unique signature that a Geiger counter could be set
for without being triggered by one of those then common radioactive radium-dial wrist watches. 
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A final example of a counterdeception
tripwire is printing banknotes with tiny "flaws". 
If the counterfeiter overlooks simulating even
one of these many intentional "flaws", the
product obviously is fake.

5.3 Traps

Could we set a trap for the Germans?  Could we give
them a chance to make a mistake without alerting them
to our suspicions?  Could we take the code war to
them?
— Leo Marks, Between Silk and Cyanide (1999), 142
  

A simple but clever type of trap is the
false entries that some editors of dictionaries,
who's whos, and maps routinely slip in to get
lazy plagiarists to betray themselves.  In these
cases, the plagiarist must detect and omit the
specially coined word or the name of the small
town that doesn’t exist.  If they blindly copy
these phantoms, their thievery is revealed and
they are open to conviction for infringement of
copyright.  My favorite example of a coined
trap-word is "houdinize".  It first appeared in the
1920 edition of Funk & Wagnalls New Standard
Dictionary where it was defined as "To release
or extricate one-self from (confinement, bonds,
or the like), as by wriggling out."  The
publishers kept this word in all subsequent
editions of their dictionary until 1963, although
its only known citations by other books are
quotations from Funk & Wagnalls.  The hidden
story is that the word was coined by Harry
Houdini's able press agent specifically for use
by F&W's lexicographers.

Map makers, particularly those who
publish city street maps, commonly plagiarize
each other, although they prefer to call this
“editing the competition”.  To set a trap that can
prove copyright infringement, some map
publishers deliberately falsify their maps by

adding “trap streets.”  They will, of course, try to place these imaginary streets and street names in
inconsequential locations.

It has long been rumored that certain standard biographical directories knowingly include
entries about invented people to detect plagiarism and/or trap any organization trying to use

CASE:  Daniel versus the Priests of Baal

In this legend the detective is personally
involved in a power struggle at the highest level of politics
and uses a tripwire as his means of detection.  This story,
probably written as early as 130 BC, appears in the
Book of Daniel.

The setting is Babylon soon after 539 BC when
it was conquered by Persian King Cyrus the Great. 
There Cyrus has been converted by observing
miraculous events in the Temple of Baal, presided over
by the huge clay and metal statue of that city's mighty
god.  Hebrew prophet Daniel, suspecting priestly hocus-
pocus, is unimpressed and refuses to worship Baal.  King
Cyrus seeks to convince the delinquent Jew by pointing
out the vast quantities of food supernaturally consumed
every night by Baal; but Daniel asks for a test — we
would today call it a controlled experiment.                    

Cyrus agrees to Daniel's test conditions but
sets a forfeit — death for failure: for Daniel if he cannot
prove deception or for the 70 priests if they can be
proved to have deceived their king.  Both Daniel and the
priests accept this mortal challenge, each confident of
success.

That night, closely and openly watched by
Cyrus and Daniel, the priests pile the food and wine upon
the sacred altar table set before the great image of Baal
and then leave.  Daniel moves through the vast stone
hall, apparently satisfying himself that it is indeed empty. 
Cyrus and Daniel step outside, and the single entrance is
closed and the double-doors sealed, marked with the
crests of both king and priests.  The several parties retire
for the night, each with their own thoughts of the morrow.

At dawn, Cyrus and Daniel return to the
temple.  The great doors are still closed with seals intact. 
Yet, when the doors are thrown open, all standing
outside can see that the altar table has been stripped
clean.  Cyrus declares that the priests have proven the
miraculous powers of Baal.  But Daniel invites the king to
"Come, see the deceptions of the priests."  They enter
the empty hall, and Daniel points to the floor.  There, with
the morning sunlight streaming across it, Cyrus discerns
the faint but numerous cris-crossing of bare footprints. 
On closer inspection, Cyrus sees that these cluster
around the altar table and lead to and from a small area
on the floor beneath the table, which is found to be a trap
door.  During the night, the 70 priests with their wives and
children had secretly reentered the temple to consume
the feast of Baal and leave their tell-tale footprints in the
fine wood-ash that Daniel had sprinkled over the floor
during his earlier "inspection".  Outraged, King Cyrus
orders the priests, wives, and children slain and gives the
temple of Baal to Daniel that he may destroy it.
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directories which include addresses for their entries as a mailing list.  For example the publisher of
Who’s Who in America admits planting “dummy sketches”.  One such dummy entry (used until the
1950s) was for the fictitious Samuel G. Hansell, a “lawyer” born in “1873" whose Chicago address
was, in fact, that of the book’s publisher.  The publisher forwarded all “Hansell” mail to his corporate
lawyers for appropriate cease-and-desist action.

The great 4th Century AD Chinese statesman, Su Ch’in, was a master of Machiavellian
strategy and tactics.  His finest exploit was the trap he devised on his deathbed to expose his
murderers.  Certain unknown political enemies had sent an assassin to kill him.  Mortally wounded,
Su Ch’in told his king to have his body quartered and displayed in the public market under the king’s
false proclamation that Su Ch’in had been a traitor.  When this was done the killers came forward to
claim a reward, proudly admitting their “patriotic” assassination attempt.  Convicted by their own
testimony, they were executed.

Clever American detectives were able in several cases to trap the guilty anonymous poison-
pen writer among the few suspects by sending all of them secretly marked coded postage stamps
on the pretext that they were for some small refund.  The next anonymous letter bore a stamp with
the code identifying the one guilty suspect.

After 1972 when NYPD Sergeant Volpe set up the NYPD’s first “art squad” he invented a
clever ruse to entrap art thieves.  He’d lie to the news reporters by salting his interviews and press
releases on the latest newsworthy art theft.  His plan:

“The thief gets information from the press.  When ... a painting worth a hundred thousand
dollars was stolen, I’d say it was worth a hundred and fifty thousand dollars when I
announced the theft.  When the thief goes to the fence, he’s saying to himself, “The fence is
not going to outsmart me.  I know what it’s worth. The fence, however, knows it’s worth only
a hundred thousand dollars.  So the thief takes it someplace else.  For every additional
person that the thief speaks to, it raises the possibility that a mistake will be made along the
line and an informant will call the police.”

Before police departments, particularly American PDs, began running elaborate “sting”
operations, they routinely used simple “entrapment”.  That's the method used to induce citizens to
conspire to commit a crime with a person they believe is a confederate who, in fact, is an
undercover police officer.  Entrapment is particularly popular with vice and narcotics squads who
commonly use decoys posing as female or male prostitutes to entrap “johns”, drug customers (to
trap dealers), and children (to snare pedophiles).  Despite the objections of civil libertarian judges
and lawyers, entrapment is an effective and favorite technique for maintaining or improving arrest
statistics and garnering generally favorable law-and-order type publicity.

Military and political intelligencers often have recourse to traps to trick their enemies.  Two
examples:

First, the infamous Dreyfus case of the 1890s.  French cipher experts wished to clarify their
ambiguous solution of an intercepted Italian encrypted message that seemed to indicate that French
army captain Dreyfus had betrayed military secrets to the Italians.  So the French used a double
agent give the Italian military attaché a fake message that they’d carefully worded to enable them to
recognize it in the attache’s coded traffic to Rome. Because the attaché thoughtlessly encoded this
message word-for-word, the French cryptanalysts were able to verify their earlier decode, showing
that the original message had been deliberately modified to frame Captain Dreyfus.
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Second, the forged documents section of the Abwehr (German military intelligence)
prepared the various fake British ID papers and ration books given their secret agents prior to
sending them into Britain during WW II.  These were carefully designed to be up-to-date imitations
of genuine British documents together with their various appropriate bureaucratic rubber stampings. 
On arrival in Britain, all these spies and saboteurs were instantly identified as Abwehr agents by
British Security (MI-5) — because of their papers.  The forgers had done their work well enough,
but according to specifications given by previous Abwehr agents who were, in fact, British double
agents instructed to include a few false telltale details in their descriptions of current British
documentation practices.

5.4 Lures:  Stings, Abscesses, & Flypaper

Lures are a special form of trap, most more sophisticated than the simpler types just
described.  These are baited traps.

The simplest form of lure is a passive dummy designed to mimic or imitate some target of
value to the opponent.  It is something that will catch his attention and cause him to waste time,
effort, personnel, and material in a effort to capture or destroy it.  It can be as simple as the classic
fisherman’s gimmick to attract fish or an empty wallet to attract a pickpocket or as elaborate as an
inflatable rubber tank, aircraft, or warship to draw enemy fire. 

A slightly more elaborate lure is to draw the gull into freely disclosing real and important
information in exchange for false or trivial information.  This is an old technique of diplomats and
intelligence officers in openly negotiating with their opposite numbers.  Give them next to nothing for
something but make them think they are getting a fair exchange of truth and confidences. 
Intelligencers call this “chickenfeed”.  This primitive technique was even noticed by psychologists. 
Thus, Gerald Miller & Mark Steinberg call this ploy “apparent self-disclosure” and recognize its
Machiavellian quality in luring the victim into disclosing personal information that can enable one to
“tailor deceptive messages to match another’s expectations.”  They cite the familiar young
salesman’s con of I’m-working-my-way-through-college-so-please-subscribe-to-these-magazines.

A lure was one of the components of “The Lonely End” tactic in American football as
invented by coach ”Red” Blaik for the West Point’s undefeated 1958 season. The Lonely End was a
single flanker who positioned himself further to the right or left than any previous flanker positioning
and did not participate in the huddle (getting signals such as foot position) from the quarterback. 
This gave two advantages, as Coach Blaik explained:

“The threat of the flanker, as receiver or decoy, must help the running game directly or
indirectly, if the proper plays are called.”

This neatly gives what I call the Security of Options.  Additionally it is a lure.  By keeping the end out
of the huddle, Blaik elaborates:

“Most important — and this does not seem to be fully appreciated by those who regard his
absence from the huddle as merely a gimmick — he would force the defense, or at least a
vital part of it, to commit its intentions immediately.  This would give the quarterback a
chance, much earlier in the twenty-five seconds allotted for getting the ball in play, to assay
the defensive alignment and call the proper play to negate it.”

The next most elaborate form of lure is the one that masks its own active trap.  The classic
case is the Q-Boat, a surface warship camouflaged as a helpless merchant ship.  The Royal Navy
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deployed 180 of these in the Great War of 1914-18 during which they lured and destroyed 11
German U-Boats.  The German Navy picked up and continued this stealthy and deceitful naval
tradition in World War II during which time they sank more than their share of Allied shipping. 
However, these German armed raiders weren’t, strictly speaking, lures, but warships disguised to
mimic harmless Allied merchant transports.

Continuing up the levels of elaboration in lures, we find the Sting, best known since the mid-
1970s as now frequent police operations designed to entrap criminals.  It is a credit to the durability
of this particular type of counterdeception ploy that no matter how often the media publicize them
they almost always work the next time.  The current popularity of sting operations was inspired
directly by the Newman-Redford movie of that name, which was released in 1973.  And that movie
owes its plot to the specialized type of scam that con artists called the Big Con or the Big Store,
which thrived in the USA in the 1910s and 1920s.

There are two basic types of sting operations.  First is the Big Store where the entire
operation is a fake and staffed only by the deceiver’s own agents pretending to be real personnel. 
This type of sting is effective only for a short-term single deception operation because it is costly to
maintain and is top-heavy with incongruities that are easily detected.  In the second type, the
deceiver takes control of just part of some real on-going operation.  This latter has the advantage
that it can continue indefinitely, at relatively low cost, and with few incongruities. 

Sting type operations are both durable and cross-cultural.  One early case from 10th
Century China involved General Mu-jung Yen-ch'ao.  He was operating an official pawnshop where
a crook pawned two heavy counterfeit silver bars for 100,000 cash.  When the officer in charge of
the shop discovered this fake the con artist couldn't be found.  General Mu-jung had all the pawned
items secretly removed and stored elsewhere, announced that the shop had been stripped by a
gang of thieves, and promised that all who could assess the value of pawned goods would be
compensated.  When the silver counterfeiter appeared to put in his claim he was arrested and
confessed.

An “Abscess” is an even more subtle form of lure.  It comes from the French military term
abcés de fixation and refers to the creation of some geographical target that the deceiver pretends
is important to him to make the sucker believe it must be valuable.  The classic case of how to set
up this type of lure was Verdun, which the German field commander cleverly intended to make a
cost-effective killing ground for French attackers — and then himself withdraw before attritional
stalemate.  That was working quite well until the German supreme command foolishly decided that
Verdun had become too important as a trophy and must be held at any cost.  Unfortunately, the
French Army failed to learn from this case, creating their own clever abcés de fixation at Dien Bien
Phu in Indochina in 1954, which also backfired when superiors decided these few acres of
undeveloped real estate carried the honor of France. 

The most sophisticated and quite rare variant of the lure is what I call “flypaper”.  I know of
only three examples, one of which is fictional.  I seem to recall reading a short story around four
decades ago in which the U.S. Government establishes a huge super-secret scientific research
project in the Southwestern desert.  It is even bigger and more lavishly funded than the wartime
Manhattan Project that developed the nuclear bomb.  Most believe it is some kind of futuristic
weapons system.  Others suspect that it is some radically new type of energy source. 
Compartmentalized security on a strict need-to-know-basis is unprecedented.  The Soviet KGB
expends increasing efforts to penetrate this project.  Only the project’s senior security people know
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its true purpose.  There is no Top Secret project—just many little separate and unconnected ones. 
The project’s real purpose is a lure to draw enemy spies to a single place where they can be more
easily detected and, even if undetected, cause no harm.

The second example of an entirely bogus organization was the Monarchist Association of
Central Russia (MOTsR) created in 1921 by the Soviet secret intelligence service (then called the
Cheka).  Known as The Trust, it was a fictitious underground movement of some 400 prominent
anti-Bolsheviks operating inside Communist Russia where they pretended to seek the overthrow of
the Communist government.  It’s purpose was to infiltrate and subvert various émigré and other
foreign anti-Soviet groups

The third example were the similar phoney “resistance” groups that the Soviet intelligence
service ran after World War II in the Ukraine and Albania.  These did a fine job of drawing dozens of
British and American agents to their capture.

These three examples where entire large operations or organizations are the lure are, like
the con artists “Big Store”, being enormously difficult to set up, are no doubt very rare.  However, we
can visualize smaller-scale versions in the office-place, in most any R&D setting, or on the
battlefield.

5.5 Provocations

Provocations are related to lures but distinguishable from them.  The original and simplest
form is the familiar agent provocateur.  This is the person who deliberately prods someone into an
action not in their best interest.  Thus did Iago provoke Othello into murdering Desdemona.  Thus
did the first French chiefs of detectives, Vidocq and his successor, regularly use undercover police
and secret informers to entrap criminals.  Thus did Karl Marx warn all good Communists to avoid
being provoked by Capitalists into premature revolutionary actions.  Thus did Stalin foolishly order
his military forces on 22 June 1941 to avoid any aggressive response to Hitler’s surprise attack at
dawn that day.  It took at least three hours for Stalin to suspect this was a full-scale invasion and
order limited counterattacks. 

There are rare circumstances where a deceiver can be provoked into revealing all or part of
his on-going operation.  One example occurred in 1956 when profiler Dr. Brussel provoked New
York’s Mad Bomber into adding certain personal details to his anonymous threat letters, clues that
quickly led to his identification and arrest.  In all such cases, the analyst must actively intervene to
induce the deceiver to do or say something he wouldn’t otherwise have done.  A famous example
was the U.S. Navy’s ruse in 1942 that induced the Japanese to reveal the target (Midway) of their
imminent attack.
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CHAPTER 6
BEYOND DETECTION & VERIFICATION

It is a double pleasure to deceive the deceiver.
— Jean de la Fontaine, Fables, Book II, Fable 15, "The Cock and the Fox" (ca.1694)

The wise analyst or detective recognizes opportunities that often exist beyond detection itself. 
These are actions than can be taken both before or after detection.  Note that these special actions
require close and continuing liaison and coordination among the intelligence analysts, the planners,
operations staff, and even the commander.  Indeed, these activities form a strong argument not just
for close institutionalized cooperation between intelligence and operations at the top, but for some 
direct liaison links across organizational hierarchies at all levels of intelligence analysts and intelligence 
collectors.  When intelligence might be time-sensitive, designated individual analysts (in each of the 16
American intelligence services) may need direct access to other analysts, databases, collectors,
even occasionally clandestine operations staffs regardless of their home organization.

6.1 Before Detection:  Anticipation & Other Proactive Measures

That is good deceit which mates him first that first intends deceit.
— Shakespeare, Henry VI, Part II (ca.1591)

Anticipation of deception is the analog of fire proofing, burglary prevention, or hurricane
preparedness.  This involves physical hardening of the target or psychological preparation through
education or training.  It would include such standard counterintelligence (CI) procedures as
protecting against enemy penetration operations by personnel screening and sweeps for bugs in our
walls or viruses in and other invasions of our computer software; or, in the worst case analysis,
being prepared for damage control.

One surprisingly effective stratagem to rid oneself of troublesome enemy agents or staff is
the “poison-pen" technique.  Simply send a letter of thanks with a hefty cash payment to a known
enemy agent or staff member through a channel you know his bosses will intercept.  This is more-
or-less standard procedure with counterintelligence services.  Among Americans alone it goes back
to the American Revolutionary War when Benjamin Franklin, as Ambassador to France, forged a
letter to discourage recruitment of Hessian soldiers.  And, it has been practiced recently by one
American Special Ops officer to provoke a large terrorist cell in Latin America to decimate its own
senior command.  It is the simplest type of triple cross because the level of deception countered is
so low, being limited to passive concealment of the agent's identity.

Whenever a deception is detected and the deceiver doesn’t know she’s been found out, the
detector can begin to play the magician's game of "one-ahead".  This keeps him one step ahead of
the deceiver’s moves.  For example, if we’ve learned that a deceiver is about to launch a
disinformation campaign to convince others that we are engaged in something discreditable, we
may, with careful timing, give neutral or even enemy-biased media access to the place or data that
would enable them to make immediate and credible denial rather than our being stuck with our PR
briefers mouthing the usual and almost never credible “official denials” — however true they would
be in this instance.
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If Sir John Masterman was right, it’s even possible to engage in "pre-detection", a term he
coined in 1956 in his last and most remarkable detective novel, The Case of the Four Friends.  It’s
worthwhile spending a few moments while he spins out this interesting notion, for sandwiched
between this work of detection fiction and his first published one, Masterman headed the celebrated
Double-Cross Committee, the British deception team in WW II that brilliantly coordinated all the
German double-agents for the British intelligence and security services.  And, while written as
fiction, this novel has clear signs of lessons learned from the author's wartime work.  Masterman
argues through his fictional criminologist protagonist, Dr. Ernst Brendel, that:

“There’s nothing wonderful about reconstruction.  The highest art lies in pre-construction, if I
can use that term — ’pre-construction of the crime’.  To work out the crime before it is
committed, to foresee how it will be arranged, and then to prevent it!  That’s a triumph
indeed, and is worth more than all the [criminal] convictions in the world.  Preventive
medicine — preventive detection — you see what I mean?”

A hypothetical example of pre-detection: On discovering that a declared enemy, a
transnational terrorist group say, is contemplating or even planning some sort of direct action
against U.S. interests at home or abroad it would be prudent to redirect the priorities of our
intelligence services to uncovering details — the who, what, where, when, why.

A potent means to ferret out an opponent's most secret and deceptive plans and operations
is by secretly penetrating his organization and controlling it from within.  In doing so we enter the
world of "counter-espionage".  Counter-espionage, usually known by its acronym CE, is a widely
misunderstood branch of secret operations, particularly in the U.S. Intelligence Community, which
often confuses it with counter-intelligence (CI).  CI involves agents and sensors that passively listen
in on other’s secrets; CE involves agents who penetrate another’s intelligence services in order to
influence or sabotage their policies and programs.

If an intended or planned deception is detected, the analyst may use this information to
preempt, to keep the initiative by acting to deter the enemy's original real plan.  Knowing the
enemy’s deception plan won’t always enable the analyst to figure out the enemy’s real plan but it will
greatly narrow the search possibilities.  Curiously, one can probably deter certain deceptions by
merely implying that one has a detection capability that does not, in fact, exist.  Amrom Katz's
disarming statement, "How do you know I'm not already doing it [playing a practical joke on you]?",
can be turned around to "How do you know I haven't seen through your game?"

6.2 After Detection:  Triple Cross

Two can play tricks, and the conjurer should generally win!
— Major L. H. Branson, A Lifetime of Deception (1953), 37

Deception fails in only four circumstances.  These are when the target:
1) takes no notice of the intended effect,  
2) notices but judges it irrelevant,  
3) misconstrues its intended meaning, or  
4) detects its method.

  
In most cases, the deception-counterdeception game ends at any of these four points.  But it need
not.  Remedies available to the frustrated deceiver come under the head of what magicians call the
Theory of “Outs”.  But, conversely, here we’ll describe only the types of stratagems available to the
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successful detective of deception.  Indeed, the detective need only be partially successful to
continue the game.  Each of the above-named four circumstances gives an opportunity to turn the
initial deception to his advantage, in part or in whole.

If detection succeeds, what then?  What further counter-measures can we take against the
deceiver?  Shakespeare and  La Fontaine not only told us that we can deceive the deceiver but
promise that this will be both good and give us pleasure.

If the opponent's deception is discovered and the opponent doesn’t know this, it then
becomes possible for the detector to plan and carry out his own deception operation to confound the
original deceiver.  Their roles reverse and the target of deception becomes the deceiver, the quarry
the hunter.  This rare type of deception that pits one deception against another has gone by several
terms including even “counterdeception”, but that term was originally defined as “the detection of
deception” with the implication that playback was a subordinate part or, at most, an extension.  So
this occasional use of ”counterdeception” to mean only playback calls for disambiguation (to use the
Wikipedia’s useful term).  I propose we use the term “triple cross” to distinguish this specific mode of
counterdeception.

Having detected the deception, the detective can:
! Pretend to not notice the deception's intended effect or method.  If the deceiver has

feedback on this, he will be forced to return to the drawing board to design a new deception
or waste more effort in reinforcing the old one.

! Pretend it is irrelevant, with the same result as above.
! Pretend to misunderstand the effect.  Here, the counterdeception game begins in earnest, if

the detective presents what is "misunderstood" as something the enemy doesn't want him to
believe.  This will not only force the enemy to drop the original deception but may even
pressure him to abandon or modify his original real plan.

! Pretend to have detected more of the deception than is, in fact, the case or pretend to have
not detected it at all.  If the detective chooses the first option and exaggerates his
achievement, the deceiver will react as in condition 3, above.  However, if the detective
conceals his detection, then he can set his own trap and bite the biter.

CASE:  Lieutenant Branson Bites the Biter — A simple but effective example of “The Biter Bit” was worked by
magician L. H. Branson in 1902.  At that time he was a 22-year-old lieutenant posted to the 9th Bombay Infantry on the
Indian-Afghan border.  There he was the only officer commanding 100 sepoys quartered in a tiny line-of-
communications mud fort.  A rogue band of local rebels raiding a road convoy at night had succeeded in stealing three
camels.  Branson formed a small party of 20 riflemen and set out to recover the King-Emperor’s livestock.

They’d just turned the corner of a dry river gully when two rifle shots came from the steep side above them. 
Normally the troops would have rushed that side — to gain better cover before returning fire.  But Branson ordered
only five men to that steep side where they were to then begin rapid fire, while he and the remaining 15 moved back
onto the gentle slope, took up prone firing positions facing away from the steep side — and waited.  As soon as the
smaller group of soldiers on the steep side opened rapid fire, the main party of Mahsuds rose up behind them at the
top of the gentle side expecting to fire into the backs of their enemy across the gully.  Instead they saw only the small
decoy party when surprised by the massed volleys from below.  The Mahsuds were routed, the camels recovered, and
Branson got all his small force back safely to their fort.

How had Lt. Branson managed to anticipate this unusual scenario?  He explained, “About six weeks
previously I had gone out to recover the remnants of a party of signalers who in similar circumstances had been nearly
wiped out, and found that most of them had been shot in the back!  I thought the matter out, and so on this occasion I
gave the orders” stated above.  He summed up, “Two can play tricks, and the conjurer should generally win!”  Young
Branson’s escapade nicely illustrates a “prepared mind” drawing the correct conclusion from unusual facts (the dead
having been shot in the back where they stood together and not while scattering in flight) and then applying his
magician’s reverse thinking to devise a counter-ambush.
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CONCLUSIONS

I believe the most concise summary of and ending to this Textbook of counterdeception is to return
to and reflect upon the three rules quoted at the beginning – on the title page itself.  Having studied
the text we are now better equipped to grasp their meaning.  The secrets of deception are, as Orson
Welles said of the secrets of magic, “ridiculously simple.”  And by reverse engineering those
“secrets” (methods) we can use them to counterdeceive — to detect the tricks being practiced
against us and perhaps even turn them back upon the deceivers.  Those opening quotations can be
linked and elaborated as follows: 

EVERY DECEPTION’S WEAKNESS (VULNERABILITY)

1st RULE:  No imitation can be perfect without being the real thing. (R. V. Jones)

2nd RULE:  Creating a deception simultaneously creates all the clues (incongruities) needed for its
detection.  (Jones & BW)

! COROLLARY: Every deception creates at least two incongruities — one about the thing
being hidden (dissimulated), the other about the thing being shown (simulated) in its place.
(BW)

THEREFORE:  It is always possible to unmask a deception. (Jones)

EVERY DECEIVER’S WEAKNESS (VULNERABILITY)

1st RULE:  Every deceiver adds something to the situation (scene of the crime) and simultaneously
takes something away.  (Locard) 

! COROLLARY:  Every deceiver is linked by trace evidence to the deception.  (Locard &
Tom Brown Jr)

THEREFORE:  It is always possible to track and unmask (identify) the deceiver.  (Locard & Brown)
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APPENDIX 1
TRIGGERS FOR DISCUSSION:
20 Maxims about Detecting Deception

Here are 20 sets of quotations about detecting deception.  They are drawn deliberately from
different professions & disciplines, different times, and different cultures.  Taken together each is
fundamental to understanding counterdeception.  Taken separately, each separate quotation can
be challenged with exceptions.  Critique each of the following in class or in a brief paper.  Ask
yourselves:

1) Is this statement generally or usually true?
2) What, if any, are the exceptions and under what circumstances?
3) Which of these statements are contradictory and, if so, do they merely set limits for

the validity of each statement? 
4) How useful is it for understanding or dealing with deception and its detection?  If it is

misleading, how can it be reworded to make it less so.

! Intelligence Analysis

Almost everything has been found out, although sometimes they are not put together.
— Aristotle, Politics (ca.350 BC), Book 2.

Comment:  Which does the U.S. IC need more — more collection or better analysis?

! The Analyst’s Environment

“It is quite a three pipe problem, and I beg that you won’t speak to me for fifty minutes.”
— Sherlock Holmes in “The Red-Headed League,” The Strand Magazine (Aug
1891)

MRS. RYCOFF: “Mr. Grissom.  What are you doing to find my daughter?”
GIL GRISSOM: “I’m thinking.”

— CSI, Season Two, Episode 2 (“Chaos Theory”), 4 Oct 2001

Comment: To what extent do solutions of particularly complex problems require that the
analyst be able to work free of distractions?  How can we insure such an environment at
least some of the time?
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! Evidence: Circumstantial, Coincidental, and Smoking Guns

“Touché” — 1627 version

This etching is one of 24 satirical cartoons by Antonio Francesco Lucini, then a student
engraver in Florence, Italy. It was published by him in 1627 to spoof the many illustrated
manuals of martial arts that had been appearing during the previous two centuries.  Lucini
would soon become one of the major map engravers of the early 1600s.

FROM: Lucini, Compendio dell’armi de Caramogi (Florence: 1627), as reprinted in
Sydney Anglo The Martial Arts of Renaissance Europe (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2000), 118.

“Touché!” — 1932 version

Coincidence or Deceptive Plagiarism?  This drawing by famous American cartoonist
James Thurber appeared in The New Yorker magazine in 1932.  Is it plagiarism? 
Unlikely, because Lucini’s illustrations were then (and still) so rare that it’s unlikely
Thurber would have known of them.

Some circumstantial evidence is very strong, as when you find a trout in the milk.
— Thoreau, Journal, 11 Nov 1854
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“The laws of probability apply to large numbers.  They must be applied with great caution
to particular cases.  The tendency to assume that because a thing is improbable it will not
happen is a mistake.  Improbabilities and coincidences are constantly occurring, and we
have to allow for that fact.”

— Dr. Thorndyke in R. Austin Freeman, mystery writer, The Penrose Mystery
(1936), Chapter 17

“Any coincidence,” said Miss Marple to herself, “is always worth noting.  You can throw it
away later if it is only a coincidence.”

— Agatha Christie, Nemesis (1971), Chapter Seven

Comment: How much evidence do we need to draw a conclusion?

!  The Analyst’s Advantage 

There is a crucial moment or a weak point in every sleight or trick, and the better these
are covered the less fear need be felt of their detection.

— Dr. James W. Elliott, physician & magician, Elliott's Last Legacy (1923), 94 

No illusion is perfect.  If it were perfect, it wouldn’t be an illusion.  There are always
inconsistencies or tiny hiccups during a presentation that necessarily result from the
secret.  A good inventor knows how to disguise these flaws within a presentation.  A good
performer can smooth over these flaws so that they seem logical and motivated.

I was hoping that, seventy-five years after [his presentation of] the Disappearing
Donkey, I could diagnose some of these flaws and pry them open to reveal Charles
Morritt’s mysterious secret. 

— Jim Steinmeyer, master magician, Hiding the Elephant (2003), 120

Comment: Specifically, what gives the deception analyst at least one advantage over
the deceiver?

!  Prerequisites for Detection

A willingness to play with material from different angles and in the context of unpopular as
well as popular hypotheses is an essential ingredient of a good detective, whether the end
is the solution of a crime or an intelligence estimate.

— Roberta Wohlstetter, historian, Pearl Harbor: Warning and Decision (1962),
302

Comment: Good advice.  Ironically, the author missed one “angle” (deception) in her
otherwise brilliant analysis of the Pearl Harbor surprise. 

He possesses two out of the three qualities necessary for the ideal detective.  He has the
power of observation and that of deduction.  He is only wanting in knowledge, and that
may come in time.

— Sherlock Holmes in The Sign of the Four (1890), Ch.1

Comment: What other qualities?  Patience?
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An awareness of deception presupposes a detective ability.
— David Ketterer, literary critic, The Rationale of Deception in Poe (1979), 239

Comment: Or visa versa?  

! Mirror Imaging

It takes one to know one.
— traditional

Set a thief to catch a thief.
— English proverb since mid-1700s

“I can tell you first hand, when you don’t cheat, you don’t suspect.”
— Catherine Willows, a TV character, speaking of her marriage, in CSI, Season
One, Episode 4 (“Pledging Mr. Johnson”), 27 Oct 2000

Comment: These three quotations are examples of mirror imaging, of psychological
projection.  Can you rephrase them to break through the mirrors?  Clue: Consider the
possibility that each is only half true.

! A Clumsy Deception

As far as I’m concerned, a bad forgery’s the ultimate insult.
— Lovejoy, shady antique dealer, in Jonathan Gash, The Vatican Rip (1981),
Ch.25

Comment: Why does Lovejoy say this?

! The Empathic Detective

Know yourself and know your enemy; then, in a hundred battles, savor a hundred
victories.

If you are ignorant of the enemy but know yourself, your chances of winning or
losing are equal.

If you are ignorant of both yourself and your enemy, you will lose every battle.
— Sun Tzu, P'ing Fa [The Principles of War] (ca. 4th Century BC).  BW
translation.

It is to be ignorant and blind in the science of commanding armies to think that a general
has anything more important to do than to apply himself to learn the inclinations and
character of his adversary.

— Polybius, History (2nd Century BC)

The way to win in a battle according to military science is to know the rhythms of the
specific opponents, and use rhythms that your opponents do not expect, producing
formless rhythms from rhythms of wisdom.

— Miyamoto Musashi, The Book of Five Rings (1643/1993 Cleary translation), 15
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Know the mind of the opposing generals in order better to divine their actions, to know
how to force your actions upon them, and to know what traps to use against them.

— Frederick the Great, Réflexions sur les projets de campagne (1775), as
translated in Jay Luvaas, Frederick the Great on the Art of War (New York: The
Free Press, 1966), 334.

The Silence of the Lambs is based on the premise that you have to be outside the
framework in which most of us are trapped to be able to understand how another kind of
mind operates.  To use that story’s example, it is very difficult to understand where a
sociopath is coming from if you don’t understand how his mind works and if you don’t
have a sociopath’s databank. 

—Dr. Douglas Ubelaker, Bones: A Forensic Detective’s Casebook (1992), 26

I enjoyed this challenge of getting as deep into the enemy mind as possible.
—Markus Wolf, East German intelligence chief,  Man Without a Face (1997), 32

Comment: Why do these six quotes appear in such different times, cultures, and
professions?

! Congruity

All science is the search for unity in hidden likenesses.
— Jacob Bronowski, Polish-British mathematician, Science and Human Values
(1965), 13

We must look for consistency.  Where there is want of it we must suspect deception.
— Sherlock Holmes in “The Problem of Thor Bridge,” The Strand Magazine (Feb
& Mar 1922)

! Clues to Incongruity

POLICE INSPECTOR: Is there any other point to which you would wish to draw my
attention?
SHERLOCK HOLMES: To the curious incident of the dog in the night-time.
INSPECTOR: The dog did nothing in the night-time.
HOLMES: That was the curious incident.

—“The Adventure of Silver Blaze,” The Strand Magazine (Dec 1892)

Comment:  When is no evidence, evidence?

! Incongruity Analysis

No imitation can be perfect without being the real thing.
— R. V. Jones, Air Scientific Intelligence Report No.13 (“D.T.”) (1942), 38.

The more outré and grotesque an incident is the more carefully it deserves to be
examined, and the very point which appears to complicate a case is, when duly
considered and scientifically handled, the one which is most likely to elucidate it.

— Sherlock Holmes in The Hound of the Baskervilles (1902), Ch.15
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To me an anomalous fact — a fact which appears unconnected, or even discordant with
the body of known facts — is precisely the one on which attention should be focused.

— Dr. Thorndyke in R. Austin Freeman, The Stoneware Monkey (1938), Ch.20

! The Intuitive Detective

By the pricking of my thumbs,
Something wicked this way comes.

— Second Witch in Macbeth (1605)

The incongruity of the whole business was striking me.
— Erskine Childers, The Riddle of the Sands (1903), Ch.8

There is something about him that I don’t quite like.
— Eric Ambler, “Spy-Haunts of the World” (1970)

It was the anachronistic approach to the subject-matter which most disturbed me about
the pictures I had so far discovered.

— Christopher Wright, art historian, The Art of the Forger (1985), 145

I had a gut feeling about the Dutch but it was a bride unwilling to be carried over the
threshold of consciousness, and I couldn’t pinpoint it. ... There was something wrong with
the Dutch traffic.

— Leo Marks, SOE cryptanalyst, Between Silk and Cyanide (1999), 98, 102

Something wrong.
— Dr. Henry Lee, criminalist, testifying on some contaminated blood evidence
during the O. J. Simpson trial, 1994

! The Honest Detective’s Lament

He that deceives me once, it’s his fault, but if twice, it’s my fault.
— Italian proverb as attributed and quoted by A. Welldon (1650).

Comment:  Why?  Isn’t this a case of “blaming the victim”?  Does the intelligence
analyst who is always fooled by Pearl Harbors' deserve an unlimited pack of “Get Out of
Jail Free” cards?  If not, how many free passes?

! Occam's Razor versus Crabtree’s Bludgeon

 Perhaps when a man has special knowledge and special powers like my own it rather
encourages him to seek a complex explanation when a simpler one is at hand.

— Sherlock Holmes in “The Adventure of the Abbey Grange,” The Strand
Magazine (Sep 1904)

Worrying about complications before ruling out the possibility that the answer was simple
would have been damned foolishness.

— James D. Watson, Nobel Prize co-discoverer of DNA, The Double Helix
(1968), Ch.7
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A scientist can have a “hunch” about an idea that just “feels” right.  In itself, this is not a
good reason for believing something.  But it can be a good reason for spending some time
doing a particular experiment, or looking in a particular way for evidence.  Scientists use
inside feelings all the time to get ideas.  But they are not worth anything until they are
supported by evidence.

— Richard Dawkins, A Devil’s Chaplain (2003), 246

Comment: Under what circumstances, should the analyst wield the razor, when the
bludgeon?

! Experience

There is a plausible story from World War Two that the great Italian nuclear physicist
Enrico Fermi once asked Manhattan Project head Maj. Gen. Leslie Groves how many
generals might be called "great."  Groves said about three out of every 100.  Fermi then
asked how a general qualified for that adjective, and Groves replied that any general
who’d won five major battles in a row might safely be called great.  Well, then, said Fermi,
assuming the opposing forces to be roughly equal, the odds are one in two that a general
will win his first battle, one in four that he will win two in a row, one in eight for three, one
in sixteen for four, and one in thirty-two for five.  "So,” concluded Fermi, “you are right,
General, about three out of every 100.  Mathematical probability, not genius."

Having scored his point, Fermi was probably too polite to point out that the
reverse was equally true, namely that three out of every hundred generals who lost their
first five battles could be expected to be military geniuses — albeit rather unlucky ones.

Conjurers are no more likely to understand the tricks of the mediums than any other
person is.  Before a trick can be exposed it must be learned.

— P. T. Barnum, The Humbugs of the World (1865), 82

There is a strong family resemblance about misdeeds, and if you have all the details of a
thousand at your finger ends, it is odd if you can’t unravel the thousand and first.

— Sherlock Holmes in A Study in Scarlet (1887), Pt.1, Ch.2

“I know it’s funny, but every case teaches me something about the next.”
— Gil Grissom, CSI, Season 1, Episode 3 (“Crate ‘n Burial”), 20 Oct 2000

Comment:  Does this reasoning apply to the great deceivers?  To the great detectives?

! HUMINT, Networking, and Small Worlds

Because courts always include different kinds of busybodies, alert to find out what is
going on, you will profit by making all of them your friends, so that from each one you can
learn something. ... Because what one of them doesn’t know another does, and much of
the time they all together know everything.

— Machiavelli, letter of advice to a newly appointed ambassador, Oct 1522
(Gilbert translation), Vol. 1, 117

So much I learned partly from village gossip and partly from my own observation.  There
are no better instruments than discharged servants with a grievance, and I was lucky
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enough to find one.  I call it luck, but it would not have come my way if I had not been
looking out for it. 

— Sherlock Holmes in “The Adventure of Wisteria Lodge,” Collier’s Weekly (15
Aug 1908)

Comment: Saddam Hussain was finally found only by tracing back into his informal
personal network where a bodyguard was located whose information then led forward to
the fugitive’s hiding place.

! Camouflage

A good camouflage maxim is, “Make your dummies at the same time or before your real
positions.”

— Solomon J. Solomon, British artist, Strategic Camouflage (1920), 8

A needle is much simpler to find in a haystack than in a bin of other needles.
— Inspector Purbright in Colin Watson, Lonelyheart 4122 (1967), Ch.4

In real life there is no perfect camouflage.
— Bela Julesz, Hungarian experimental psychologist,  Dialogues on Perception
(1995), 206

Comment: Each of these three quotations is an example of a basic principle of
simulation or dissimulations.  What others come to mind?

! The Theory of Falsification of Theories

No matter how many instances of white swans we may have observed, this does not
justify the conclusion that all swans are white.

— Sir Karl Popper, Austrian philosopher of science, The Logic of Scientific
Discovery (1959)

Innocence is a negative and can never be established; you can only establish guilt.
— Rex Stout, mystery writer, Some Buried Caesar (1938), Ch.9

Scientific methods for examining works of art will only ever be able to prove a work fake,
never that it is genuine.

— Eric Hebborn, English art faker,  (1993), 363 

Comment: This is Prof. Popper’s Falsification Principle.  Does it apply to all types of
deception?

! Truths and Lies

A dealer in lies, he knew the truth when he saw it.
— Nancy Spain, English detective story writer, Poison for Teacher (1949) , Bk.
One, Ch. Four, Pt. VIII
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You can’t know anything about truth
Until you know everything about deception.

— Teller, American magician, on TV, 2006

A liar’s punishment is that even when he tells the truth, he is not believed.
— Babylonian Talmud (ca.500 AD), Sanhedrin 89b

No mask like open truth to cover lies,
As to go naked is the best disguise.

— William Congreve, English playright, The Double-Dealer (1694), Act 5, Scene 4

Comment:  Are these quotations profound and insightful?  Or merely superficial and
trivial?  Or something else?

! Theories & Principles

The temptation to form premature theories upon insufficient data is the bane of our
profession.

— Sherlock Holmes in The Valley of Fear (1915), Ch.2

There is nothing so practical as a good theory.
— Kurt Lewin, sociologist, "Action Research and Minority Problems" (1946)

Although this may seem a paradox, all exact science is dominated by the idea of
approximation.  When a man tells you that he knows the exact truth about anything, you
are safe in inferring that he is an inexact man.

— Bertrand Russell, English philosopher & logician, The Scientific Outlook
(1931), Ch.2

“It’s a scientist’s privilege to revise his theory with each new piece of evidence.”
— Gil Grissom in CSI (2004, TV)

Whether or not you agree with the above four quotations, the next four give
contradictory views:

I have no data yet.  It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data.  Insensibly one
begins to twist facts to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts.

— Sherlock Holmes in “A Scandal in Bohemia,” The Strand Magazine (Jul 1891)

It is the theory which decides what we can observe.
— Einstein, letter to Heisenberg, 1926

“If you have a theory that fits every fact—well, then it must be the right one.”
— Miss Marple in The Murder at the Vicarage (1930), Ch.26

False facts are highly injurious to the progress of science, for they often endure long; but
false views, if supported by some evidence, do little harm, for everyone takes a salutary
pleasure in proving their falseness.

— Darwin, The Descent of Man (1871), Ch.21
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These above four views make it seem that we have an either / or dilemma.  The next
two quotations suggest a solution:

On the one hand, a pre-conception [or hypothesis], makes us liable to see things not quite
as they are, but as we think them.  On the other hand, in the absence of a pre-conception,
we are liable to to pass over much that we ought to see.  Yet we must have either a pre-
conception or no pre-conception.  Evidently, then, all our observations, save those guided
by true theories already reached, are in danger of either distortion or incompleteness.

— Herbert Spencer, English philosopher, “The Valuation of Evidence” (1853)

Knowledge and error flow from the same mental sources, only success can tell the one
from the other.

— Ernst Mach, Austrian physicist, Knowledge and Error (1905)
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APPENDIX 2
TOOLKIT: 10 Basic Checklists & Rules of Thumb

Each of the following 10 counterdeception tools have been described in detail in the main text. 
They are summarized here in a form convenient for the students to copy as memory triggers or for
the instructor to copy as a visual aids in the classroom.

A2.1 A Typology of Perception (Whaley)
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A2.2 The Deception-Detection Matrix (Bell-Whaley)

charc = characteristic

THE BELL-WHALEY STRUCTURE OF DECEPTION
(with process defined)

DECEPTION
(Distorting Reality)

DISSIMULATION
(Hiding the Real)

SIMULATION
(Showing the False)

MASKING MIMICKING

Conceals One’s Own

A
Charcs Copies Another’s Charcs

Matches Another’s

(to eliminate an old pattern or blend it with a
background pattern).

(to recreate an old pattern, imitating it).

REPACKAGING INVENTING

Adds New

A
Charcs Creates New Charcs

Subtracts Old

(to modify an old pattern by matching another). (to create a new pattern).

DAZZLING DECOYING

Obscures Old

A
Charcs Creates Alternative Charcs

Adds Alternative

(to blur an old pattern, reducing its certainty). (to give an additional, alternative pattern,
increasing its certainty).

BELL-WHALEY DECEPTION MATRIX (SUMMARY)

9
1.
2.
3.

masking
repackaging
dazzling

mimicking
inventing
decoying

1.
2.
3. ADISSIMULATING SIMULATING
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A2.3 The Nine Categories of Perception & Misperception (Whaley)

This is a complete set of the categories of information that every intelligencer needs to
collect, analyze, and report.  Memorize or at least keep this checklist handy.

A2.4 The Five W’s (Journalists & Lasswell)

Following is the journalist’s standard checklist of the basic facts that must be included to
make a minimally complete story.

WHO
WHAT
WHERE
WHEN
WHY

Following is “Lasswell’s Paradigm”, a standard social science checklist that defines human
communication.

“Who
Says What
In Which Channel
To Whom
With What Effect.”

Comment:  Memorize one of checklists.  Each gives the minimum required for an
urgently needed intelligence report.

THE NINE CATEGORIES

1. PATTERN What is the structure and process of the
deception?

2. PLAYERS Who are the deceivers, the dupes, the neutrals?

3. INTENTION What does the deceiver hope to accomplish?

4. PAYOFF What are the potential costs and benefits?

5. PLACE Where will it occur?

6. TIME When is it scheduled for?

7. STRENGTH How much effort can or will the deceiver bring to
bear?

8. STYLE What, if any, surprises in method or technology
are planned?

9. CHANNEL Through which media will the deceiver
communicate?
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A2.5 Three Lists of Cognitive Biases that Inhibit Detection

List One:
Jervis’ Hypotheses on Misperception - Jervis, Robert, “Hypotheses on
Misperception,” World Politics, Vol.20, No.3 (Apr 1968). 454-479.  

This reading abstracts the conclusions of the above article.  That article was the earliest attempt in
the field of international relations to more-or-less systematically categorize some major causes of
national decision-makers to misperceive intelligence about opponents. Jervis concluded by
identifying 14 “hypotheses” about “the types of misperceptions of other states’ intentions which
states tend to make.”  He was able to develop such a preliminary but useful list only by stepping far
outside his parochial discipline of International Relations to investigate and adopt some of the best
contemporary research, particularly  in cognitive psychology (notably Bruner, Bauer, and
Kahneman), sociology, and the philosophy of science (Popper, Kuhn, and Lakatos). 
Commendably, his rummaging in this non-political science literature is surprisingly both deep and
wide ranging.  The fruitful result was his 14 hypothesis about misperception in international
relations.  This set of theoretical notions is suggestive but neither the product of rigorous analysis
nor even a complete inventory.  For example, where do we fit “mirror imaging”?  It would seem to
blur across Hypotheses 1,2, 4, and 5 and be contradicted by 8, 9, 11, 12, and 13.  Yet “mirror
imaging” surely is the largest and most frequent cause of misperception, particularly in the
presence of deception; and, consequently, deserves a category of its own.

Dr. Jervis (1968 PhD in Political Science from UC-Berkeley) held professorships in
International Relations at Harvard 1968-74, UCLA 1974-80, and thence at Columbia.
  
Jervis’s 14 “Hypothesis on Misperception”:

H 1)  “Decision makers tend to fit incoming information into their existing theories and images.”
(p.455)  “Furthermore, the theory will have greater impact of the actor’s interpretation of
data:

a) the greater the ambiguity of the data and
b) the higher the degree of confidence with which the actor holds the theory.”

H 2) “Scholars and decision-maker are apt to err by being too wedded to the established view
and too closed to new information , as opposed to being too willing to alter their theories.” 
(p.459)

H 3) “Actors can more easily assimilate into their established image of another actor information
contradicting that image if the information is transmitted and considered bit by bit than if it
comes all at once.” (pp.465-466)

H 4) “Misperception is most difficult to correct in the case of a missing concept and least difficult
to correct in the case of a recognized but presumably unfilled concept.”  (p.467)

H 5  “When messages are sent from a different background of concerns and information than is
possessed by the receiver, misunderstanding is likely.”  (p.473)

H 6) “When people spend a great deal of time drawing up a plan or making a decision, they
tend to think that the message about it they wish to convey will be clear to the receiver.” 
(p.474)
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H 7) “Actors often do not realize that actions intended to project a given image may not have the
desired effect because the actions themselves do not turn out as planned.”  (p.474)

H 8) “There is an overall tendency for decision-makers to see other states as more hostile than
they are.”  (p.475)

H 9) “Actors tend to see the behavior of others as more centralized, disciplined, and coordinated
than it is.”  (p.475)

H 10) “Because a state gets most of its information about the other state’s policies from the
other’s foreign office, it tends to take [that] foreign office’s position for the stand of the other
government as a whole.”  (p.476)

H 11) “Actors tend to overestimate the degree to which others are acting in response to what
they themselves do when the others behave in accordance with the actor’s desires; but
when the behavior of the other is undesired, it is usually seen as derived from internal
forces.”  (p.476)

H 12) “When actors have intentions that they do not try to conceal from others, they tend to
assume that others accurately perceive these intentions.”  (p.477)

H 13) “If it is hard for an actor to believe that the other can see him as a menace, it is often even
harder for him to see that issues important to him are not important to others.”  (p.478)

H 14) “Actors tend to overlook the fact that evidence consistent with their theories may also be
consistent with other views.”  (p.478)
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List Two:
Heuer’s “Review of Biases and Their Implications for Deception”

FROM:  Richards J.  Heuer, Jr., “Cognitive Factors in Deception and Counterdeception,” in Daniel
& Herbig (1982), 62-63.

Review of Biases and their Implications for Deception

Perceptual Biases

Bias Implication

Perceptions are influenced by
expectations. More information,  and
more unambiguous information, is
needed to recognize an unexpected
phenomenon than an expected one.

Perceptions are quick to form but
resistant to change.    Once an
impression has been formed about an
object,  event,  or situation,  one is biased
toward continuing to perceive it in the
same way.

Initial exposure to ambiguous or blurred
stimuli interferes with accurate perception
even after more and better information
becomes available.

It is far easier to reinforce a target's existing
preconceptions than to change them.

It is far easier to reinforce a target's existing
preconceptions than to change them. Ability to
rationalize contradictory information may offset
risks of security leaks or uncontrolled channels.

Impact of information can be affected by the
sequence used in feeding it to a target.

Biases in Estimating Probabilities

Bias Implication

Probability estimates are influenced by
availability - how easily one can imagine
an event or remember instances of an
event.

Probability estimates are anchored by
some natural starting point,  then adjusted
incrementally in response to new
information or further analysis.  Normally
they are not adjusted enough.

In translating subjective feelings of
certainty into a probability estimate, 
people are often overconfident about how
much they know.

Employees of watch offices will generally
overestimate the probability of whatever they are
watching for. This leads to the cry-wolf
syndrome.  Cases of deception are more
memorable, hence more available,  than
instances in which deception was not employed.

It is easier to reinforce a target's existing
preconceptions than to change them.

Overconfidence exacerbates the impact of all
the biases, as it leads to self-satisfaction and
lessening of efforts to improve judgment.
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Review of Biases and their Implications for Deception (Continued)

Biases in Evaluating Evidence

Bias Implication

People have more confidence in
conclusions drawn from a small body of
consistent data than from a larger body of
less consistent information.

People have difficulty factoring the
absence of evidence into their judgments.

Impressions tend to persist even after the
evidence on which they are based has
been fully discredited.  You cannot 
"unring" a bell.

Deceiver should control as many information 
channels as possible to reduce amount of
discrepant information  available to the target. 
Deception can be effective even with a small
amount of information.

For the deception planner, errors of omission will
be less serious than errors of commission.  To
detect deception, analyze what inferences can
be drawn from fact that some evidence is not
observed.

Consequences of a security leak may not be as
serious as might otherwise be expected.

Biases in Perceiving Causality

Bias Implication

Events are seen as part of an orderly, 
causal pattern.  Randomness, accident,
and error tend to be rejected as
explanations for observed events.  Extent
to which other people or countries pursue
a coherent,  rational, goal-maximizing
policy is overestimated.

Behavior of others is attributed to the
nature of the person or country, while our
own behavior is attributed to the nature of
the situation in which we find ourselves.

As a causal explanation,- deception is
intrinsically satisfying because it is' so orderly
and rational.

It is satisfying to attribute deviousness and
malevolence to our enemies, and, if they are 
devious and malevolent, of course they will
engage in deception.
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List Three:
Deception Bias Checklist

This list of 64 questions is an anonymous in-house compilation that has been used for instructional
purposes within the IC.  They are used as points for classroom discussion or short papers. 
Alternatively, they could be used by intel analysts as a checklist during an analysis of an ongoing
situation, particularly where time was not urgent.

1. Have I considered the possibility that I’m
being deceived or do I think I’m immune?

2. What expectations/ assumptions have I
brought to my analysis?  Did I find the
answer I expected?

3. Has confirming evidence sought me or
have I sought it?

4. What other explanations could this data
support?

5. Are my expectations masking other
data?

6. Have I missed a gradual shift?  Have I
been looking at the data too long from
the same perspective?

7. Should I continue the search for new/
additional data a bit longer before
making up my mind?  Does the idea of
waiting make me tense?  Why?

8. To what extent have I rationalized
anomalies?  Is there a little voice in my
head trying to tell me something?

9. How likely is the behavior based on past
behavior?

10. Does the data fit a deception model?

11. How reliable was the source?  the source
of the estimate?

12. Even if he’s reliable, what type of stress
was he under?

13. What were his expectations, hopes,
fears, at the time of the report?

14. What pat experiences lead him to report
or may have affected his report?

15. How long was it between the observation
and the report?

16. What else was going on at the time of
the observations?  What was he doing,
how was his attention directed?

17. What motivated the report?

18. Was the observer subject to other
reports of the event after the fact?

19. Have I read a transcript of the report,
debriefing, interview, or interrogation
myself?

20. What was form of the report (narrative
versus questions)?

21. Did the wording of questions affect the
answers?

22. Is my decision at risk due to ambiguous
data?

23. Have I been exposed to incremental bits
of the picture?

24. Am I under unusual time pressure?

25. How long was the picture fuzzy before it
became clear?

26. Did I seek this data or did it seek me
through normal or unusual channels?

27. Does anyone else in the organization
have an interest in or shown an interest
in these results?

28. How will this analysis affect my career or
my peers’ and superiors’ view of me?

29. Have I simplified the facts of the situation
to make them more comprehensible?
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30. Do I have personal feelings about the
people, events, or issues involved?

31. Am I a victim of contrast effects – am I
buying a Liddy special?

32. Before I look at the data, have I already
made even the smallest commitment
which might influence my decision?

33. To what extent has my or others’
personal experience, memories, fears,
beliefs, played a role in the assessment? 
Do other data contradict my personal
experience/beliefs?

34. To what extent am I hearing or
interpreting messages?

37. Am I hesitating due to fear of “crying
wolf”?

38. Am I being set up to “cry wolf”?

39 To what extent am I buying an anchor?

40. To what extent might I benefit from
another opinion?

41. Does the idea of an outside opinion
make me tense?

42. Have I overstated my degree of
confidence?

43. How have my other confidence
estimates come out?

44. What factor would severely, moderately,
mildly affect my confidence in this
decision?

45. Is there more I could do about these
issues to improve my confidence?

46. How large is my data pool?

47. How broad are my sources?

48. Who controls my sources?

49. What is the extent of anomalies?

50. What is my explanation for the
anomalies?

51. How tense am I about these anomalies?

52. Is the picture too clear?

53. What potentially important data is
missing?

54. To what extent are my own or others’
judgments being affected by missing
data or access to different data?

55. Has critical data, assumptions, beliefs
come from a discredited or questionable
source?

56. To what extent might alternatives to
causal explanations such as accidents,
blunders, bureaucratic infighting,
indecision, or miscalculation explain the
behavior?

57. Am I or others a victim of reciprocity? 
Do I need an uninvolved objective view?

58. To what extent have I or others been
exposed to other coverage of this or
related issues?  The Washington Post
effect?

59. Am I over-inferring traits about persons
or groups?

60. Am I over-inferring the contribution of
circumstances?

61. How empathic am I toward any of the
parties concerned?

62. Am I overestimating my own or others’
importance?

63. Am I overestimating my own or others’
potency?

64. Am I overestimating the extent to which
the target’s behavior may be influenced?
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A2.6 How to Induce Target Self-Deception (Whaley)

There are several things we can do to encourage self-deception on the part of our intended targets:

(1) Attempt to lull our targets into letting down their guard by giving them a false sense of
security.

(A) Portray ourselves as weaker or less competent detectives than we are, at least in
important areas.
(i) Underplay one’s level of professional competence.  Follow the worldly advice that

Lord Chesterfield gave in 1795 to his son: “Be wiser than other people if you can, but
do not tell them so.”  Because this tactic can have undesirable side-effects at budget
time, consider limiting one’s modesty to just a few highly technical aspects of
competence that would pass unnoticed by one’s funding source but be thought crucial
by the target.  Of course, this presents no problem in the unlikely event that we can
take the fund-givers into our confidence without fear of leakage back to the target.

(ii) Underplay one’s own intelligence capabilities:
(a) Human resources.

For example, conceal the fact that we are able to track their agents’
movements through informants in their business and social networks.

(b) Technological capabilities, the so-called “national technical means”
For example emulate the CIA’s clever ploy with its superb KH-11 “Keyhole”
reconnaissance satellite that tricked Soviet intelligence into believing it was
“dead”.  This was a successful deception from its launch in 1977 until the
following year when an ex-CIA watch officer sold the KH-11's tech manual for
$3,000.

(B) Portray ourselves as uninterested in our target or unthreatened by its potential actions
against us.

(2) Attempt to inhibit our targets from using specific techniques by convincing them that they
would be ineffective or too costly.

(A) Portray ourselves as stronger or more competent detectives than we are, at least in
important areas.
(i) Leak disinformation about our priorities and efforts in specific areas of intelligence

analysis.
(ii) Exaggerate our intelligence capabilities such as numbers, efficiency, proficiency, and

reliability of our deployed agent (HUMINT) and technological (SIGINT, etc) assets.

(3) Attempt to divert our target’s attention and/or efforts toward irrelevant activities.  For example
Red Herring rumors can be, if cheap to design and communicate, a highly cost-effective way
to cause an opponent to misallocate some precious resources.

(4) Try working various lures, traps, and stings.

Comment:  Note that all of the above ploys can be used at the same time.  We can even portray
ourselves simultaneously as both weak and strong — weak in some specific areas, strong in
others.
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A2.7 List of Psychological Responses to Incongruities (Brewer & Chinn)

FROM:  William F. Brewer and Clark A. Chinn, “Scientists’ Responses to Anomalous Data: 
Evidence from Psychology, History, and Philosophy of Science,” in PSA 1994:
Proceedings of the Biennial Meeting of the Philosophy of Science Association, Vol.1
(1994), 304-313.

The authors postulate 7 possible responses of an individual to data that is “anomalous” or
“inconsistent” (incongruous) in respect to that person’s original theory (theory A). 
Therefore the individual can:

1) Ignore the data and keep theory A.
2) Reject the data and keep theory A.

a) Claims some methodological error in the data collection.
b) Claims that the data is a mere random effect.
c) Claims the data is fraudulent. 

3) Exclude the data as irrelevant, thereby keeping theory A.
4) Abeyance. Hold the data in abeyance and retain theory A.
5) Reinterpret the data and retain theory A.
6) Reinterpret the data and make peripheral changes to theory A.
7) Change theory A, possibly in favor of theory B.

A2.8 Deception Analysis Triggers

This set of analytical “triggers” was developed through extensive D and D Intelligence Community
experience and was compiled by Kent Tiernan for the Foreign Denial & Deception Committee. 

Deception Analysis “Triggers”

! Anomalies/Incongruities
! Intuition
! Impact on US National Security Interests
! Direct Tasking
! Post-Mortem Historical Review
! Situations Where a Long-term Interagency Impasse, or Intelligence Gap

Exists
! WMD “Dual-use” Situations

Deception Analysis Criteria

! Impact Assessment
! Minor-Major-Catastrophic
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A2.9 Deception Analysis Cognitive Framework 

This cognitive framework, consisting of eight interrelated phases, had been developed in
2002 for the Denial & Deception Advanced Studies Program (DDASP) by Kent Tiernan.

Deception Analysis Cognitive Framework

Recognition Emulation Implementation Integration

Evaluation Selection Collection Resolution

Brief Description of Cognitive Framework

Recognition - (See Deception Analysis "Triggers", page 124)

Evaluation

! RED Target Assessment
! Have they done it before?  Plausibility
! What must they have to do it?

Foreign Knowledge / Technical Capabilities / Feedback / Centralized
Control / Double Agents / Collection Activity Scheduling / Underground
Facilities / Cutout Infrastructure

! BLUE Vulnerability Evaluation - (HO – Deception BIAS)
Gilovich — 

! See what we want to see
! Hear what we want to hear

! Look for evidence to confirm our bias
! Mirror Imaging
! Try to create order out of chaos

Emulation - how will the threat do their deception – avoid mirror imaging

Selection - what approach will BLUE use to go after adversary to uncover deception –
methodologies to crack RED deception (e.g. ACH/Content Analysis/Bayesian Analysis,
etc.

Implementation - select a process and go through the steps (e.g. use ACH matrix of
steps) - vet sources - look for anomalies - identify intel gaps - ask what I am not seeing and
should be seeing.  “Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.”

Collection - develop a strategy to fill in intel gaps from previous phase

Integration - bring together info/intel from collection and begin to formulate a
recommendation

Resolution - finalize the analysis methodology selected and determine whether
adversary deception is: HIGHLY LIKELY/LIKELY/NOT LIKELY
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A2.10 Checklist for Lies and Liars (Ekman)

Dr. Ekman has been a consultant to the CIA, the U.S. Department of Defense, the FBI, and
Scotland Yard.  All these investigative groups seek a simple and assured method of lie detection. 
Ekman’s answer: there is no such thing.

Although there are no 100% visual tell-tales, Ekman's research gives some interesting
guidelines, all useful to the lie-catcher.

A lie is easier to detect if:

! The liar does not know when the lie is to be told, giving no time to rehearse his lines.

! The lie involves outright fakery and not mere concealment.

! The liar must try to conceal his emotions, especially negative ones, or must fake

emotionlessness.

! There is amnesty for confession of the lie, thereby lowering the stakes for the liar to

succeed.

! The punishment for being caught in the lie is severe.

! The very act of lying itself involves punishment.

! The lie is selfish, or the liar's target will be hurt.

! The situation is one where the liar's target is likely to be distrustful.

! The liar has tried but failed to deceive the target before.

! Liar and target have different values.

! The lie is unauthorized.

! Liar and target are personally acquainted.

! One or more independent observers are present who know the target is being deceived.

Conversely, the best liar is someone who:

! Is experienced at lying, particularly with the type of lie in question.

! Has a good memory.

! Is a smooth talker.

! Has trained as an actor.

! Has convinced himself the lie is true.

! Is not vulnerable to feelings of guilt or fear.

! Is a psychopath.
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APPENDIX 3
BASIC READINGS IN COUNTERDECEPTION

Each of the following four pieces was chosen because it is brief, written in relatively plain language,
yet designed to provoke our thoughts about the most basic truths of deceiving and detecting.  Each
has either played some major part in the development of our present state of counterdeception
principles and practice or is a concise comment on those developments. 

READING A3.1:  Dr. R. V. Jones, “The Theory of Practical Joking — An
Elaboration.” (1957/1975)

FROM: Bulletin of the Institute of Mathematics and It’s Applications, Vol.11, No.1 / 2 (Jan / Feb
1975), 10-17.

NOTE:  Dr. Jones was the scientific intelligence advisor for the British Air Ministry during WW II,
the Ministry of Defence 1952-53, and the Prime Minister in 1982 during the Falklands War.  Here
he presents a slight revision of his landmark paper (1957) on the principles of incongruity analysis
that equally underlie science, practical joking, and military deception.
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THE THEORY OF PRACTICAL JOKING — AN ELABORATION
by

R.V. JONES, CB, CBE, FRS
Department of Natural Philosophy, University of Aberdeen

“With arts voluptuary I couple practices jocularly:
for the deceiving of the senses is one of the
pleasures of the senses.” 

– Francis Bacon, The Advancement of
Learning

At first sight there may seem little connection between scientific method and practical
joking. What set me thinking in this direction were three phases of my own experience – before,
during and after World War II. Before 1939 I had, in common with many other physicists, wrestled
with the conceptual difficulties in reconciling the wave and particulate properties of elementary
entities such as electrons and photons: and at the same time I had become involved in a series of
practical jokes that, as it turned out provided useful training for some of my war-time tasks in
hoodwinking the enemy. Curiously, these latter tasks helped me, as I shall  explain, to resolve my
earlier conceptual difficulties in physics. And when, after the war, I came to Aberdeen I found that
such a master of scientific method as Clerk Maxwell, one of my predecessors, was himself a
considerable joker. Recalling also that Newton devoted some of his boyhood ingenuity to such
pranks as flying a lantern on a kite at night, thus giving rise to an early flying saucer alarm (c.
1654),1 and that physics also has such legendary jokers as R. W. Wood and George Gamow, I
began to wonder whether there might be some connection between the two activities.

If this is not a sufficient reason for discussing the theory of practical joking, I can point to
the ponderings of Sigmund Freud2  who devoted a whole book to “Jokes and Their Relation to the
Unconscious.” His introduction starts:

“Anyone who has at any time had occasion to enquire from the literature of aesthetics and
psychology what light can be thrown on the nature of jokes and on the position they occupy
will probably have to admit that jokes have not received nearly as much philosophical
consideration as they deserve in view of the part they play in our mental life. Only a small
number of thinkers can be named who have entered at all deeply into the problems of
jokes. . . . The first impression one derives from the literature is that it is quite impracticable
to deal with jokes otherwise than in connection with the comic.”

After this sublime observation he proceeds through more than 200 laborious pages to the
conclusion.

“We are now at the end of our task, having reduced the mechanism of humorous pleasure
to a formula analogous to those for comic pleasure and for jokes. The pleasure in jokes
has seemed to us to arise from an economy in expenditure upon inhibition, the pleasure in
the comic froman economy in  expenditure upon ideation (upon cathexis) and the pleasure
in humour from an economy in expenditure upon feeling. in all three modes of working of
our mental apparatus the pleasure is derived from an economy.”

If Freud was right in diagnosing these various pleasures as arising from psychological
economy, there may be a connection with that concept of scientific method which regards it as a
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search for underlying unity. Moreover, there is an important class of physical principles involving 
economy, such as that of least time, which its originator, Fermat, expressed as “Nature always acts
by the shortest course.” And there is a notion of economy in an essay by Maxwell3 on puns and
analogies. In this he pointed out that a pun includes two truths under one expression, whereas an
analogy is two expressions of the same truth. Hence, from any theorem in the theory of analogy
one can by reciprocation deduce the corresponding theorem in the theory of puns.

Incongruity simple.

To the theory of analogy I will return later, but first let me analyse, in terms far less inflated
than those of Freud, the essential nature of a joke. This appears to be the creation of an
incongruity in the normal order of events. The schoolboy laughs, for example, at the sight of his
headmaster slipping on a banana skin because this is distinctly abnormal behaviour on the part of
one whom the boy regards as dignified. And when we contemplate such a scene we can see that
there may indeed be something in the theory that laughter had its origin in shouts of triumph over a
fallen enemy. But in most jokes the incongruity is neither as simple nor as violent as this one; and it
is not necessary that it should cause pain. Hence, if we follow the career of an individual joker who
is also a man of feeling, we find that his jokes grow more refined and less painful while the
incongruities mount.

Maxwell*s biographers record, for example, that as a small boy he played such tricks as
tripping up the maid with her tea-tray; but the ésprits of his later life are typified by his invitation to
Kelvin, who was visiting him, to look at one of his optical experiments.  When Kelvin looked through
the eyepiece he saw what was undoubtedly the phenomenon that Maxwell had described, but in
addition there was the image of a little man dancing about in the field of view. Maxwell had
achieved this by the addition of a zoetrope, a device in which he was much interested, and for
which he had drawn the animated diagrams. Kelvin could not help asking: “What is the little man
there for?”” Have another look, Thomson,” said Maxwell, “and you should see.” Kelvin had another
look, but was no wiser. “Tell me, Maxwell,” he said impatiently, “what is he there for?. ..“ “Just for
fun. Thomson” replied Maxwell. When we consider a simple incongruity of this type. we can see
why this form of humour is described as “nonsense”: for “sense” implies the normal order of things,
and in this order an incongruity makes nonsense.

Incongruities do not, of course, have necessarily to be contrived: they may happily happen
of their own accord. I once heard of a medical student working at the London hospital who boarded
a tram going towards the hospital, and found the passengers in a state of paralysis. This had been
caused by an unfortunate woman who was obviously taking her small son to the hospital because
his head had become fixed in what the Press used to call a “domestic utensil.” This would have
been enough of an incongruity by itself but in her embarrassment the unhappy woman had heaped
Pelion upon Ossa by attempting to cover the offending utensil with her son*s school cap.

A deliciously contrived situation employing such utensils en masse was achieved by an
undergraduate of St. John*s College Cambridge in the summer of 1939. For many years the
Madrigal Society of King*s College had given a concert on one of the evenings of Summer Term, in
which they had sung madrigals from punts tied up to the College lawn, the audience consisting
largely of fellow undergraduates and their girlfriends. The final feature of the concert was that, as
dusk fell, the punts were cast off and the dying strains of the last madrigal were heard as the
singers drifted down river, into the dusk. It was such an idyllic function that the BBC decided that
they would make it the subject of an outside broadcast. The concert itself was its usual success but
the end of the broadcast was utterly ruined because, instead of the strains of the last madrigal
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fading away, there arose a crescendo of uncontrollable guffaws from the audience. Unseen by the
singers, who were of course facing the audience, an armada of domestic utensils, launched up-
river by an undergraduate of St. John*s, drifted down behind them. And in each pot he had placed,
with the touch of an artist, a lighted candle.

Sometimes the contrived incongruity may be more dramatic than its creator intended. At
the beginning of World War II, when Professor F. A. Lindemann formally became Winston
Churchill*s scientific adviser, he argued for an improvement in the accuracy of bomb sights
because, he pointed out, halving the errors in the bomb sight was equivalent to doubling the size of
the bomber force, because twice as many bombs would then be dropped within destructive range
of the target. He therefore instructed his scientific assistant, one of my contemporaries, to go to
Farnborough to find out what was wrong with our pre-war bomb sights. The assistant, a man of
great enthusiasm, set about Farnborough with such an energy that he understandably aroused the
resentment of the men who were already concerned with bomb sights. Their first stroke of revenge
was to suggest to him that he should go across to Boscombe Down and drop a few bombs for
himself on a practice range, so that he could form some idea of the operational problems. Evidently
Lindemann had not briefed him too well, because I remember that ‘the Prof” himself had told me
that this was a favourite trick to play on unwelcome intruders into Farnborough in the First World
War. For the men at Farnborough had told the Boscombe Down pilot that the chap from Whitehall
wanted to get some experience of the performance of the bomb sight in the worst possible
conditions, which the pilot was requested to simulate by throwing his aeroplane all over the sky.
The result was that the unfortunate victim was airsick and, as he ruefully told me himself,  he
missed the target by 800 yards from a height of 800 ft. After that, he confined his attention to
Farnborough, and it was not long before the staff there took further revenge by filling his umbrella,
the symbol of Whitehall authority, with soot. Any prayers for rain they may then have said
seemingly went unanswered, and he returned to London, umbrella and all.

The autumn of 1940 was a dry one, and some weeks went by. In the meantime, he had
broken his arm in a cycling accident and so had only one arm available to manipulate his umbrella.
At last he had occasion to open it as he came out of the Cabinet Offices one evening into a
downpour, and he was standing on the steps struggling with his one arm to shake his umbrella
open. At that point one of the two kindly policemen standing on guard duty outside the Cabinet
Offices came to his rescue saying “Excuse me, sir, let me help you with that!” and as the policeman
then opened the umbrella he, and not the scientist, was showered with soot. This epic outcome
might never have become known had not the intended victim taken it so seriously that he made a
special journey to Farnborough and assembled the possible perpetrators in the Mess and told them
what had happened, concluding with “You really must not do this sort of thing again, chaps. It might
not have been a policeman under that umbrella but the Prime Minister himself!” (loud applause).

Whether or not Mr. Churchill would have appreciated the soot, he had the keenest of eyes
for both the incongruous and the congruent. Listen for example to his speech on the inadequacy of
our air defence in 1936: “A friend of mine the other day saw a number of persons engaged in
peculiar evolutions, genuflections and gestures he wondered whether it was some novel form of
gymnastics, or a new religion. . . or whether they were a party of lunatics out for an airing. They
were a searchlight company of the London Territorials who were out doing their exercises as well
as they could without having a searchlight.”
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Again, writing of his idea of going to Oxford after leaving the Army: “I could not see why I
should not have gone and paid my fees and listened to the lectures and argued with the professors
and read the books that they recommended. However, it appeared that this was impossible. I must
pass examinations not only in Latin, but even in Greek. I could not contemplate toiling at Greek
irregular verbs after having commanded British regular troops.”

Even mathematicians might sympathise with his difficulties in getting into Sandhurst, where
he considered that “my triumph, moral and technical, was in learning mathematics in 6 months.”
Fortunately, he added, “There was a question in my third and last Examination about these
Cosines and Tangents in a highly square-rooted condition which must have been decisive on the
whole of my after life. It was a problem. But luckily I had seen its ugly face only a few days before
and recognised it at first sight. . . .”

Mis-match in scale

A subtle type of incongruity arises from no more than a mis-match of scale. A man wearing
too small a hat is a simple example, and the type is well illustrated by an incident at Farnborough in
World War I, of which Lord Cherwell told me. One of his colleagues, a university scientist, was so
exasperated by the Civil Service procedure in ordering supplies that when he wanted a darkroom
lamp he thought it might be quicker to get it made in the workshop. He therefore designed a lamp
of hexagonal cross section with red, orange and yellow glass panels, any of which could be
exposed by raising an appropriate screen. However, he found that the workshop insisted on having
proper draughtman*s drawings in triplicate, and this took almost as much time as ordering a lamp
of commercial manufacture. But by that time, the workshop process had started, and he had to
await the result. Ultimately there was delivered to him the largest dark-room lamp the world has
ever seen, because in converting his pencilled sketch into a working drawing, the draughtsman had
failed to notice an extra dash, with the result that intended inches became actual feet.

The incongruity resulting from a change of scale gives rise to the humour in
understatement or hyperbole. Of the many examples of the former, let us recall Beatty*s comment,
as his third battle cruiser blew up at Jutland. “There is something wrong with our bloody ships
today, Chatfleld” – and of the latter, Noel Coward*s postcard to one of his girlfriends in London,
when he sent her a picture of the Venus de MiIo in the Louvre with the comment “Look what will
happen to you if you don*t stop biting your nails!” We shall see later that the phenomena
associated with change of scale have considerable significance.

Irony

A further type of incongruity that can sometimes be serious and sometimes amusing is
when the outcome of a plan is directly opposite to that which its originator intended. When the
Scots Guards landed near Narvik in difficult circumstances after the German invasion of Norway in
1940, with instructions to make contact with the Norwegian GHQ, they decided to uphold the
highest traditions of the Brigade of Guards by performing all their duties in parade-ground manner.
Accordingly they marched ashore, put up their headquarters and raised the Union Jack with such
precise formality that the Norwegians could not believe that a small force could have acted with
such confidence unless they had been Germans in disguise, with the result that it was two days
before any Norwegian would make contact with them.

And I well recall how, a few days before the Coventry Raid of November 1940, an aircraft
from KGr 100, the German pathfinding unit, came down on the beach near Swanage with all the
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vital new beam flying equipment aboard. It was of great importance that the equipment should he
analysed by us at the earliest possible moment; but, unfortunately, the officer in charge of the Army
detachment that captured the aircraft placed a guard on it as it lay between high and low water,
telling his men that they were to allow nobody near it, concluding with the instruction “Not even an
admiral.” The officer went away, the tide came in, a Naval detachment appeared and offered to
move the aircraft to a safe position, but they were repulsed by the Army sentries who remembered
their instruction about admirals, and the Navy watched helplessly as the sea engulfed the bomber
and ruined the radio equipment, so that it took more than a week to clear it sufficiently of sand and
corrosion and thus to reveal an error in our countermeasures that may have contributed to the
destruction of Coventry. The subject of irony is pursued further in my Ludwig Mond Lecture on
“Irony as a Phenomenon in Natural Science and Human Affairs.”4

Incongruity discounted

A variant of the incongruity simple is one where a genuine incongruity arises which is
promptly discounted by the victim because he is already expecting an incongruity to turn up. When
Sir Francis Simon was professor in Berlin, some time before 1933, there was an explosion one
night, in the small hours in his laboratory, where his research students were working with liquid
hydrogen. One of the students, now Professor Nicholas Kurti, telephoned the professor to inform
him of the damage. All he could get from Sir Francis was an amiable “All right, I know what day it
is!” It was the morning of April 1st.

Congruity unexpected

Yet a further variant is where the incongruity is actually created by the occurrence of a
congruity where an incongruity would have been normally expected. There is usually, for example,
no congruence among the names of the joint authors of scientific papers. It was therefore rather a
surprise to find a genuine paper by Alpher, Bethe and Gamow, dated April 1st in the Physical
Review for 1948 – and Gamow afterwards recorded that there was a rumour that, when the alpha
beta gamma theory went temporarily on the rocks, Bethe seriously considered changing his name
to Zacharias, and that a fourth collaborator stubbornly refused to change his name to Delter.

Sir Edward Appleton used to tell of an unexpected congruity that bordered on Lese
Majesté. At the banquet after he had received his Nobel Prize he had to make a speech, and was
armed with a most appropriate story caricaturing the scientific method. It concerned a scientist
whose salary was now enough for him to develop a taste for drinking and, being an experimenter,
he drank on successive nights brandy and soda, whisky and soda, and gin and soda. He found that
they all gave him headaches, and so he gave up the soda. Sir Edward said that he expected a
good response to this story, which was then new, but that there was a much more hilarious
response than he could possibly have hoped for. Only afterwards did he discover that the hilarity
was due to the fact that it was common knowledge in Sweden that the Crown Prince, who was
presiding at the Dinner, had been warned by his doctors to give up alcohol, and was in fact drinking
soda water.

Puns and wit

Many puns, as Maxwell noticed, fall in this class of unexpected congruence, and they are
specially notable in naval signals. The official naval history of the 1939 – 45 war records that the
commander of one of our submarines signalled to an accompanying destroyer at the beginning of
an action “I intend to remain on the surface as long as possible” and received from the destroyer
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commander the reply “And so do I!” And when Admiral Sir James Somerville was created a KCB in
addition to his KBE, one of his fellow admirals signalled to him “What, twice a Knight at your age!”

The capacity to detect congruence among apparent incongruities is one of the essentials of
wit, and as an example we may take the incident5 at a peace conference after Waterloo when the
French marshals ostentatiously turned their backs on the Duke of Wellington as he entered the
room. “I have seen their backs before” observed the Duke. And this capacity for perceiving
congruencies has something in common with the search of science for underlying unity. Indeed, it
is worth recalling what Macaulay6 said of Bacon, the prophet of the scientific revolution: “In wit, if by
wit be meant the power of perceiving analogies between things which appear to have nothing in
common, he never had an equal.”

Hoaxes

Simple incongruities, direct or inverted, can be humorous enough, but the more advanced
jokes usually involve a period of preparation and induction, sometimes elaborate, before the
incongruity becomes apparent. They are then called hoaxes. Maxwell*s jokes were often simple in
their preparation; he is credited with having engineered the advertisement of his Inaugural Lecture
at Cambridge (which is still very well worth reading) in such a manner that only his undergraduate
students heard of it, and he gave it to them alone. The senior members of the University merely
saw that the new professor would deliver his first lecture on a particular day, and they attended in
force. This lecture, however, was the first of his undergraduate course, and his delighted students
enjoyed the experience of seeing Maxwell gravely expounding, though with a betraying twinkle in
his eye, the difference between the Fahrenheit and Centigrade scales to men like Adams, Cayley
and Stokes.

With some hoaxes the period of induction of the victim may be extended. In this type,
which is probably the most interesting philosophically, the object is to build up in the victim*s mind a
false world-picture which is temporarily consistent by any tests that he can apply to it, so that he
ultimately takes action on it with confidence. The falseness of the picture is then starkly revealed by
the incongruity which his action precipitates. It has not proved difficult, for example, to persuade a
Doctor of Philosophy to lower his telephone carefully into a bucket of water in the belief that he was
cooperating with the engineer in the telephone exchange in finding a leak to earth. The prior
induction consisted of building up in his mind a picture of something being wrong with his telephone
by such tactics as repeatedly ringing the bell and then ringing off as he answered.

As a further example, we may recall one of the works of a German physicist, Dr. Carl
Bosch, who about 1934 was working as a research student in a laboratory which overlooked a
block of flats. His studies revealed that one of the flats was occupied by a newspaper
correspondent, and so he telephoned this victim, pretending to be his own professor. The
“professor” announced that he had just perfected a television device which could he attached to a
telephone, and which would enable the user to see the speaker at the other end. The newspaper
man was incredulous, but the “professor” offered to give a demonstration; all the pressman had to
do was to strike some attitude, and the voice on the telephone would tell him what he was doing.
The telephone was, of course, in direct view of the laboratory, and so all the antics of the pressman
were faithfully described. The result was an effusive article in the next day*s paper and,
subsequently, a bewildered conversation between the true professor and the pressman.

The induction of the victim can take many forms. One of the favourite ways is an
acclimatisation by slow change. R. W. Wood (the famous professor of physics at Johns Hopkins
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University who is credited with the alarm caused by leaving on a railway platform a suitcase
containing a large gyroscope) is said to have spent some time as a research student living in a flat
in Paris where he discovered that the lady in the flat below kept a tortoise in a window-pen. Wood
fashioned a collecting device from a broom-handle, and bought a supply of tortoises of dispersed
sizes. While the lady was out shopping Wood replaced her tortoise by one slightly larger. He
repeated this operation each day until the growth of the tortoise became so obvious to its owner
that she consulted Wood who, having first played a subsidiary joke by sending her to consult a
professor at the Sorbonne whom he considered to be devoid of humour, advised her to write to the
press. When the tortoise had grown to such a size that several pressmen were taking a daily
interest, Wood then reversed the process, and in a week or so the tortoise mysteriously contracted
to its original dimensions.

Induced incongruities mutual to two victims are possible. Each victim is led to believe in a
false world-picture which is nevertheless consistent with and complementary to the false world-
picture of the other victim. A simple example is the device of privately telling each of two people
whom one is about to introduce that the other is a good fellow who has, however, been going
through a severe nervous strain, and who is therefore apt to get both irritable and rude if
contradicted. It is therefore advisable to humour him by agreeing with all that he says. The two
victims then go to great lengths to agree with one another, and separate in the conviction that each
has handled the other extremely well.

A more elaborate effort in the same direction is worth recounting. it depended on an earlier
escapade, said to be due to Horace de Vere Cole, who once inspected a British battleship
disguised as the Sultan of Zanzibar, and who also was responsible for the joke where two passers-
by are induced to hold two ends of a piece of string around a street corner, each unseen by the
other, and each convinced that he is helping the other to measure a distance round the corner.
Cole is credited with the escapade in Piccadilly where he and his friends, disguised as workmen,
dug a hole in the middle of the road, and then left it. Mr. Arthur Garratt told me of a variant of this
which falls into the mutual-hoax category. A gang of genuine workmen were actually digging a hole
in Piccadilly when they were observed by a bright young man who told them that he was an Oxford
undergraduate and that he thought that they ought to be warned that some of his fellow
undergraduates, dressed up as policemen, were coming along to arrest them. He then went along
to Savile Row police station, and told the police that he was a Cambridge undergraduate and that
the police ought to know that some of his fellow undergraduates, dressed up as workmen, were
once again playing the old joke of digging a hole in Piccadilly.

Hoaxes in war

Induced incongruities have a high place in warfare, where if the enemy can be induced to
take incorrect action the war may be advantageously affected. A stratagem in which some of my
wartime colleagues were involved7 is now well known as “The man who never was.” These same
colleagues also worked with me in some technical deceptions, of which one was the persuasion of
the Germans in 1943 that our successes against the U-boats were due not to centimetric radar but
to a fictitious infrared detector. We gained some valuable months while the Germans invented a
beautiful anti-infrared paint and failed to find the true causes of their losses. The paint, incidentally,
was a Christiansen filter of powdered glass in a transparent matrix over a black base. The filter
“peaked” in the near infrared, when the refractive indices of glass and matrix were equal, so that
incident radiation in this region went through and was absorbed in the underlying black. Visible light
was scattered back by the filter, which thus gave a light grey appearance to the eye, but was black
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to the near infrared. This simulated admirably the reflecting power of water, and would thus have
camouflaged the U-boat, had infrared been the means that we were using. 

We must admit that not all the successful hoaxes in the war were British. The book
“London Calling North Pole” tells of a hoax on the British sabotage organisation by a German
security officer, Colonel Giskes.8 Although he had captured several British agents, Giskes
succeeded in making it appear that they were still at large, and persuaded us by counterfeit radio
messages to keep them supplied with sabotage equipment. The peak of his achievement was
when he persuaded us to drop them by parachute a supply of tennis balls instead of explosive, on
the grounds that the agents were in touch with the King of the Belgians who was very fond of
tennis, and that the balls would therefore make excellent douceurs in securing his aid. I hope that
our admiration for such techniques will always rise above the havoc of war. A sense of history
ought to have warned us that tennis balls were a touchy international commodity; an earlier
consignment had led to Agincourt.9

While on the international plane, I would tell you of another hoax in Intelligence, this time
by a very gallant Frenchman whom I knew during the war. He was one of our agents, and on one
of many occasions he parachuted into France with about half a dozen radio transmitters. He
managed to hide them at his base, a farm, but he was faced with the problem of distributing them
to his sub-agents. This was a dangerous operation, but he executed it in the following manner. He
went into the nearby town, and made friends with the local German commander, to such effect that
he was able to put to the German the proposition that he was in the black market and stood to
make a considerable sum by selling a load of carrots. The only thing that was holding up the deal
was his ability to deliver the carrots to the buyer; he therefore offered the German half the profits if
he would make available a German Army lorry with a driver. The German agreed, and the lorry
called at the farm where the carrots lay – and where the radio sets were hidden. A large paper-
covered package was carried on to the lorry, and covered by carrots. Naturally, the driver was
suspicious; our French friend, however, tore open one corner of the package before it was finally
covered and drew out a packet of a hundred cigarettes. These he thrust into the driver*s hands,
hinting that the black market carrots were a mere cover for even more black market cigarettes, and
promising the driver another hundred when everything was delivered. The driver was now content,
both with the cigarettes and with the knowledge of the hoax that was being played on his superior,
and duly delivered both carrots and package to the customer. The hero – and well he deserves the
title – then went into the town a few days later and paid the German officer with money which had
also been parachuted into France.

There still remained the problem of further delivery of the sets. if n had originally been
dropped into France, 1 had been left at the first resting-point, and (n — 1) were with the carrots.
The hero therefore pointed out to the German commander that the whole transaction had been
black market, and that if only the commander could somehow discover it he was entitled to
confiscate the carrots. What was more, our friend had a new customer, and could therefore repeat
the whole operation to their mutual profit. The whole performance therefore took place again, the
only difference being that there were (n - 2) sets concealed in the carrots this time. I do not know
how many more times this distribution was repeated before the carrots went rotten.

Before I turn to the more serious side of this essay there is one further story from physics
in which the exact classification of the incongruity can be left as a problem to be worked out at
leisure. it concerns Lord Kelvin*s lectures at Glasgow, where he used to fire a bullet at a ballistic
pendulum; as an undergraduate at Oxford I had heard a story of how Kelvin missed on one
occasion, with the result that the bullet went through a wall and smashed the blackboard of the
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lecturer next door. Kelvin rushed into the next room in some alarm to find the lecturer unscathed,
and the class shouting “Missed him – try again, Bill.” This experiment has now produced a further
incident, and to avoid any doubt I wrote to Professor Dee for his own account of what happened.
This is what he said:

“In the Quincentenary Celebrations here I had to lecture on the history of the
Department. Of course, Kelvin figures strongly in this. One of Kelvin*s traditional
experiments was to fire a rifle bullet at a very large ballistic pendulum. All his
students regarded this as the highlight of the course. He was reputed to have the
gun charged with a big dose of powder – the barrel is about half an inch internal
diameter. I decided this experiment must be repeated, but there was great alarm
here that the barrel would burst and annihilate the front row (Principal and Senate).
So I decided to use a modern rifle. I also decided to make it a double-purpose
experiment by using Kelvin*s invention of the optical lever to display the pendulum
swing to a large audience. On the night all went off well. The next day I repeated
the whole lecture to the ordinary class. Mr. Atkinson was the normal lecturer to this
class and he had noticed that in referring to the dual purpose of the demonstration
I used the phrase’. . . fitted a mirror to the pendulum so that I may kill two birds
with one stone.* After the explosion to my surprise a pigeon fell with a bloody
splash on to a large white paper on the bench – our lecture room is very high. I
tried to resolve the situation by saying ‘Well, although Mr. Atkinson isn*t lecturing
to you today he appears to be behind the scenes somewhere. But he does seem
to have failed to notice that I said two birds with one stone!* Immediately a second
pigeon splashed on the bench!”

When the foregoing example has been evaluated, the following one may be considered. It
was a well known story some 20 years ago when we were inclined to laugh at Russian science. It
concerns a Russian professor who trained a cricket to jump when commanded. He demonstrated
this to his students and then said: “Gentlemen, we will now remove the cricket*s hind legs.” He did
so, and again commanded the insect to jump. After repeated failure he said: “Gentlemen, from this
experiment we can surely conclude that when we remove a cricket*s hind legs, we deprive it of its
sense of hearing.” At this point, the story normally ends, because we physicists think that the
professor is a victim of a self-inflicted incongruity. However, a cricket really does have ears in its
legs, and our laughter at the professor*s folly is only just saved by the fact that they are in its
forelegs. There is an obvious moral to be drawn.

Technical spoof in war

I want to turn now to technical deception in war, as exemplified by our attempts to mislead
the German night defences in their appreciation of our raiding intentions. The method here is that
of the induced incongruity; by a false presentation of evidence we wish the enemy controller to
build up an incorrect but self-consistent world-picture, thus causing him to generate the incongruity
of directing his nightfighters to some place where our bombers are not. I originally developed this
“Theory of Spoof” in a wartime report; the salient points, which have some interest in physical
theory, are the following. As with all hoaxes the first thing is to put oneself in the victim*s place
(indeed, a good hoax requires a sympathetic nature) to see what evidence he has with which to
construct and test his world-picture. In night aerial warfare in 1939 to 45, this evidence was mainly
the presence of deflections in the trace of the cathode ray observing tube. Therefore any device
which would give rise to such deflections could provide an element of Spoof. One such device was
a jammer which would cause fluctuating deflections all the time, thus concealing the true deflection
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due to the echo from an aircraft. This, like a smoke screen, would render the enemy unaware that
you are where you are. A more positive technique is to provide a false echo, and if possible to
suppress the genuine one, thus giving him the impression that you are where you are not. The
easiest way of providing a false echo is to drop packets of thin metal strips, cut to resonate to the
enemy*s radar transmissions. This is, of course, what we did in 1943. There is little time to tell now
of the fortunes of this technique, but the packets were extremely successful, and they changed the
character of air warfare at night. At first, the German controllers confused the individual packets
with aircraft; I can still remember the frustrated tones of one controller repeatedly ordering a packet
to waggle its wings as a means of identification. Soon, however, the Germans gave up the attempt
to make detailed interceptions, and tried to get a swarm of fighters into our bomber streams. We
then used many metal foil packets dropped by a few aircraft to provide the appearance of spoof
raids, which lured the nightfighters off the track of our main raids.

At this stage we witnessed a few self-inflicted incongruities, where the German controllers
generated their own delusions. I myself heard this happen with a Bomber Command raid on
Bochum. Another example is recorded in General Galland*s book  “The First and the Last.”10 In
those days when German radar was blotted out by the metal strips (“The Fateful Hour of the
Luftwaffe” –  Galland), Goering used sometimes to take personal control of the defences. With one
American raid, above the clouds by daylight, Goering decided from the line of flight that the target
would be the ball-bearing works at Schweinfurt; actually these were his own fighters, which could
not be identified above cloud, and Goering took the evidence as confirming his guess about the
target. From then on the mistake became self-propagating. No bombs were dropped on
Schweinfurt, and as some of the fighters overshot Goering looked for the next target further east.
This was the Leuna works in Leipzig, and so he ordered his fighters there. Again the ground
observers duly reported the stream of aircraft, and again there were no bombs on Leipzig. So
Goering had another guess, this time the Skoda works at Pilsen in Czechoslovakia. On went the
fighters at his command, until the cloud cover slowly broke up to show not an American aircraft in
the sky. The American target had been Düren in the Rhineland, more than 300 miles away, and the
Americans were safely on their way home long before the Reichmarshall was disillusioned. It says
much for Goering that he thereupon sent a signal to all units in which he congratulated himself and
all participants on the “successful defeat of the air raid on the fortress of Köpenick”—the latter
being a reference to one of the greatest hoaxes yet perpetrated, where before the First World War
a private citizen disguised as an Army officer paralysed all the civil machinery of the garrison town
of Köpenick. 

As the war went on the Germans gradually found ways of distinguishing between echoes
from metal foil packets and those from aircraft. The packets, for example, resonated to one
particular frequency, and therefore they had a relatively poor response to another frequency. If two
radar stations watched on widely separated frequencies, a genuine aircraft echo would be present
on both, whereas the foil echo would appear only on one. The foil could, of course, be cut to
different lengths, but as the number of frequencies was increased, the amount of foil needed was
greater. Moreover there was a pronounced Doppler effect on the echo from an aircraft, with its high
speed, but little effect on the echoes from the foil drifting with the wind. Thus, against an omniscient
controller, we have to make the decoy echoes move with the speed of aircraft, and reflect different
frequencies in the same way. This is easiest done by making a glider of the same size as the
bomber. Then if we allow the enemy controller to use sound and infrared detectors and other aids,
we find the only decoy which can mislead him into thinking that there is a British bomber flying
through his defences is another British bomber flying through his defences.
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Another example is one that I encountered earlier in what has been called “The Battle of
the Beams” in 1940. Here the problem was to upset the navigation of the German night bombers,
when they were flying along radio beams to their targets. The signals received by the pilots telling
them to steer right or left were counterfeited in this country, and sometimes resulted in their flying
on curvilinear courses. However, had the pilots had unlimited time of observation they could have
detected that there was something wrong, even if we had exactly synchronised our transmitters
with those of the Germans. The bombers were in general flying away from their own transmitters
and towards ours, and so they would have received a Doppler beat from which they could have
deduced that a second transmitter was active. If one allows the possibility of various fairly simple
tests, which fortunately would take too long in actual warfare, one arrives at the conclusion that the
only place for a second transmitter which will simulate
the original exactly is coincident with the original and the counterfeit thus defeats its purpose.

In war, of course, neither controllers nor pilots are omniscient, and they have limited time
and means of observation. They can therefore be misled; but if we grant the possibility of unlimited
observation, then we can see from these simple examples that no model can be perfect unless it is
an exact replica of the original –  and even then the perfection is spoilt by the fact that now two
exist where there was one before.

The ease of detecting counterfeits is much greater when different channels of examination
are used simultaneously. This is why telephonic hoaxes are so easy – there is no accompanying
visual appearance to he counterfeited. Metal strips were most successful when only radar, and that
of one frequency, was employed. Conversely, the most successful naval mines were those which
would only detonate when several different kinds of signal, magnetic, hydrodynamic and acoustic,
were received simultaneously. A decoy which simulates all these signals is getting very like a ship.
From these considerations, incidentally, we can draw a rather important conclusion about the
detection of targets in defence and attack: that as many different physical means of detection as
possible should be used in parallel. It may therefore be better in some circumstances to develop
two or three independent means of detection, instead of putting the same total effort into the
development of one alone.

The successes and limitations of physical models

Now the thesis that no model can be perfect is at the root of physical theory. In fact, when
we realise that this is so, we ought to be rather impressed that models and analogies in physical
theory have been so successful. When we say that we have “explained” some new physical fact,
what we usually mean is that we have been able to interpret it in the light of our previous
experience, i.e., to form an analogy between it and something we already know well. We “explain”
the properties of gases on kinetic theory, by forming an analogy between gas molecules and ball
bearings; and from the mechanical properties of ball bearings, which are a matter of everyday
experience, we form a theory which predicts reasonably well the properties of gases. We began to
feel we knew something about the atom when Rutherford formed his analogy between the electron
structure and the solar system which we already knew, and when Niels Bohr formed his analogy
between the stability of the nucleus and that of a charged liquid drop. More recently, the shell
structure of the nucleus has had some analogy with the outer electronic structure, and Yukawa*s
prediction of the meson was from analogy between nuclear force fields and electromagnetism.
There are many other examples which spring to mind, and the mechanistic view of the late
nineteenth century was largely due to the misleadingly great success of analogy with mechanical
models.
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Breakdown through change of scale

The limitations of such models ought, however, to be realised, and indeed anyone who has
tried practical model making will realise that even a change of scale is enough to make a model
break down. There is a limit, for example, which is reached in the making of model railway engines
set by the atomic nature of matter.

Long before that limit is reached we come up against the experience of the great
engineers. In his paper “An experimental Enquiry concerning the natural Powers of Water and
Wind to turn Mills, and other Machines, depending on a circular Motion” communicated to The
Royal Society in 1759, John Smeaton wrote:

“What I have to communicate on this subject was originally deduced from
experiments made on working models, which I look upon as the best means of
obtaining the outlines in mechanical enquiries. But in this case it is very necessary
to distinguish the circumstances in which a model differs from a machine in large;
otherwise a model is more apt to head us from the truth than towards it. Hence the
common  observation, that a thing may do very well in a model, that will not
answer in large.”

Smeaton realised that the difficulty was due to the fact that “the proportion of the effects of
some members vary as the squares and others as the cubes and many in compound ratios of the
linear dimensions.” He was soon followed by James Watt, the instrument maker to the University of
Glasgow, who in 1764 realised that the reason why the University*s lecture-room model of a
Newcomen engine would not function was due to the increasingly unfavourable ratio of the cylinder
wall area to the cylinder volume as the scale was reduced; and he went on to invent the
condensing steam engine.

Similar effects of change of scale on the outcome of military conflict were noted both by
Napoleon and by Wellington. They independently made the point that the French cavalryman was
usually inferior to his enemy in horsemanship and could thus he beaten in small numbers by equal
numbers of the enemy; but in large scale actions between equal numbers the French cavalry would
win because of their superior discipline and organisation.

The function of analogy

In physical thought we have in the main progressed by the process of inventing a model
using components which are already well established in our experience to simulate the behaviour
of entities in new fields of experience. Tn this connection it is interesting to note the theory of
William James that ability to reason in new situations by analogy with previous experience is the
true criterion of intelligence. Having regard to the limitations of models brought out by the preceding
discussion, however, we must not be surprised when even the most successful models ultimately
break down; by a breakdown we mean that some aspect of behaviour of the model leads us to a
false prediction of the property of the entity. Thus the classical “paradox” about the wave and
particle theories of radiation is no paradox at all. There are some properties of radiation which are
best simulated by the model of a stream of corpuscles, miniaturised from a macroscopic concept of
things the size of ball bearings. There are other properties which are best simulated by a model
using wave motion miniaturised from concepts of mechanical waves at sea or on strings. Ought we
to be surprised when either model breaks down? The truth is that light is not, and cannot in
principle be, the same as either limited model, and we ought not to be shocked when we find that it
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can be simulated in part by each of two (and there might even be more) imperfect models. Each
model is nevertheless extremely helpful in predicting some of the actual properties of light, and
danger arises only when we forget its inherent limitations and thus pay the Psalmist*s penalty of
“confounded are they that serve graven images.”

I have mentioned the breakdown of models caused by a change of scale and we have, of
course, had much experience in this century of the difficulties of making models of elementary
particles using macroscopic concepts. The difficulty may become clearer if we imagine a thinking
being, whose everyday experience is with bodies of dimensions of the order of a million miles.
Now, owing to the preponderance of gravitational forces, which would cause plastic flow inside
large solid bodies, most of the regular bodies that he sees will be approximately spherical. It might
be extremely difficult for him to visualise a body of cubical shape. Now if he discovered elementary
elastic particles the size and shape of bricks, he might be hard put to it to “explain” the properties of
bricks, such as the preferential ways in which they could he assembled together, or their rather
peculiar collision properties, because there would be no analogy with bodies in his everyday
experience.

It is fascinating to speculate conversely about phenomena involving large dimensions,
because we may in fact have difficulty in visualising the paramount forces. Just as on an atomic
scale gravity is a negligible force, it is possible that on the galactic scale there is a force which is
negligible in any laboratory experiment that we can perform. Such a force, for example, might be a
small repulsion diminishing at some rate less than the inverse square. This would make it of
comparable importance to gravity at great distances, and might help to explain some of the
structural features of the galaxies and the universe. And it would be in general keeping with the
present context if we revive Crabtree*s eighteenth century concept of the Force of Levity.

Mathematical models

We have seen in the last 100 years the rise of the mathematical model, where
mathematical symbols and operations become the components. This is especially true of
Heisenberg*s matrix mechanics, and such models have been very profitable. With Maxwell we
must admit that:

“There are, as I have said, some minds which can go on contemplating with
satisfaction pure quantities presented to the eye by symbols, and to the mind in a
form which none but mathematicians can conceive. There are others who feel
more enjoyment in following geometrical forms, which they draw on paper, or build
up in the empty space before them. Others, again, are not content unless they can
project their whole physical energies into the scene which they conjure up. They
learn at what a rate the planets rush through space, and they experience a
delightful feeling of exhilaration. They calculate the forces with which the heavenly
bodies pull at one another, and they feel their own muscles straining with the effort.
To such men momentum, energy, mass are not mere abstract expressions of the
results of scientific inquiry. They are words of power, which stir their souls like the
memories of childhood. For the sake of persons of these different types, scientific
truth should be presented in different forms, and should be regarded as equally
scientific, whether it appears in the robust form and the vivid colouring of a
physical illustration, or in the tenuity and paleness of a symbolical expression.”
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We can therefore see physics proceeding by both mathematical and physical models. The
new frontiers of today must be converted into the everyday experience of tomorrow, so that the
younger physicists feel entirely at home in it, and can draw upon its phenomena to form in turn the
basis of models for “explaining” the new phenomena which they will encounter. We might be
tempted to ask whether there is any end to this process, but I for one am unable to answer. It will
be time enough to think about that when we encounter a long period without advances.

With Bacon, I see the scientist in much the same position as an Intelligence officer, trying
to assemble and interpret the evidence of Nature. Because of his limited means of observation, he
will often build up a false world-picture from biased clues; but just as the Intelligence officer can
check his mental picture of the situation by making further observations, so can the scientist correct
his model by further experiment. We often hoax and mislead ourselves when we attempt to
understand the natural world, but we can usually recover the right track by enough effort in both
theory and experiment. We should not be discouraged by the inevitable failure of models; instead
we should be grateful for their tremendous fruitfulness.
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READING A3.2:  Dr. R. V. Jones, “The Eight Principles of Security” and “The Eight
Principles of Deception” (1981)

FROM:  Reginald V. Jones, “Intelligence and Deception,” in  Robert L. Pfaltzgraff, Jr., Uri Ra’anan,
and Warren H. Milberg (editors), Intelligence Policy and National Security (Hamden, Conn.: Archon
Books, 1981), 17-19.

NOTE:  Concise, clear, specification of the way to hide something real (dissimulation) and the
corresponding ways to show something false (simulation) in its place.  Best read together with his
following article on “Unmasking Deception”.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SECURITY

I hope that, without being historically comprehensive, the examples that I have given above will
illustrate the principles of deception as far as I know them. As a first step, what has to be done is to
prevent the enemy from deducing at least one of the following:

(1) Where you are, and/or where he is.
(2) What weapons and forces you have at your disposal.
(3) What you intend to do.
(4) Where you intend to do it.
(5) When you intend to do it.
(6) How you intend to do it.
(7) Your knowledge of the enemy's intentions and techniques.
(8) How successful the enemy's operations are.

All these objectives are in a sense negative, but they may be sufficient to  achieve 
surprise.   Basically  they  involve  security  rather  than deception. Wolfe, for example, surprised
Montcalm at Quebec because Montcalm had not thought that the Heights of Abraham could be
scaled;17 and the introduction of centimetric radar helped to change the balance in the battle of the
Atlantic because the Germans were unaware that we had developed this new technique.

THE PRINCIPLES OF DECEPTION

These negative objectives are the function of the security organisation: each objective has a
positive counterpart, which properly constitutes deception. The corresponding objectives of
deception therefore are that the enemy must be persuaded to deduce:

(1) You are somewhere else, and/or he is somewhere else.
(2) Your weapons and forces are different from what they are.
(3) You intend to do something else.
(4) You intend to do it elsewhere.
(5) You intend to do it at a different time.
(6) You intend to do it in a different manner.
(7) Your knowledge of the enemy is either greater or less than actually is.
(8) His operations are either more or less successful than they actually are.
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In short, you are seeking to provide your adversary with clues in his several channels of
observation which are consistent with one another, but from which he will build up a false picture of
reality. You hope then that, basing his own actions on this picture, he will at some crucial time
either act incorrectly and so make himself vulnerable,18 or he will fail to take advantage of a
situation which is in fact favourable to him but which he assesses as unfavourable.

There is scope for artistry in the devising and presentation of clues. While these should be
consistent in every channel by which the victim can derive evidence, they should not be too
obvious. For example, if bogus espionage reports are to be fabricated, they should include the
kinds of error and misinterpretation a genuine spy is likely to make, so that the analytical officer on
the other side will be led to feel that he is getting at the truth by eliminating the errors introduced by
faulty observation or interpretation on the part of the spy. The picture that the analyst builds up will
then be all the more convincing. As a member of the 'Double Cross' operation said: 'An item of
information that the analyst has worked out for himself is worth ten that he has been told'. Or the
supposed spy may report an item faithfully and correctly, but„add that he himself does not believe
it. I call this the 'Herodotus touch' because of the statement in his History that he could scarcely
credit what the Phoenicians had reported when they sailed round Southern Africa, 'The sun rose on
the other side', which subsequent scholars have taken as twin testimony to the bona fides of
Herodotus and to the feat of seamanship on the part of the Phoenicians.

A further touch of artistry in deception is to provide an alternative to your true intentions so
valid that if your adversary detects it as a hoax, you can then switch to it as your major plan and
exploit the fact that he has discounted it as a serious operation.

READING 3.3:  Dr. R. V. Jones, “Unmasking Deception” (1981)

FROM:  Reginald V. Jones, “Intelligence and Deception,” in Robert L. Pfaltzgraff, Jr., Uri Ra’anan,
and Warren H. Milberg (editors), Intelligence Policy and National Security (Hamden, Conn.: Archon
Books, 1981), 19-20.

NOTE:  The most concise theoretical statement of how to deceive and how to detect it is in these
following 690 words.  Dr. Jones gives us three keys.  First, his Channel Model of Deception. 
Second, his two “Microscopic Checks” for Counterdeception, and three his single “Macroscopic
Check” for Counterdeception.  This is an interesting variation on his earlier presentation of what Bill
Harris called Incongruity Analysis.  What I find fascinating is that these two views of deception and
counterdeception are different but complementary.  Brilliant. Take your pick or take both. 
Everything I’ve written on these subjects can be anchored to these 690 words.
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“UNMASKING DECEPTION”
by

R. V. Jones

The important questions of how to deceive and how to detect deception are simple to answer in
principle.  To deceive, you have first to find what channels of information your adversary has at his
disposal, then to make sure that you provide appropriate clues in as many of these channels as
possible, and either block or discredit those channels where you cannot provide positive clues.

To unmask a deception, your adversary must either open up new channels unknown to
you, or work down to a greater depth in some of the existing channels than the depth to which you
have provided clues (or detect an inconsistency in the clues with which you have provided him). 
One reason why 'The Man Who Never Was' operation succeeded was that the consistency of the
clues on the corpse was maintained down to the greatest depth that the Germans could check: the
corpse had died from pneumonia, so the condition of the lungs was consistent with drowning, and
the dog-eared tickets were consistent with the supposed officer being in London at the right time,
and so forth.
 

The 'Jay' deception worked for the same reason; consistent clues were provided in every
channel where we believed the Germans might obtain information: the aircraft themselves, the
agents reporting from England, the 'Jay' beam transmitters and so on, while we removed clues
from the other channels — photographic and electronic reconnaissance — which could have
shown that there was something different about the 'Gee' transmitting stations.

As to how the opening up of a new channel can unmask a deception, I need only point to
the transmitters fitted to some of the VI missiles.  I had not known of these, or that they correctly
gave evidence that the bombardment was falling short; if the Germans had believed the evidence
from this new channel, the deception would have been unmasked.

As regards both the depth of consistency of clues in any one channel, and the opening of
new channels of observation, the intended victim of deception should — as soon as he has formed
a picture of his adversary's intentions - work out all the consequences that he might expect to find if
his diagnosis is correct, and seek to confirm them.  It is then a battle of wits and imagination
between deceiver and unmasker, and the battle will go, as Haig said in 1918, 'to the side which can
hold out the longest' in thinking of verifiable consequences, which the deceiver may have
overlooked.

If checks of the above type may be termed 'microscopic' because they are largely seeking
for overlooked detail, there is also a macroscopic check.  In this, the intended victim should seek
the motive by asking what would be the consequences of his own subsequent actions if he
believes the picture built up from the evidence that has come into his hands.  It was, for example,
possible to dispose of Lord Cherwell's theory in 1943 that the German rocket story was a hoax by
asking what would be the consequences if we believed it.  The obvious answer was that we would
bomb Peenemunde, evident from air photographs that it was a major establishment and the testing
site for German jet developments; and if we needed further confirmation of its importance, there
was the 'microscopic' confirmation that Peenemunde was listed second only to Rechlin in a circular
to Luftwaffe research establishments sent out by a minor clerk in the German Air Ministry, and it
was very improbable that a hoax would have been so thorough as to provide this small clue,
especially as it occurred in an Enigma decode.  A successful attack on Peenemunde would
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therefore wreck a major research establishment, which the Germans would hardly be prepared to
sacrifice.

In principle, it should always be possible to unmask a deception, but it is surprising how
effective deception can be in the stress and speed of operations.  It is a well-known principle of
observation in science that to increase accuracy it is necessary to observe for a longer time, and
successful deception does not allow the victim a long enough time to establish the truth.

READING 3.4: Heuer’s “Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH)” (1999)

FROM: Richards J. Heuer, Jr., Psychology of Intelligence Analysis.  [Langley, VA:] Center for the
Study of Intelligence, Central Intelligence Agency, 1999), 95-110. 

NOTE:  Heuer developed his Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) technique in the early
1980s, shortly after he retired from the CIA where he’d worked since 1951, mainly as an analyst. 
However he didn’t publish this paper on the subject until 1999).  This is an important and,
justifiably, influential paper.  It is the starting point of the brightly promising Stech-Elsaesser model
(2004) and other current elaborations of ACH.  

Heuer’s new (2006) ACH software is available at: www2.parc.com/ isti/projects/
ach/ach.html.
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APPENDIX 4
TIMELINE:  137 Landmark Concepts & Methods in Deception & Detection

This appendix is a chronological list of the dates of introduction of the 137 main theories,
principles, concepts, and methods used by deceivers and detectives.  Although the word
counterdeception hadn’t been coined until 1968, the concept and practice of detecting deception
long precedes any of our teachers, mentors, textbooks, or field manuals.  Documentation goes
back at least 3,800 years.

Even a quick scan of this chronology shows that deception & its detection runs through
time, cuts across cultures, and exists among many disciplines.  For details see Whaley, The
Prevalence of Guile (2007).  Substantial knowledge of the cross-disciplinary history of deception
detection is of great value for honing our analytical skills.  For an extended discussion of this point
see Whaley,”Interdisciplinary Musings on Counterdeception History” (2006).

By 1803 BC Earliest recorded magic trick.  Egyptian conjuror Dedi, cuts off and restores the
heads of a goose, duck, and an ox.

515-512 BC Sun Tzu, Ping Fa [The Principles of War].  The great classic of Chinese military
science.  Stressed the value of deception in war.  First to propose what is now
called “knowing one’s enemy” and “information warfare”.

430-424 BC Herodotus, The Histories.  This classic by the Greek “father of history” includes
the earliest report of the Trojan Horse ruse.

antiquity Loaded dice reported in India, Greece, & Rome.

ca. 350 BC Sun Pin, Ping Fa [Principles of War].  Chinese military manual (discovered in
1972) that, like Sun Tsu’s, stressed deception.

ca. 200 BC Kautilya, Arthashastra [The Science of Economics and Politics].  This classic
Hindu treatise on government and politics expressed a ruthless realism, including
use of deception. 

ca. 155 BC Greek skeptical philosopher Carneades and other ancient medical Empiricists
introduce the theory that diagnosis and prescription are subject to a rough four-
category statistical analysis: 1) always, 2) for the most part, 3) half the time, and
4) rarely.  This theory powerfully contradicted the previous model of the
Rationalists that diagnosis tended to be a rigid either/or matter.

by 150 BC Story in the Book of Daniel of “Susanna and the Elders” in which Daniel resolves
a classic He Said /She Said dilemma by a clever interrogation of the three
suspects that reveals the fatal discrepancy between the stories of the Elders that
proved their false testimony. 
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by 150 BC Story in the Book of Daniel in which Daniel sets a cunning tripwire type of trap to
expose the deceptions of the priests of Baal.

ca. 140 BC Greek historian Polybius, like Sun Tzu earlier, stresses the need for knowing
one’s enemies.

ca. 62 AD Heron of Alexandria, The Pneumatics, a Greek book of physics.  Exposes many
of the “miracles” used by Greek priests to awe the public.  Shows the scientific
tricks they used to gimmick their temples with secret apparatus.  Heron describes
12 types of magic altars and over 40 magic vases and water jars — all operated
by concealed pipes with compressed air or water.   He also exposes the
extraordinary mechanical system of interlocking cogs that let the priests wield a
sword to visibly and dramatically cut through the head of their famous bronze
horse without decapitating it.     

ca. 90 AD Frontinus, Strategemata [The Stratagems].  The earliest surviving Roman text to
partly categorize a substantial number of ruses of war. 

150 AD The illusion of ventriloquism reported in the Mediterranean area by Lucian (also in
the Old Testament).

ca. 163 AD Polyaenus, Strategematium libri octo [Stratagems of War].  Classic Greco-Roman
compilation of 833 case studies of the ruses of war.

by 400 AD Chinese invent the Magic Mirror, which enables them to produce deceptive optical
effects.

ca.  600 AD Emperor Maurice, The Strategikon.  The finest Byzantine textbook on war, more
detailed and comprehensive than any earlier Western text.

1247 Hsi-yüan Chi-lu [Collected Records of the Righting of Wrongs].  Earliest surviving
official Chinese forensic manual.  Includes the first known application of medical
knowledge to the detection of crimes.

1494 Luca Pacioli, Somma di Aritmetica, Geometria, Proporzioni e proporzionalita. 
The final section of this Venetian math textbook includes the first codification of
double-entry bookkeeping, that starting point for detecting most business errors
and malpractices including embezzlement.  Brother Luca was an Italian
mathematician and Franciscan scholar-monk.

1504 England’s King Henry VII ratifies the first law calling for eyewitness testimony. 
The word “evidence” is introduced into English law.  

1512 Guicciardini, Ricordi [Maxims].  Wherein the Florentine lawyer, diplomat, and
friend of Machiavelli proposes the first of three sets of maxims that stress the
importance of realistic skepticism and deception in everyday life and politics.
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1513 Machiavelli, The Prince.  The “father” of modern political science analyzes the key
role of deception in politics.

1518 Machiavelli, Mandragola.  The author uses this comic stage play to extend his
understanding of deception from politics to everyday life.

1521 Machiavelli, The Art of War.  The master theorist of deception extends his
understanding to the theory of warfare.

1526 Marked playing cards first reported having been seen in Venice by Italian
mathematician Cardano 

1570 Italian fencing master Grassi in His True Arte of Defence formulates rules for
counterdeception in martial arts.  Followed in 1632 by Japanese sword master
Yagyū

1584 J. Prevost publishes his La Premiere partie des svbtiles et plaisantes inventions
in Lyon, France.  This is the earliest published description of how most of the then
current repertoire of conjuror’s tricks worked.

1584 Reginald Scot, an English amateur magician, publishes his magisterial
Discouverie of Witchcraft, a defence of witches and conjurors by showing that
they relied only on “natural magic” (scientific principles) to work their apparent
miracles.

1620 Sir Francis Bacon publishes Novum Organum, the first book to set forth the basic
principles of scientific investigation.

1634 Hocus Pocus Junior’s The Anatomie of Legerdemain.  The earliest English-
language text devoted entirely to magic tricks and how to do them.

1681 Jean Mabillon, De re Diplomatica Libri VI.  Mabillon, a French Benedictine monk,
devises and publishes the first formal principles of both paleography (the study of
ancient inscriptions) and diplomatics (the critical analysis & verification of
documents), thereby effectively founding both these investigative sciences.

1690 English philosopher John Locke formulates the Incongruity Theory of Humor. 
This sturdy theory was gradually accepted, to the exclusion of the many
competing theories, by among others Addison (1711), Hazlitt (1819), Leacock
(1916 & 1935), Morreall (1983), Helitzer (1987), and Steve Allen (1993).

1693 First recorded example of the one-ahead method of deception.  This is the
method of keeping a step ahead of the spectators while the deception unfolds. 
Magicians jargon by 1930.  

A one-ahead mentalist card trick was used and exposed by French
mathematician and magic amateur Jacques Ozanam in his Recréatifs
mathématiques et physiques (1693).  Subsequently applied to billet-reading by
spiritualistic mediums in the mid-1800s.
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Although commonly used by pseudo-psychics and magicians, this
enormously powerful method for deceiving is overlooked by military doctrine. 
However, it does sometimes appear in military practice, although rarely.  One
example is Dudley Clarke’s slow building of a notional order of battle.

1746 French philosopher Voltaire applies retroductive logic to his comic character
Zadig in his short satirical novel Zadig, or Destiny (1748), particularly in Chapter 3
where Zadig infers the correct and detailed description of both a dog and a horse
from the trace evidence they left of their respective passages across a desert. 
This, “The Method of Zadig”, foreshadowed the retroductive method adopted by
Charles Peirce, Dr. Joseph Bell, Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Edmond Locard,
and all modern creative scientists and consistently successful police and forensic
detectives and intelligence analysts.

1763 Jigsaw Puzzle invented by London engraver John Spilsbury by dissecting a map
pasted on a board.

1784 Belgian optician Étienne-Gaspard Robert premiers his “Fantasmagorie”, the
miraculous appearance of ghostly figures in smoke (by using a magic lantern).  

1785 French amateur magician Henri Decremps in Le Testament de Jérôme Sharp
spells out the first formal theory of conjuring, including specific advice on how to
avoid detection.

1796 Irish lawyer and literary scholar Edmond Malone,  An Inquiry into the Authenticity
of Certain Miscellaneous Papers and Legal Instruments.  Brilliant exposé of a set
of cunning Shakespearean forgeries.  This was Malone’s third, last, most
influential, and most detailed analysis of forged literary works.  By using a battery
of independent tests (for style, handwriting, and paper), Malone set both the
proto-theory and standard procedures for all future literary detectives.

1810 Vidocq, then a Parisian police detective, becomes the first police officer to match
a suspect's boots to footprints left at a crime scene

1811 The world’s first governmental detective bureau, the Sûreté, is founded in Paris
by Vidocq, a former criminal.  He staffs it exclusively and most effectively with
other ex-criminals, a policy continued until his retirement in 1834.

1813 Spanish-French chemist Mathieu Orfila founds the forensic science of toxicology
by publishing his Trait des Poisons.

1819 English printer T. C. Hansard proposes the first explicitly defined anti-
counterfeiting principle.  The greater the number of skills (he suggested 20)
combined to produce a genuine banknote, the more challenging and more nearly
prohibitively expensive it becomes for any potential counterfeiter working alone or
even with a few skilled craftsmen.  This is a fine anticipation of R. V. Jones’
Channels Principle of Counterdeception and Whaley’s Plus-Minus Rule.
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1833 The word “scientist” coined by English mineralogist and philosopher of science
William Whewell to identify the rising group of professionals working in areas of
what was then called “natural philosophy”.  Then in around 1840 Whewell also
coined the word “physicist”. 

1834 Vidocq, retired from the Sûreté, founds in Paris the world’s first private detective
agency. 

1835 Adolphe Quetelet, famous Belgian statistician, introduces two concepts important
to the theory of detection, namely Quetelet’s Rule (no two things are alike) and
Quetelet’s Curve (all human traits form a binomial distribution).

1837 William Whewell, English philosopher, History of the Inductive Sciences.  A
landmark in logic.

1841 Edgar Allan Poe, “The Purloined Letter.”  American writer publishes the world’s
first modern detective story.  An important exposition of retroductive inference.

1842 The word detective is coined by the British Scotland Yard police bureaucracy in
adjectival form as in "detective officers”.  That same year Scotland Yard formally
establishes its Detective Office.  The word detective passed into Standard English
in precisely this sense the next year, 1843, and then in 1849 or 1850 as a free-
standing noun.

1843 John Stuart Mill, A System of Logic.  Another landmark in logic.

1846 Edgar Allan Poe, in a letter to a friend, gives the earliest explanation of the
difference between plotting a deception and detecting it.

1847 French magician Henri Robin premiers his “The Living Phantasmagoria”, the first
use of mirrors by conjurors to conceal and transpose objects.  

1853 French amateur magician Ponsin first proposes the elements of the Principle of
Naturalness, which is the basis of most deceptions.  Later stressed by American
card sharps Gerritt Evans in 1865 and  Erdnase in 1902, British amateur sleight-
of-hand artist Edwin Sachs in 1877, and most famously by Canadian-American
magician Dai Vernon in modern times.

1854 "Chance only favors the prepared mind."  Louis Pasteur, French biologist, coined
this famous phrase during his inaugural lecture at Lille University.  He was
making the first general connection in science between the role of accident in
observation and the formulation of theory. This is a key element in explaining
“intuitive” detection.

1854 English physician John Snow pioneered the field of epidemiology by applying a
database and a mathematical model to backtrack the source of the great cholera
epidemic then raging in London. 
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1862 Jean-Baptiste Moens, De la falsification des timbres-poste [On the Falsification of
Postage Stamps].  The Belgian author, the world’s first stamp dealer, operating
from his shop in Brussels, publishes the world’s first postage-stamp catalog
devoted specifically to counterfeit stamps and how to identify them.

1862 English entomologist H. W.  Bates published his Theory of Mimicry, an important
early contribution to camouflage theory. 

1865 Gerritt M. Evans, How Gamblers Win.  This book was the world’s first to teach
how to cheat at cards, including that then new popular game called Bluff or Poker. 
Evans was the pen name of Edward M. Grandin, a Yankee professional card
cheat and proprietor of New York’s leading gambling supply house.

1865 U.S. Secret Service established, initially to combat the counterfeiting of U.S.
currency, later as a Presidential protective service.

1865 Charles Sanders Peirce, American founder of pragmatic philosophy, first begins
to define his concept of inferential logic that he called alternatively Abduction or
Retroduction.  He continued to refine this concept in a series of papers issued
until 1911, shortly before his death in 1914.

1879 C. S. Peirce applies his own inferential logic of Retroduction to solve a real-world
mystery.

ca.1879 Henry Faulds, a Scottish missionary and surgeon in Tokyo, Japan, becomes the
first person to apply fingerprinting to crime investigation (by exonerating an
arrested suspect) and the first person to raise latent prints.

1880, Jun T. H. Huxley, “On the Method of Zadig:  Retrospective Prophecy as a Function of
Science,” The Nineteenth Century.  The famous British biologist recommends
Voltaire’s Zadig (1748) as a process for detection by inference, what Peirce called
Retroduction. 

1883 Bertillon, pioneer French criminologist, first uses his new system of
anthropometrics (bertillonage) to identify a habitual criminal.

1884 Special Branch created within the Metropolitan Police (“Scotland Yard”).

1887 Richard Hodgson & S. J. Davey publish “The Possibilities of Mal-Observation and
Lapse of Memory from a Practical Point of View” in Proceedings of the Society for
Psychical Research.  A classic study by two pioneer psychic researchers — Dr.
Richard Hodgson, an Australian lawyer and amateur magician, and Mr. Davey, an
English archivist and amateur magician.  The two men staged séance
phenomena (using Davey’s usual conjuring tricks with slates) for a series of
subjects (“sitters”) who then wrote up what they recalled having just seen.  Their
report documented how their subjects tended to omit important events, invent
others, and recall events out of sequence.  Important mainly because this was, I
believe, the world’s first study to identify and prove these now generally accepted
eyewitness oversights of perception and slips of memory.
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1887, Dec Arthur Conan Doyle, A Study in Scarlet, published in Beeton’s Christmas Annual. 

Sherlock Holmes bursts full-blown upon the world in this short novel.  That his
extraordinary retroductive technique of detection could appear virtually complete
in this first of 60 novels and short stories is a tribute to the great medical detective
who inspired him, Doyle’s teacher, Dr. Joe Bell.

1901 Austrian research physician Karl Landsteiner created the forensic field of
serological “fingerprinting” by discovering the blood groups A, B, and O.  He
added the AB group in 1902, co-discovered the M and N groups in 1927, and co-
discovered the Rh groups in 1940.

1901 Scotland Yard replaces Bertillon’s anthropometry with fingerprinting as the
preferred means for proving personal ID.

1902 S. W. Erdnase, Artifice Ruse and Subterfuge at the Card Table: A Treatise on the
Science and Art of Manipulating Cards.  The most famous book on how to cheat
at cards.  Better known under its reprint title of The Expert at the Card Table. 
Erdnase, an extraordinarily inventive American card sharp and amateur magician,
was most probably the pen name of Milton Franklin Andrews,(1872-1905).

1907 Arthur Conan Doyle uses Dr. Bell’s and Sherlock’s inferential logic of
Retroduction to solve his first (of two) real-world mysteries.

1910 The comparison microscope is first applied to the analysis of questioned
documents by 1910 and then around 1925 to ballistics.

1910 Albert S. Osborn, Questioned Documents.  The first comprehensive textbook on
how to authenticate documents.

1910 First in-house police crime laboratory opened in Lyons, France, by French
scientist Edmond Locard who began with two attic rooms and two assistants. 
The first in the USA was opened by August Vollmer in 1923 during his brief stint
as Chief of the Los Angeles Police Department.  The second was opened by the
Chicago police in 1930 when they absorbed the private forensic lab of Dr. Calvin
Goddard.  Two years after that, in 1932, the FBI's crime lab was founded and has
long been the world’s largest and most expensively equipped although not
necessarily the best. Scotland Yard didn’t get around to opening its in-house
Police Laboratory until 1935. 

1913 M.O., the modus operandi system whereby criminals are profiled by their usually
characteristic operational styles was invented by Major L. W. Atcherley, an
English soldier and policeman.

1913, Dec First true crossword puzzle designed by English editor Arthur Wynne is published
in the New York World newspaper.
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1915 The first modern “lie detector” perfected after about two years experimentation by
William Moulton Marston, a 22-year-old psychology graduate at Harvard’s
Radcliffe College.  He called it the “Systolic Blood Pressure Deception Test”. 
This monographic system was superceded in 1921 by Larson’s polygraph.

1915 The French Army establishes the world’s first camouflage unit.

1917 British General Allenby tricks the Turks in the Battle of Meggido, Palestine.

1918, Oct. Colonel Richard Meinertzhagen issues the first British Army manual of deception
and camouflage.  Among other things it is apparently the first text to define a
difference between “negative camouflage” (hiding) and “positive camouflage”
(showing).

1920 British artist Solomon J. Solomon coins the terms “strategic camouflage” and
“tactical camouflage”.

1920 Edmond Locard, L’Enquête Criminelle et les Méthodes Scientifiques [Criminal
Investigation and Scientific Methods]. The first comprehensive textbook of
criminology.  Written by the great French criminalist and creator of Locard’s
Exchange Principle (first stated here on p.139), which is the grand scientific
foundation of all the forensic sciences.

1921 The polygraph-type “lie detector” co-invented in America by John A. Larson with
George W. Haney and Leonarde Keeler. 

1928 Johnson & Palmer’s fictional Murder:Thirty-two Thrilling Crimes introduces the
instantly popular vogue of the challenge to the reader to play detective by trying to
solve the mystery at an announced point where all essential clues have appeared
but before the story’s detective discloses the solution.

1928 Ramsey Theory, a pioneering contribution to Small World Theory, invented by
English mathematician Frank Ramsey.

1929 Capt. B. H. Liddell Hart, The Decisive Wars of History: A Study in Strategy. 
Introduces this famous British military theorist’s key notion of  the “Indirect
Approach”.  Gives a somewhat systematic analysis of 240 military campaigns in
27 decisive wars from 405 BC to AD 1918.

1934 Austrian philosopher of science Karl Popper began arguing that one can never
prove statements or hypotheses to be true, only disprove those that are false. 
This revolutionary Theory of Falsification did not begin to become widely known
until 1959 with publication of his The Logic of Scientific Discovery.  Popper’s
theory, although controversial as a general principle, does provide a specific key
to detecting deception whenever present.
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1935 French Lt.-Col. P.-J. Lorillard’s Ruses de Guerre et contre-ruses.  A collection of
military stratagems analyzed historically from Ancient Greece to 1935 and by
several categories including ambushes & feints.

1940 Charles H. Hopkins, "Outs": Precautions and Challenges.  The classic pamphlet
on the subject of the magicians' "out".  Although designed for conjurors
specialized in card work, it is relevant to all branches of magic and, indeed, all
forms of deception. 

1940, Dec Colonel (Later Brigadier) Dudley Clarke founds “A” Force in Cairo as the
deception planning unit for the British in the MIddle East & Mediterranean Theatre
for the duration of WW II.

1941 Murray Hill, at the Bell Laboratories develops the voice spectrograph, thereby
initiating voice-print research.

1941, Jan British MI-5's Twenty Committee holds the first of its weekly meetings, which
continued to the end of WW II.  It managed all double agents being played back
against their German masters.

1941, early Gen. Wavell sends Col. Dudley Clarke to London to sell Wavell’s idea for
centralized management of strategic & operational military deception operations. 
This leads to the formation of the LCS in Jun 1942.

1941, Jun Operation BARBAROSSA, the deception plan for Hitler’s surprise invasion of the
Soviet Union, launched.  This was Nazi Germany’s most elaborate and tightly
coordinated deception operation of World War Two.

1941, Dec Pearl Harbor attack.  Japanese Admiral Yamamoto’s well-coordinated deception
operation assures surprise.

1942, Jan R. V. Jones’s “Spoof” paper for the British Air Ministry advances the first theory of
deception in electronic warfare.  States its fundamental principle: “No imitation
can be perfect without being the real thing.”

1942, Mar Maj. (Later Col.) Peter Fleming brought to India to found “D” Force, the British
deception planning group for the China-Burma India Theatre.  He remained in that
position until the end of the war.

1942, Jun London Controlling Section (LCS) founded.  It served in the British War Cabinet’s
Joint Planning Staff to plan and oversee all strategic and major tactical deception
operations for the duration of WW II.

1944, early Operations BODYGUARD & FORTITUDE, the deception stories to mask the
Allied invasion of Hitler’s Fortress Europe at Normandy.  This was the Allies’s 
most elaborate and tightly coordinated deception operation of World War Two.
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1944 John von Neumann & Oskar Morgenstern, The Theory of Games and Economic
Behavior.  The seminal book on Game Theory.  Importantly includes the first
Theory of Bluffing.

 
1945, Aug Soviet invasion of Manchuria, their most elaborate and highly coordinated

deception operation of WW II. 

1947 The “control question” method introduced in polygraph testing by John E. Reid.

1947 American psychologists Allport & Postman propose the first theory of how rumors
develop & spread.  This is a landmark in Small World HUMINT theory.

1948 Norbert Weiner, Cybernetics; or Control and Communication in the Animal and
the Machine.  Popularizes the systematic analysis of feedback mechanism and
coins the word “cybernetics” to define it. 

1948 Claude Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication,” Bell System
Technical Journal.  Introduces the electronic Theory of Communication (or
Information Theory), which has been widely although often inappropriately applied
in the social sciences.

1949 Claude Shannon, “Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems,”  Bell System
Technical Journal.  The first systematic theory of cryptology — both cryptography
and cryptanalysis.

1950 Alan Turing, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence,” Mind: A Quarterly Review
of Psychology and Philosophy.  A witty paper in which the English mathematician
gayly launches the new field of Artificial Intelligence (AI).

1950 America’s first school of criminology established at UC-Berkeley by Berkeley
Police Chief August Vollmer. With Paul Kirk as Professor of Criminalistics.

1950 Term “gatekeeper” adopted by American professor of journalism David Manning
White to refer to those persons who control the flow of information from sender to
receiver, specifically those in the mass media field from reporter, to rewriter, to
editors.

1953 The double-helix structure of the DNA molecule discovered by Drs. Francis Crick
and James D. Watson, an English and an American biologist at Cambridge
University.  A masterpiece of retroductive and ACH analysis. 

1956 American psychologist George A. Miller published “The Magic Number Seven,
Plus or Minus Two:  Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing Information”.

1957 R. V. Jones, "The Theory of Practical Joking — Its Relevance to Physics,"
Bulletin of the Institute of Physics.  Dr. Jones was a leading British military
deception planner, experimental physicist, and practical joker — three activities
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that he links by theory in this landmark paper.  By doing so he extends his special
theory of military deception into other disciplines to create the first general and
systematic Theory of Deception.

1962 Roberta Wohlstetter, Pearl Harbor: Warning and Decision.  Classic and brilliant
study of intelligence analysis that took the 1941 Japanese surprise attack as its
case example.  Concluded that only hindsight can let us separate any warning
signals from the surrounding noise.  That popular theory was first challenged in
1968-69 by Bill Harris & Bart Whaley.

1962 Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.  The most recent plateau
in the philosophy of science.

1963 British Zoologist Peter Medawar in his landmark article “Is the Scientific Paper
Fraudulent?” points out explicitly for the first time the irony that scientific journal
papers traditionally omit describing the abductive process that was the essential
background to the reported study.   

1968 Richard Christie & Florence Geis, "Some Consequences of Taking Machiavelli
Seriously."  This paper by Prof. Christie and his research assistant at Columbia
University effectively reintroduces deception studies to the discipline of
psychology after a half century of near total neglect.

1968 William R. Harris, a lawyer, while seated in his shoddy but adequate TA office at
Harvard, coins the term “counter-deception”.  He proclaims this an analogy to
“counter-intelligence”, specifically meaning the detection of deception, although
acknowledging that it may be extended to encompass “triple cross”, that is the
active measures to turn an opponent’s deception back upon himself.

1969 Barton Whaley, Operation Barbarossa.  This MIT doctoral dissertation was a case
study of the German deception operations that contributed to their surprise attack
on the USSR on 22 June 1941.  It challenged the Wohlstetter (1962) narrow two-
part signals/noise model with a three-part model for detecting the presence of
deception in strategic military operations.  Published in 1973 as Codeword
BARBAROSSA.

1969 Whaley, Stratagem: Deception and Surprise in War.  A general study by an MIT
researcher of deception that casually surveyed the field and then focused
systematically on 168 battles in 16 wars from 1914 thru 1968.

1970 William R. Harris, Counter-Deception Planning: Strategy and Organization.  A
brief (37-page) but key paper on detecting military deception.  Written during the
author’s initial brief stay at the RAND Corporation.

1976 Michael Handel, Perception, Deception and Surprise: The Case of the Yom
Kippur War.  Israeli intelligencer and military historian Dr. Handel adopts the
Wohlstetter inevitability-of-surprise theory.
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1978 Richard Betts, ”Analysis, War and Decision: Why Intelligence Failures are
Inevitable,” World Politics.  Wherein Prof. Betts joins the Wohlstetter pessimists
by proposing his own theory of the inevitability of Intelligence failure and hence of
strategic surprise.  He concludes reluctantly by preaching “tolerance for disaster.”

1979 J. Bowyer Bell & Bart Whaley present their “Dublin Papers” to the CIA’s short-
lived Deception Research Project . These two papers by an historian and a
political theorist put forward both a typology of deception (the Bell-Whaley 3 x 3
Matrix) and a circular deception process model.

1979 Whaley’s DECEPTR database covers 232 battles in 20 wars from 1914 thru
1973. 

1980 Daniel & Herbig introduce their deception typology of M[isdirection]-Type versus
A[mbiguity]-Type.

1984 DNA “fingerprinting” (FLRP) discovered by English molecular biologist Dr. Alec
Jeffreys.

1985 Paul Ekman, Telling Lies: Clues to Deceit in the Market Place, Politics and
Marriage.  An American social and experimental psychologist publishes what is
still the most comprehensive survey and analysis of verbal deception and its
detection.

1986, Aug Honeypot system to entrap computer intruders.  Devised by astrophysicist  Dr.
Clifford Stoll at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

1986, Nov Richards J. Heuer, Jr., Guidelines for Analyzing Competing Hypotheses.  This
original analytical method, the Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) was
developed by Heuer in the mid-1980s after retiring from the CIA.

1987 Ariel Levite, Intelligence and Strategic Surprises.  Israeli scholar takes a
moderate position in the Wohlstetter-versus-Whaley position on the inevitability of
strategic surprise.

1988 Ephraim Kam, Surprise Attack: The Victim’s Perspective.  Israeli political scientist
and former intelligence analyst, joins the Wohlstetter strategic-surprise-is-
inevitable school. 

1988 Juan Tamariz, Spanish master magician, publishes his Theory of False Solutions.

1995 Charles M. Abernathy & Robert M. Hamm, Surgical Intuition: What It Is and How
to Get It.  On the scientific value of intuition in decision-making during surgery. 
Finds it is domain-specific but teachable through the study of “surgical scripts”,
which are transcripts of highly experienced surgeons talking themselves through
problems that arise during operations.  These surgeons cut mostly intuitively, that
is by nearly instant pattern recognition of previously known similar cases — in
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much the same manner as do chess masters, an analogy the authors rightly
credit to De Groot (1965 & 1996) and Simon (1973).  I see this process as very
closely analogous to “intuition” in all other forms of detection.  

1997 Eric Hebborn, The Art Forger’s Handbook (1997).  The best-ever how-to book of
art forgery.  Richly detailed technical, commercial, and psychological tips on how
to forge drawings and paintings that will deceive experts and — by reverse
engineering — how to detect them.

1998 FBI opens the USA’s first interstate DNA database (NIDIS).

2000 CBS-TV launches its CSI: Crime Scene Investigation series, which triggers an
explosion of enough clones to saturate public awareness of the forensic sciences.

2004 FBI’s NDIS DNA database reaches 2,130,000.  

2004 Frank Stech and Christopher Elsässer, “Midway Revisited:  Detecting Deception
by Analysis of Competing Hypothesis.”  This 26-page paper is. arguably one of
the three most promising papers on counter-deception to appear in the past two
or three decades.  An extension and elaboration of Heuer’s ACH model (1999),
the Stech-Elsaesser MITRE-ACH-CD model has stimulated the current flurry of
research interest in ACH R&D.

2005 The Foreign Denial & Deception Committee transfers from the DCI to the DNI.
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APPENDIX 5
RECOMMENDED READINGS

For convenience, the locations of the following 50 books and articles are mentioned under
“LOC:”.  The reference BW means a copy is available in the “Barton Whaley Collection” with the
CIA Library.  Some items marked “Internet” require subscriptions, but these may be accessed
through interlibrary loan from your local public or governmental library.
 

Altman, Lawrence K. 
“For Science’s Gatekeepers, a Credibility Gap,” New York Times, 2 May 2006.
LOC: BW; Internet.

A damning exposé of the generally, systematically, and increasingly weak fact-
checking by the editor-gatekeepers at nearly all the major “peer-reviewed”
scientific and medical journals.  A cautionary tale for all intelligence analysts.

Baclawski, Joseph A.
“A Basic Intelligence Need: The Best Map of Moscow,” Studies in Intelligence,
Semiannual Edition, No.1 (1997).
LOC: Internet.

A model of high-quality intelligence collection and collation in the face of local
efforts at concealment.  Describes how the CIA put together and up-dated the
most detailed maps of Moscow during the Cold War when the Soviet security
service sought to keep such basic information secret.  It was not until 1989 that
the Soviet government made maps publically available — ones based on the
CIA’s format.

Bacon, Sir Francis
 “Of Simulation and Dissimulation.”  In his Essays, No.6 (1625).
LOC: Internet.

This is the earliest statement I find of the binary elements of showing the false
and hiding the real that form the basis of the theory of deception & detection given
in this Textbook.

Barlow, H. B.
“Redundancy reduction revisited,” Network: Computation in Neural Systems, Vol.12, No.3
(Aug 2001), 241-253.
LOC: BW.

One effective technique for filtering information overload.
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Barnes, J.  A.
A pack of lies:  Towards a sociology of lying.  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1994, 200pp.
LOC: BW.

A fine book by a British sociologist on deception and its detection, missing only an
appreciation of the key role of Incongruity Theory.

Behrens, Roy R.
False Colors:  Art, Design and Modern Camouflage.  Dysart, Iowa: Bobolink Books, 2002,
223pp.
LOC: BW.

Simply the best all-round book on camouflage.  Not only gives us the theory that
ties deception to art, design, and war but extends its reach to encompass con
games, magic, and visual illusions in general.  Consequently both perfect for
beginners and a finishing school for veteran camoufleurs.  

All this fine book lacks is some explicit statement of how one detects
these deceptions (such as through Incongruity Theory).  Instead we must infer
counterdeception by reverse engineering.

Bell, J. Bowyer
"Dragonworld (II): Deception, Tradecraft, and the Provisional IRA," International Journal of
Intelligence and Counterintelligence, Vol. 8, no. 1 (Spring 1995): 21-50.

Although Dr. Bell takes the IRA as his main case example, he zeros in on the
basic motives, dynamics, tradecraft, and modes of deception that are common to
all illicit rebel organizations.  In the course of this essay, Bell tells us more about
terrorists, including the Islamists, than all but a handful of those self-styled
“experts” on terrorism who have been chattering on American TV since 9/11.

Bennett, Michael; Edward Waltz
Counterdeception Principles and Applications for National Security.  Boston: Artech
House, 2007, 335pp.
LOC: BW.

A welcome book that delivers more than its title.

Bennett, Michael; and Russell R. Vane III
“Using Hypergames for Deception Planning and Counterdeception Analysis,” Defense
Intelligence Journal, Vol.15, No.2 (2006), 117-138.
LOC: BW.

A pioneering adaptation of hypergaming to deception/counterdeception scenarios. 
Hypergames are able to deal with deception because they permit four special
new rules or parameters (as explained elsewhere by Carlo Kopp):

1) Players may have false perceptions of the goals or intentions of the
other players.
2) Players may not know the choices available to the other players.
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3) Players may not even know who the other players are.
4) Each player may be constrained by any combination of the above
rules.

Consequently, unlike conventional games, hypergames are not games of “perfect
information”.  On the contrary, deceptions, misperceptions, and surprises may
apply.  This is what makes hypergaming relevant to counterdeception analysis. 

Bond, Michael 
“Interview:  Michael Koubi, Israeli Interrogator,” New Scientist, Vol.184, No.2474 (20 Nov
2004), 46-48.
LOC: BW.

Summarizes the interrogation techniques of a top Israeli interrogator of terrorists. 
Koubi, a 21-year veteran of the Israeli Security Service (“Shin Bet”), had been its
chief interrogator 1987-1993.  The shortest and one of the three best ever
published pieces on prisoner interrogation by senior practitioners.  The second is
Toliver & Scharff (1979).  Third most revealing, if you read between the lines, is
Aussaresses (2002).

Brugioni, Dino A.
“The Unidentifieds,” Studies in Intelligence, Vol.13, No.3 (Summer 1969), 1-20.
Reprinted in H. Bradford Westerfield (editor), Inside CIA’s Private World  (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1995), 8-26.
LOC: BW.

On the limits on interpreting overhead images of certain kinds of objects.   Points
out that correct identification may often require other lines of sight, some of which
can only be obtained by agents on the ground.

 
Chisum, W. Jerry; & Brent E. Turvey

Crime Reconstruction.  Amsterdam: Elsevier/Academic Press, 2006, 587pp.
LOC: BW.

Sets forth an SOP for crime reconstructionists.  The process of reconstructing a
crime (or any deception) from its results is a classic exercise in abductive
(retroductive) logic that seeks to infer causes from their effects.  Necessarily, this
process involves the analysis of competing hypotheses (ACH).

Duenwald, Mary
“The Physiology of Facial Expressions: A self-conscious look of fear, anger, or happiness
can reveal more than a lie detector,” Discover (Jan 2005).
LOC: Internet.

A handy summary of the work by Paul Ekman and O’Sullivan at the University of
San Francisco on the facial “microexpressions” over which we have little
conscious control.  These revealing but brief (2 or 3 second) sets of movements
by our facial muscles create the following 7 main types of expressions: fear,
anger, happiness, contempt, surprise, disgust, sadness.  Importantly, all of these
tell-tales work across cultures and all are generally recognized.  However, all can
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to some extent be mimicked by actors and deceivers but these faked expressions
can be read by a few naturally attentive or specially trained observers.

My students from Special Ops (mostly battle veteran captains and
majors), knowing their future combat missions might depend on their ability to tell
liars from truth-tellers, always ask about this and similar techniques.  This article
dispels the popular myths. While people can be taught to “read” the tell-tale
expressions, it requires intense training by experts.

Gigerenzer, Gerd
Gut Feelings: The Intelligence of the Unconscious.  New York: Viking, 2007, 280pp.
LOC: BW.

A stimulating and highly readable summary of the German psychologist’s work of
the part two decades.  Popular but still scholarly.

 
Grazioli, Stefano; Karim Jamal, and Paul E. Johnson

“A Cognitive Approach to Fraud Detection,” Journal of Forensic Accounting, Vol.7 (2006),
65-88.
LOC: BW; Internet.

Harris, William R.
Counter-Deception Planning: Strategy and Organization.  Santa Monica: CA: The RAND
Corporation, 1970, 37pp.
LOC: BW.

A short but key paper on detecting military deception.  Written during the author’s
initial brief stay at RAND.  Harris, extended his studies of deception to
encompass its detection, for which he had coined the word “counterdeception” in
1968.

Hebborn, Eric
The Art Forger’s Handbook.  London: Cassell, 1997, 404pp.
LOC: BW (reprint).

The best-ever how-to book on the forgery of paintings.  Richly detailed technical,
commercial, and psychological tips on how to forge drawings and paintings that
will deceive experts and — by reverse engineering — how to detect them.  The
late English artist was himself a master forger.

Herbert, Matthew
“The Intelligence Analyst as Epistemologist,” Journal of Intelligence and
Counterintelligence, Vol.19, No.4 (Winter 2006-2007), 666-684.
LOC: BW; Internet.

Urges that military-political intelligence analysts learn from the 2,500-year old
tradition of knowledge theory known as epistemology.  Includes a useful
discussion of Bayesian analysis.
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Heuer, Richards J., Jr.
Psychology of Intelligence Analysis.  [Langley, VA:] Center for the Study of Intelligence,
Central Intelligence Agency, 1999, 184pp.
LOC: BW; Internet.

Collected and reedited papers written by the author for internal use by CIA 1978-
1986.  Most relevant.  Very highly recommended by Jack Davis, J. Ransom Clark,
James Wirtz, and Frank Stech.  See particularly Heuer’s article “Analysis of
Competing Hypotheses” (pp.95-109).  See also Richards J. Heuer, Jr., & Randy
Pherson, ACH Tutorial (Mar 2007), available on the Internet.

Hewish, Mark 
“Panning for gold,” Jane’s International Defence Review, No.34 (1 Dec 2001), 29, 52.
LOC: BW.

A concise overview of US and UK state of the art in military data collection,
coordination, and winnowing.

Hoving, Thomas
False Impressions: The Hunt for Big-Time Art Fakes.  New York: Simon & Schuster,
1996, 366pp.
LOC: BW.

An amusing, intelligent, and highly informative memoir of the author’s career as a
“fakebuster” in the world of art.

Hyman, Ray
“The Psychology of Deception,” Annual Review of Psychology, Vol.40 (1989), 133-154.
LOC: BW.

Valuable introductory survey of the history and theory of the entire field from con
artists to gambling cheats and magicians, etc.   Prof. Hyman, an amateur
magician and professional psychologist, concludes that a “strong” psychology of
deception is possible, although he suggests a cross-disciplinary theory is apt to
be the most effective result.

Jones, R. V.
"The Theory of Practical Joking—Its Relevance to Physics," Bulletin of the Institute of
Physics (London: June 1957), 193-201.
LOC: BW. 

Dr. Jones was a leading British military deception planner, experimental physicist,
and practical joker — three activities that he links by theory in this landmark
paper.  By doing so he extends his special theory of military deception into other
disciplines to create the first general and systematic Theory of Deception.
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Jones, R.  V.
Reflections on Intelligence.  London: Heinemann, 1989, 376pp.
LOC: BW.

Repeats all key points in the British physicist’s several earlier papers and books,
updates much of them, corrects some points, and adds a few new topics.   If you
are allowed only one work by deception & counterdeception on your desert isle,
this should be it.

Klein, Gary, Roberta Calderwood, and Anne Clinton-Cirocco
“Rapid Decision Making on the Fireground,” in Proceedings of the Annual Human Factors
Society: 30th Annual Meeting, 1986 (Santa Monica, CA: 1986), 576-580.
LOC: BW.

Pioneering study by a team of experimental psychologists of how real strategic
decisions were made in actual situations of high risk and extreme urgency.  The
subjects were firefighter commanders as they arrive on the scene of a fire.  The
researchers’ initial hypothesis was that experienced fire commanders would be
forced by time constraints on arrival at a fire emergency to considered no more
than two options at each decision point. Their research falsified this hypothesis. 
On the contrary, commanders universally claimed they never considered any
options but always came up immediately with a single course of action that was
then executed.  In other words their decisions were purely intuitional, albeit based
on a mental data bank of extensive prior training and experience.

Lorini, Emiliano; and Cristiano Castelfranchi
“The cognitive structure of surprise: looking for basic principles,” Topoi: An International
Review of Philosophy (forthcoming 2007).
LOC: BW; Internet.

Proposes a specific model of surprise, specifically as applicable to artificial
intelligence (AI).  Definition: “Surprise is the automatic reaction to a mismatch”. 
Proposes two main types of surprise:
1) “Mismatched-based surprise,” which is an “inconsistency (discrepancy,
mismatch, non-assimilation, lack of integration) between an incoming input and
our previous knowledge, in particular an actual prediction or a potential
prediction.”  It is an unexpected event.
2) “Astonishment, which is “surprise in recognition” where one recognizes the
implausibility of a perceived fact.  It is an implausible event.

McLachlan, Donald 
Room 39: A Study in Naval Intelligence.  New York: Atheneum, 1968.
LOC: BW.

Still the best introductory text to this subject.
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Marrin, Stephen; and Jonathan D. Clemente
“Improving Intelligence Analysis by Looking to the Medical Profession,” International
Journal of Intelligence and Counterintelligence, Vol.18, No.4 (Winter 2005-2006), 707-
729.
BW; Internet.

The authors greatly elaborate on these leads they credit to Walter Laqueur (1985)
and Richards Heuer (1999) — who with Sherman Kent (1949) had earlier seen an
analogy between the medical and intelligence models of analysis.

I agree wholeheartedly that intelligence analysts can profit from adopting
those parts of the medical diagnosis model that emphasize systematic analysis
over pure intuition.  Indeed their conclusions are strongly supported by other
studies.  However, I believe we should keep three points in mind:
! First, the scientific status and general effectiveness of the medical model

is surpassed by analytical methods and rigorous protocols used as SOP
in several other professions — notably physics, cognitive psychology,
most of the forensic sciences, questioned documents examiners, and
several others whose members follow comparatively rigorous 
procedures.

! Second, the kinds of rigorous analytical protocols that Marrin & Clemente
admire in medicine are common among research and experimental
physicians but are rare among clinical MDs.

! Third, the overall performance of physicians as medical detectives
(diagnosticians) is still well below the standards in physics and even the
airline and automotive safety industries.
Therefore, while Marrin & Clemente should be required reading for all

teachers and designers of Intelligence analyses, we don’t need to send our
analysts to medical school.

Miller, George A. 
“The Magic Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two:  Some Limits on Our Capacity for
Processing Information,” Psychological Review, Vol.63 (1956), 81-97.
LOC: BW; Internet.

A landmark in cognitive psychology.  First to suggest the limit of 7 ± 2 “bits” for the
human brain’s short-term memory’s ability to process information at any one time
on one subject.  However, as Miller points out, this limit can be practically
extended by “chunking” data into larger units (such as a theory or model) before
processing.  But the number of “chunks” that can be handled in immediate
memory is still 7 ± 2.

 “The cognitive revolution: a historical perspective,” Trends in Cognitive Sciences, Vol.7,
No.3 (Mar 2003), 141-144.
LOC: BW; Internet.

The most concise summary of the origin of cognitive science as a discipline given
as a personal memoir by one of its founders.
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Miller, Greg; and Patrick J. McDonnell
“Analysts Aimed Low to Score a Direct Hit,” Los Angeles Times, 15 Dec 2003.
LOC: BW.

How U.S. Special Ops intel adopted Small World network theory to successfully
track down Saddam Hussein.

Newman, Mark; Albert-Lászlo Barabási), Duncan Watts (editors)
The Structure and Dynamics of Networks.  Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
2006, 582pp.
LOC: BW.

The most up to date and comprehensive volume on Small World network theory
and practice.

Nickell, Joe
Detecting Forgery: Forensic Investigation of Documents.  Lexington: The University Press
of Kentucky, 1996, 228pp.
LOC: BW.

Stresses the need for a “multi-evidential” or “holistic” approach.

Nordby, Jon J.
Dead Reckoning: The Art of Forensic Detection.  Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, 2000,
273pppp.
LOC: BW.

Major principles of detection closely illustrated by 10 case studies — a model way
to use case examples to teach theory.    

Pope, Simon; Audun Jøsang, David McAnally
“Formal Methods of Countering Deception and Misperception in Intelligence Analysis,”
Proceedings of the 11th International Command and Control Research Technology
Symposium ICCRTS (“Coalition Command and Control in the Networked Era”), 2006,
28pp + 13 slide PowerPoint presentation.
LOC: BW; Internet.

Rapezzi, Claudio; Roberto Ferrari, Angelo Branzi
“White coats and fingerprints: diagnostic reasoning in medicine and investigative methods
of fictional detectives,” British Medical Journal, Vol.331, No.7531 (24 Dec 2005), 1491-
1494.
LOC: BW.

Surveys the three styles of logical detection (deduction, induction, abduction) in
the crime fictions of Poe, Doyle, Christie, Stout, Chandler, and Simenon. 
Identifying an analogy with medical practice and deploring the increasingly
common “literal and uncritical implementation of clinical guidelines” this article
concludes that:

“For well honed clinicians, the clinical part of the diagnostic
investigation is ... the capacity to establish links among various
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physical and laboratory or instrumental findings with an eye to
both the consistencies and inconsistencies.  In this context,
simple explanations really do have the same value as the more
complex and expensive ones.” (p.1494)

These 4 pages give one of the two most concise and yet nearly perfect
statements of how to detect deception — the other being Jones (1981), which is
given above in Basic Readings #3 (“Unmasking Deception”).

This is a serious article in spite of having appeared in the BMJ’s
traditional annual light-hearted end-of-year issue.  All three co-authors are Italian
MD cardiologists in Italy.

Shannon, Claude E. 
“A Mathematical Theory of Communication,” Bell System Technical Journal, Vol.27 (Jul &
Oct 1948), 379-423 & 623-656.
LOC: BW.

This is the landmark paper in Communication/Information Theory.

Shultz, Jr., Richard H.; & Roy Godson
“Intelligence Dominance: A better way forward in Iraq,” The Weekly Standard, Vol.11,
Issue 43 (31 Jul 2006).
LOC: BW.

Stresses the war-winning advantage of getting superior Intelligence on the
ground, particularly HUMINT, in situations of asymmetrical conflict.

I agree without exception.  I’d only add that development of a basic but
reasonably substantial HUMINT capability is almost always easier — often much
easier — through networking than most urban Westerners assume.

Shultz, Jr. Richard J. and Andrea J. Dew
“Counterinsurgency, by the Book,” New York Times, 7 Aug 2006, p.A21.
LOC: BW; Internet.

Complements the above article by Shultz & Godson by extending the analysis
beyond Iraq to all existing and potential insurgency situations.  Does this by a
clever and, I believe, effective critique of FM 3-24, which since 2006 has been the
US Army and Marine Corps field manual on counterinsurgency.

Stech, Frank; and Christopher Elsässer
“Midway Revisited: Detecting Deception by Analysis of Competing Hypothesis.”  A 26-
page paper presented by Stech at the 72nd MORS Symposium, Naval Postgraduate
School, 24 Jun 2004.
LOC: BW; Internet.

Arguably one of the three most promising papers on counterdeception to appear
in the past two or three decades.  An extension and elaboration of Heuer’s ACH
model (1999), their ACH-CD (counterdeception) model may well prove the most
effective tool for preserving and analyzing alternative hypotheses in the face of
those cognitive blocks and distractions summarized by Jervis , Heuer, and others.
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Swets, John A. ; Robyn M. Dawes (1936-    ), and John Monahan
 “Better Decisions through Science,” Scientific American, Vol.283, No.4 (Oct 2000), 82-87.
LOC: BW.

Presents a persuasive case for the view that sound statistical prediction rules
always trump clinical judgments about diagnostic decisions.

Taroni, Franco; Colin Aitken, Paolo Garbolino, Alex Biedermann
Bayesian Networks and Probabilistic Inference in Forensic Science.  Chichester, Eng.:
Wiley, 2006, 351pp.

The first book-length coverage of this statistical method.  The high ratio of plain
language to jargon & math makes this one of the more widely accessible texts for
non-experts like myself. 

Treverton, Gregory F.
“Risks and Riddles: The Soviet Union was a Puzzle.  Al Qaeda is a Mystery.  Why we
need to know the difference,” (Jun 2007), 98-102.
LOC: BW; Internet.

Whaley, Barton
Codeword BARBAROSSA.  Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1973, 376pp.
LOC: BW.

Case study of the German deception operations that contributed to their surprise
attack on the USSR on 22 June 1941.  Challenges the narrow Wohlstetter (1962)
signals/noise model with a more general model for detecting the presence of
deception in strategic military operations.

Stratagem: Deception and Surprise in War.  Cambridge, MA: Center for International
Studies, MIT, 1969, 985pp,
Reprinted (less Appendix B), Boston: Artech House, 2006, 560pp.    LOC: BW.

Comprehensive study.  A historical overview, survey of the major national
doctrines, 164 case studies, and a data base of those cases.

"Thoughts on the Cost-Effectiveness of Deception and Related Tactics in the Air War
1939-1945," Research Paper, Office of Research and Development, Central Intelligence
Agency, and Mathtech, Inc., Rosslyn, VA, March 1979, vi+170pp.
LOC: BW.

A case study of deception cost-benefits and the cycle of electronic counter-
measures (ECM) and counter-counter-measures (ECCM) employed by the British
and German air forces in WW II. 
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Whaley, Barton
“Interdisciplinary Musings on Counterdeception History,“ Defense Intelligence Journal,
Vol.15, No.2 (2006), 31-50.
LOC: BW.

On the cause of and how to avoid certain dysfunctions of over-specialization by
intelligence analysts.

The Prevalence of Guile: Deception through Time and across Cultures and Disciplines. 
Washington, DC: Foreign Denial & Deception Committee, National Intelligence Center,
Office of the Director Of National Intelligence, 2007, 101pp.
LOC: BW.

A general survey of these topics.

 “The 1% Solution: Cost-Benefits of Military Deception & Counterdeception,” in John
Arquilla and Douglas Borer (editors), Information Studies: A Guide to Theory and Practice
(London: Routledge , forthcoming 2007).

A study collating and analyzing the few available statistics that compare the
personnel and material costs of specific deceptions to their measurable results. 
These statistics generally verify the extensive anecdotal evidence that deception
is not merely cost-effective but dramatically so.

“Lessons from Behind Other Hills:  Deception Planning & Detection in 140+ Different
Disciplines,” in Jack Dziak (editor), forthcoming mid-2007.

Condenses (into 24,000 words) some of the more decisive early findings from the
author’s ongoing manuscript, The Whole Art of Detection.  Supplements and
documents much of the material in this Textbook.

Whaley, Barton; and Jeffrey Busby
“Detecting Deception: Practice, Practitioners, and Theory,” in R. Godson & J.J. Wirth,
(editors), Strategic Denial and Deception (New Brunswick, Transaction 2002), 181-221.
LOC: BW.

The first general theory of detection.  Busby contributed the key technique
(described on pp.212-218) that I call “Busby’s Ombudsman” and later
characterized as an “intuitive trigger”.


